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Introduction
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I

4.Thr papers in this volume 'are syntactic studies, primarily
concerni4 Enfilish and.German, within the framework of Generalized Phrase
Structure Grammar. The papers by Bissautz and Brodie represent their
master's thesis submitted as of the requirements for an M.A. degree

tin the Department of.Linguistics at Ohio State_University. The paper by-
.

Brodie,concerns,the placement of modal (pert in4): evaluative

concerns auxiliary reduction (Pita's here) an plementiier contraction1.,_.cold

(unfortunately), temporal, and verb phrase a verbs,,, and that of Bissantz .

(Pita wansta go). Hinrichs' paper, which'was read at the annual meeting
of.the.Linguistic,Society'of. America in 1983, concerns the interaction
between feature. instantiation,principles-and linear precedence- (LP)
statements, data being drawn from several European lankilages. Geis'

paper represents. the syntactic side of a general theory of the syntax Of

. 1...:

English conditionals worked out..4withthe pholosopher William-Lycan. The
paper. by Zwicky.poncerns adjective agreement 111 German; it is argued that

.Such agreement should be treated asia government phenomenon.'

.

...

.-

M. L. G .
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BinglishAdverb Placement
'. in Generalized Phiase Structure Grammar*

, Belinda Lea Btodie'/ .

1. Introduction

1.1 Objectives ..

Whilethere haVe,been many works in thelest couple, of decades
dealing with the semantics of English adVerbs, few syntactic analyses
have been. presented. Thesyntectic analyseswhich.have been prmposed
have generally been motivated by semantic, rather than syntactic,'
considerations. The methodological apprbaohjaken in these works is o-

- assume or argue for a particular semantic treatment of adverbs, and .

then provide a. syntactic analysis compatible with this semantic
treatment.. This Upproach has,led, I believe, to incorrect conclusions
concerning the placement of adverbs. While I agree with the'assumption.
underlying this approach (i.e.that there is a correspondence between...
syntactic structure and semantic interpretation), I object:to the
priOritrillyen 'semantic. considerations and the disregard, for syntactic

evidence. .,. r-
The purpose of this work is tqprovide ari analysis of.a4verb

placement which gives ptiority to,synteCtc evidence, 'and which,
'moreover, accounts for a much.wider range of data than previoui

0
analyses. In this work, lt is assume that each syntactic rule is
associatedwith a particular semantic 'fele. However., it is the

syntactic rule which limits the setof.possible semantic rules, not.
vice-Versa.. I believe that thf4.apprOach is tobe preferred in the
case of adverb placement, because there is, at least for some types of

adverbs (i.e : evaluatilie, model, temporal, andrequency adverbi), .

evidence.whIch suppOrts'a unique syntactic treatment,. but no evidence
which. requires a unique semantic analysis: In'these cases it is the
syntactic rule which will limit the possible semantic analyses.. In
cases where there is.no evidence to decide between two or more '1

alternate syntactic analyses (i.e. VP adverbs), seiantic considerations
should,, of course, be used to determine the'correct syntactic analyisis,

if possible. ,

In succeeding sections.I will propose analyses of the
Placement of evaluative, modal, tempOtal,.frequency, and VP adverbs.,
These analyses are'given within the framework, of Generalized Phrase.

SteuttureAlrammar (GPSG). GPSG is a monostretal theory of syntax which'
is preferable to most other Current theories of Syntax on two grounds:

1,1

1.),It is more restrictive, in terms of generative capacity.
It has thefgenerativecaOacity of a context -free phrase-
structure grammar, rather than that of,a more powerful
type of grammar.

2. It is associated with a formal semantic,* (Montague Grammar)
the properties of.which, are well-defined, and which is

.restricted by the requirement that the semantics be

rule-to-rule.

4 5.
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_tt is shown that withIn GPSG iJ is-possible 4o.give a small number or .

synkact4c mules: which account.foe all the data accounted for' by
previous analyses .of adverb positions, as well as a good deal of data
not.previousry considered or accounted'for..- It'is.possible to ,show,

.that'these syntactic .rules will.Olow for ruletraino-rule train lations
which will yield the proper semantic results. In this pale I have
been able only to provide.the!semantic rules and give some,i'dication
of how certain aspects .of the semantics 'of adverbs ,are aCcounted for by
this treatment.

Ndt only' is the analysis'to be presented. preferable to previous

analyses ,because of its simplicity and scope, but-also pepause this
analysis, in conjunct&on with independeritly motivated aspects of GPSG,
.accounts for observations concerning adverb stranding which have not
previoUslybeen given. ..an adequate teeptMent. The only previous

"treatment which is:cloie to bei.g observati6nallY,adequate is onein
which the notion of "teace". n ssarily referred to in a'surface

4, filter constraint (cf. Sag'(1978, 1980)). The analysis presented here
accounts for adverb stranding data:without making reference totraCes
and is therefore, consstent.with Jacobson's (1982:.207)' tentative
claimHthat ."noconstfaint4in'the grammar can explieitly mention gaps.",
It is significant that this claim can be maintained with respect to
adverb stranding within a.framework which is already more restrictive
than mOit.other current syntactic theories.

a

1.2. A brief introduction t GPSG. 0

A GPSG cOnhioits of two arts--the actual grammar, which includes'
the set df. phrase-structure rules of the language., and the metagrammar,
which ,consista. of rules and principles that characterize the Ohrase'-
sfrubturq 'rules and express generalizations'between rules. got,'

A-phrase-structure'rule consists othree parts: a rule numbe, a
syntactic rulef and the semantic rule associated with the syntactic
.rule. IiWthe PS rule below, for example,. therule number is 2, the
syntactic rule is VP -> V VP and the semantic rule'is V'(VP').

3. <2, [VP -> V VP], V'(VP')>
. 411,

Rule numbers lire used as subcategorization features on the lexical
category node introduced by the rule. .Thus, the. PS rule above is an-.
abbreviation for the Ade in 4..

4. <2, [VP -> N VP] , V'cVP')>
[2)

i.

The phrase-structure rules are-characterAzed by two types. of rules
of the metagrammarand by'fOlture instantiation principles. .Immediate
Dominance (ID) rules. .express possible immediate dominance relations. The
ID rule below, for example, states that A may immediately-rdeminate 8, C,
and D.

7

5, A -> DAD .

The immediate dominance relations eXpressed by any phrase-ptructure ,

rule must be' identical to immediate' dominance relations wipressed by

r '

.
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one ofthe4D Alps, linearTFtkecedence (LP)

relatidnships which must)io1,0 between sister
for example;. state'sthat B. must pre6e4eC in
in which B ancl.0 are sieters. ri 41;*

.

6. .K.11 C

p

res.express the ordering
nodes. The rule below,,

any phrase-structurle. rule

. . .

. .

. -.
.

#Each phrase-structure mile.must be-consistent with every LP rule of
the metagrammae. ..

0

Feature instantiation principles govern ,the. diStriBution 'of
features The Head Feature - Convention, fOi- example, ensures that the
head of a phrase has head featurei. identical to .those of its Mother.
Every phrase-sfrOcture rule' must be cOnsi'stent.with the Head Feature.
Convention, and all Other principles of feature instantiation.

The metagraMtar.also.includes a type of rule, known as.a.metarule,
which does ndt characferizephrAse-Lstucture riles., but .instead
expresses implicational relationships.between ID rules. The.metarule
below,,for examele,. staterthat for'every ID rule in.the graMmarin.
Which A dominates some finite sef.oT category symbols X, there is
another' rule in whiCh A'dominates this same set AT symbols. and also
.d

7. 7. <n, [A -> X], (F')> ==> < [A -> X, 81, B'(F')>

This-rule also states that the semantic interpretation of the rule on
the nightiOill be the-resuat of applying the semantic value of B to t e
semantic .value of F, which is a' variable ranging over the interpre
Cations ofletles characterized by the syntactic rule ,en the left. of the
arrow-. The rulesrelated by'a metarule will have fhe same rule
numbers.

In earlier versions of GPSG, metarules expressed implicational
relationships between PS rules, rather than ID rules. In quotingsome
earlier works, I will give the rule in terms of PS rules rather than ID
rules, but, in every'case, the metarule could have just as well been
given in terms of ID rules. s

I will use the-slashinimetarule, which Gazdar. (l382) defines as
follows:

.

AI

Let G be the set of baSic rules (i.e. the set of rules that a

grammar not handling unbounded dependencies would require). For any
syntactic category B, there will be some subset of the set of the

. nonterminal symbols VN each of which can dominate .B according to the
rules in G, Let ,us call this set 4049C:VN). Now; for any
'category.. B 0 V )NWe can define a (finite) set of derived rules '

D .(B,d) as follows:

D (B,Q) =. ,(a/B -> : -> ....on) G
&1 . i.< n oi 0 V 13

The slashing metarule is' described in this paisage .as applying to PS .4
rules (bailie rules) to allow other PS Kyles (deriVed rules). I will
abmetimearefer to the 'slashing metarule applying to basig- phrase-

410
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. structure rules to yield derived phrase- -structure rules, but,' in every

case, the slashing metartile could just as, easily have) applied to ID.
ruleS to al:low new ID rules: To give. an example of the application of
the slashing metarule:,Given the basic rules it' 8,

e*

9

AI

,8. VP -> V VP '

VP -> V S 4100

. S -> NP VP

the derived rules in9 will be allowed by the slaihing-Imetarule.

9, .VP/VP -> V VP/VP
VP/VP -> V S/VP'

.S/VP-> NP.VP/VP.

Tn:Gazdar.and*Pullurri (1982) the wok done by GazdaPs.slashing
mechanism is carried out by a fea re slash. However, whether the'
slashing mechaniswor the feature slash.is used is'irrelevantto#ther
analyses I will propose. . .

.

It is important. to point. out thht,
.

although in giving rules 1 have
usedADVBRB (eg. S ->.ADV S) rather. than ADVERBPHRASg, replacing ADIVin
these rules with ADVP woul reqUire only a slight revi'sjon inthe .

statement 'of rules. In the rules using AT', I.havemade use of the
lexical status of ADV to subcategorize adverbs with 'respect to their
sisters so that.differences in positions of occurrence could be accounted '

for. If ADV is' replaced by ADVP in,the proposed rules, this approach is '

no longer possible.. Instead, we must distinguish various categories of
ADVP which.dominate different IeXical categories*of adverbs and give
rules for the placement of ADVP, allowing different ADVP categories:to

i

occur in different.rules. 7)

.Finally,' it should be noted that, for convenience sake, I' ',

replaced all references to V',. N".etC. with VP;.NP etc. In the Version

of PSG which J. adopt both matrix and embeddedVP's are aSSignedoone.bhr,-

i
thu the use of VP isA wlotoblematic.*Mlyuse,of S corresponds to V",
the maximal .projection of V.. In the.semantic rgls which I.give 4 use
the type assignments ofKlein and Sag'(1982) and follow their convention
of not mentioning intentions in the semantic translation; however, when
quoting rules; I give the semantic.translation as it originally .

..,

appeared:

FOOTNOTE

*I would like to thank d Zwickx.,.' Mike 9eis, and especially

David Dowty for their hel ul commenti and criticism on Ts work. I am

of course solely responsible for a11-errors.
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, 2. Previous Analyses of adverb OOsitiona.in, English

0
2:1 Lakoff (1965, 1970)

; In work by generatiVe semanticist$,. it was assumed that adverb
placement was accounted for by -one or mire'transformational ruled,
Generative semanticists used We similarities in'the aelectional
restrictions of adVerOs and%adjectivessto argue that adverbs should ,be

. transformationallY derivedjram adjectiVea. Lakoff (1965, 1970) argued '

that manner adyerbs shoUld be derived tranaformationally from their, ,

corresponding Adjectives'. Simifart.ly, Schreiber (19t1) claimed that
sentence adverbs should be derivectby transformatioQ from their-
corresponding adjectAves.

*thkoffclaimed'that sentences containing-manner adverbs should be
derived from the same underlying structures-as sentences containing the-
correspondinglOjectiveg. Both .1. and 2 below were derived, from the
underlying structure in 3 by 71118 oI an adverb lowering teansforiation.
This transformation deletes th occurrence of Sam in the highest clause
and moves careful into.the low& clause; adding ly onto it.

1. Sam sliced the - salami carefully.
2. Sam' was careful iii slicing the salami.

3.

,/"'I.
careful (IN.) . PIP NP

slice the salami.

Lakoff argued for this analysis on two grounds. First of all, he
claimed that the elimination of the category Manner Adverb from the set
of underlying categories of English would result in simplification of

' the grammar. The base component is simplified, but the transfor-'
'national component is complicated by the addition of a rule.- Whether-1'1°

or not Lakoff's analysis simplifies theigrammar as a whole cannot be
determined unless the values of the various elements of the grammar are

.

specified.
Secondly, he claimed that hiranalysis.would elikinate redundancy:in

the statement of selectional restrictions. In particular,. underlying
structures such as 3 ere adopted, the'anomaly of sentences such as 4 and 5
will be accounted for by-the.selectional-restrictiona between underlying
subjects and adjectives, and a second 76:4f4 selectional restrictions
between underlying subjects and adverbs not be included in the
-grammar.

4. Moss hangs from trees reckles0y.
5. Moss is reckless. in hanging from trees.

It ii,.of course, possible to.evoid such redundancxwithout
resorting to..a transformational .derivation of,adverbw. In the analysis
to.be presented here, it will be.assumed that meaning postulates (cf.

'9
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-,/' Dowty (1980)) account for the. logical entailment between sentences .such 4p. -

,

/,as 4 and 5,. 0nce such meanintyostulaLes are 'adopti!'d,..the Semantic
/ incoherence cif sentences such as 4 will follow from the semantic

,
!: . incoherence of such as.5. -,

.. The generative semantics' .notion th at ,at adverbs.are transeormp: : .

tion'ally derived was rejected-1).y transformationalists su 'as Bowers ''.
(1969) and/ Jackendoff (1972, 1977). They noted that theqame argument' (which Chomsky '(1970) gave in favor of a lexical, rather than,transfor- _

mational,-treatment of "derived" nominals also apply in the case-of.
-adverft. . /7 .-,, . . .. .

7 -...,

It is now generally accepted that derivational--mules, as the
'rule creating, adverbs froi.adjectives, appTy only 'in thojexicon,',;11 the : /'
analysis to be presented, it wilt-b4"assumed that a lexical rule (in the ,

sense of Dowty (1978)) derives a verbs frol adjectives. It is ': '

charaZteristic of'lexical rules that unprincipled except the rule-

.
\- occur. SChreiher (1971) _notes 'accidental gaps" such as nicely and

.

iMprobab14, which he consider to be pos4ihle but nonoccurring sententia
4

. .. A .

.' 2.2 Jackendoff (1972, 1977)' *, \:.:. ,

,One of the few syntactic :analyses of verbial Posdtions is .

that presented in.Jackendoff -(1972) and, ightly lisel-in Jackendoff
, (1977) : Jac doff deals with two main lasses-of dverbs, those

traditionally c led sehtential adverbs and those known as VP adverbs

OS

:

4

or prAtcate modifiers.

Jackendoff's analysis is intended to account fq4 tile following,
claimed generalizations concerning.the positions of sentential and VP
adverbs;

6. &sentential adverb may occupy any position in which, it. is
a deughterof.the node S. .

7. A VP adverb may occur in any position in which it.is a
dauglter of the node V".

Itisimportant to note. that Jaccendoff's notion of V" is distinct
from the notion of used in the version of GPSG adopted here. In
Jacklerdoff's analysis V" dominates V', and optionally dominates -.

ponstituents for Which the verb-in V'"is not strictly subcategorized.
' dominates the verb apd'any constituent for which the verb is

strictly subcategorized. Thus, Jackendoff's in..claimed generalization in
7 preilidtsAthat VP adverbs wilLnot intervene between a verb and any.
copstituen for which the verb is strictly subcategorized, since VP.
adverbs are always daughter's of V", and not V't Counterexamples to
'this prediction will be discussed late. sr

Jackendoff's analysis makes use of the "tranopoitabilityconven-
tion" of Keyser (1968) in'order to capture the claim4 gen'eralizations
in 6 and 7: The transportability convention permits aNcOnstituent
marked as transportable "to occupy any. position in a_derived tree o
long as the sister relationships with all other nodes in the tree re
maintained, that is, as long,asit is dominated by the same node.
-(Jackendoff1972, p., 67).. Jackendoff (1977) claims that sententia
adVesbs and VP adverbs are transportable constituent's.. Sentential-
adverbs will be generated asidaughteis of S'14 phrase-structure rule
and.the'transportlabllity"convention will allow-the sentential adverb too
move to any positiOn as long as it remainsf a daughW of S. VP adverbs '"---

1'

. l)
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'will be geneeeted as. daughters (40 V" by p rase structure ruled and the
transportability convention,wilNalow t VP adverb termove to apy

. A position as long as it remains.a daughte' pf V".1
,

tt must be pointed Out, that Jacken f? was not necessarily V,
.

assdming that these generalizations Moll adverb'positions will hold.at
the Surface structure level. This becom clear when Jackendoif '
discussts,a class 4 examples which are.p oblemati.0 for his generali-..
zatiOn concerning VP adverbs.' The proble atic exlmples are isentences

N°----,..such as 8 in which the VP adverb precedes a PP for. whi'ch the verb is.
strictly subcategorized..

*p 0,

8. John gave the beans quickly to'Bil.

Since give is strictly subcategorized the.PP, the PP will be
4generlited by Jackendoff's iihrase:struture,rules as A daughter'of V'.
But Jackendoff's!generalization in-7 predicts that the adverb will be a
daughter of V", not V'. Jackendoff coneiders two solutions. The
first solutiOn which he considers,is to generate the adverb'
daughter of VW and then lower iftby a t.tansformatiohal rule into
position 4411 daughter of V',-yiel4ing;:the surface structure 'in 9.

.ti

V'

V ADV PP

.

give quickly to Bill

axis

If this solution. is adopted, the gsheralization,in 7 is met at the:deep
structure level, but not.atthe' surface structure level. The other
solution which Jackendoff considers is to generate the PP as a daughter
of V' but then toraise the PP into position as a daughter of V",
giving the'surface structure in 10. On this account, the adverb is a
daughter of V" atAboth the deep and surface structure levels. Thus,
if this solution is adopted, the generalization in.7 is met at both the
deep structure and surface structure levels.

"
10. V"

V' ADV/N
V NP .quickly to Bill

1.

give the beans

Jackendoff does not decide between the two solutions;, thus it is'not
clear whether or ndt he intends bisleneralizations to be generali-
zations about surface structure. 'If Jackendoff's generalizations

'AncernIng poiitions of sentence and VP adverbs are true generalii-
zations about surface structurevositiodi, then they are easily

. trval4ted'into a monostratal theory, in' which immediate dominance and
linear/pAcedence relationa,lre-stated.ieparately (cf. Oazdar and

1,



PallUm-(198).). :Tn immediate do minanc!e (ID) rules, the. daughter con:
stituents ftreunoiidered with respect jo.one another. In the ID rule. in-

. A
11, for examplet& C, and D are unordered: Linear precedence (LP)

l
rules exprvss linear ordering relationS between sister'co titiicnts. .

Rule.1(2, for example, statap thatA will precede C when tieY avec-

* .sistes.- The set-of phrase structue roiles of the graMmar i 11

.ules donsistenCwith'some ID rule and every LP rule. .

410

. I' _

11. h > B, C, D
12. *B-< C

.Iti"a grammar :in which immediate' dominance and linear precedence.

,relations are expressed by distinct rules, Keyser's notionitof.a
ttansportableCohstauent oorrespondS to a category.which,does not

/ anear io" any 'linear precedence rules. . Such a category will be
unordered with respect to other categories and max, therefore, either
precede or follow any of its sister constituents.. If-Jackendoff's
generalizations are.meaht to hold at. the surface structure level, they
can be expressed in a version of GPSG which adopts Jackendoff's
assfmptions about consti ent sA-ucture by allowing metarules 13 Ind
14'; and by not includin the category ADVERB in any .1,P rules. :(I have
omitted the semantic'tr lations in 13 and 14, since it is the
syntactic generalization that are at issue here.)

er

t

../

13. <1, V"-> X> .--.=> <V"-> X ADV>-

14, <2, S.-> X>.,-,>. <S -> X ADV>
.

'Li. .

..

Metule 13 states that for ani I)D rule which expands V" as a
finite 'set of categories. X,-.there will lie another ID .rule whiCh expands
V'? as X plus .he category ADVERB. .Metartile 14 states that for any ID
rule which expands S. as X, there will be a rule expapcitng Ilktrg X plus
ADVERB. Since ADVERB "will not, be ordered with respect to any of the.

11

categories in X, the metarule in 13 will allow adverbs in the lexical
'class.] (i.e. VP adverbs) to appear in any position as daugh r:of V".
The metarule in 14)411, allow-advdrbs in the-lexical,class 2 (i.e. S.
adverbs) to,appear in any position as daughter of S.

These two Metaritles-will account for ja0cendoff's generalizations
in 6 and.:7 assuming they refer to surface structure. 'UnfOrtunately,
this simple analysis cannot be'maintaLned. Jackendoft's
generalizations, when considered'to apply.at the surface structure
level, lead to incorrect predictions and rely On unmotivated assumptions:
about -Constituent structure.

. .
. .

"In order. tO account for sentences, such, as 15, for example, Jackehdaff.
must assume that the first auxiliary, but not Subsequent ones, is 'a
daughter of S.

15, John will probably leave in the morning.:

The only motivation he .gives'for assuming:that the firit auxiliary is a
daughter or 5 is that-adoptincthis struCture allows the-positions Of S
adverbs in sentences such as 15. to 'be accounted for by his analysis of
adverbs:
..4

0
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V

1 4,
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.

t Jickendoff 1.972) gi'ves.evideitclethat the "first auxiliary
.1s.wdaughter of 81 but that subsequent auxiliaries are not
daughters of S. The evidence is that sentence adverbssuch
as frankly, Probably,'Ind.evidently,occur in all possiBle
positions/as daughters of S. initial, final with comma °

'intonatidn, andbefore 'the auxifiary. They aloo'occur after._

the first auxiliary, but spot after subAtquent ones.
(Jackendoff (1977:48)

i . ' .
. .

Jackendoff's analysis incorrectly predicts that sentences Kith S
Adverbs foillowiirig the second orthird auxiliaryShould be ungramMatical.
'But, as Jackendoff (1972 mites

,

. such sentences are not ungramMatical;
mt,

164.. ?John will have probably beer' beaten by Bill.
(jackendoff's example 3.13

According Jackenlffls.analysisA the surface vonstitue

0 structures for 17 and 18 would be 19 and 20, respectively.'

4 17. John-probably will leave.
18. John will probably.leave.

19..

20.

. ,

:1

ADV .AUX

.
I 'I

probably will

.1
V.'

.11.

leave.

0

AR A ADV V" I

I ' ;1 i
,,

o n Aili,,,ptbbably 17

.:9 1
V

It
I

104.14e

4

a 0 .;

av

le"

,

In Section 3, I will argue that the correct constituent structure trees
for 17-18 are those in 211and 22, Oince no distinction islmade between
the mafrix. VP and embedded. VPts 0"the Version' of GPSG which I adopt, I
use VP, instead of'V',or V","*In-the,trees '

f.
,

,
L
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10 .-

. S V

...'' ----`":"----,-,
NI,' .

""'\ '.

John - . ADV VP

proba8ly V VP.

i ,
, i , I

.,. y4i11 . V ..
t ,..

.

22:

4'leave
e

4 - VP

V VP
1 , '

will ADV. V

probably leave

I will present evidence.that,selptential adVeitos .in position other than
clause-Initial and clause-final should be accounted fdr by the phrase-
structure rule in 23.

.

23. VP -> ADV VP
, 4

This option `was not available tohJackepdoff since the, phrase-structure
.rule in 23 does not conform to .the rail schema to which, according to the
X -b'ar Convention, all phrase-strbcture rules must conform. .The X-bar
Coltivention requires. that one of the daughters in a phrase-structure
rule be 'of the time syntactic category as the mother and one bar.level
lowef 'than.' the mother. Thus, the rule 23 is' counterexample to
the X-. -bar Convention. I will allow in chapt4r3 that there is ample I

evidence for, the Phrase-structure lule in023., and that, therefore the
X-bar tenvetition must be rejected.z

2.3 Gazdar, Pulluc, and Sag (1982)
.

In Gazdar et al. (1982: 24), themetarille in 24 is given,-qo handle
the feats about sentential. adverb placelment inthe variety of English
deseribefjoby Jackenddff (1972) which only permits .the adverb after' the
first aux4liary,Verb." , .0 .

. '24. <VP -> V VP,,F> ==> OP -> V, ADV VP,'3P [AIIV' (4F(P) )] >

(+AUX) (-N UL]

--I+FIN]

This aeterule States that for every rule in the graver which expands a
k VP which is marked.tAUXILIANY] and (+FINITE) as V followed bta non-
null.VP,,there be.a rule .exactlys .rule,exCept.thil,ADV ._

apPears between V and VP. Note that the Need Feature donvention'.
ensures that the.V s also (+AUXWANY) and

14
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1

1

4.4

4

The,metarule in 24 is inadequate because it acoounts for ady'ey
lidited range of the positions in which sententigradverbs may occur'
and also allows for the generation of ungrammatical strings,

Metarule 24 correctly predict that S adverbs occur after the first.,
auxiliary in 25 and 26.

26. Ed has evidently washed the dishes.
26. "Ed' will evidently have washed the dishes;

However, as Jackendof 1972) noted, sentential adverbs may also pre-
cede the first auxiliary r mainwerb. The metarule does not provide
for adverbs in-these'pos ions. Sentences such as 27-29 are
accounted for by this metarule. ,

27. Ed obviously has learned French.
8. Ed obviously learned French.
9. Ed obviously will.

e metarule alsq fails to account for the occurrence of!tdverbs .

J

- before the second of two Conjoined verbsv as in 30, and'for the Occur-
rence of. adverbs before the main verbs in sentences in which
'subject-auxiliary-inversion' or 'VP fronting' has applied.

30. Ed will catch and prOgably kill the rabid dog
31. Will Ed prObably. kill-the rabid dog?
32. ?John said 'he will definitely pay Me and definitely. pay me he

-will.

Gaedar et al. (1982:24) state that "There exists also a less
restricted variety in which such adverbs .[sentential adverbs] may occur
after any auxiliary verb (although the:deeper they gIbt in.the V', the
'Worse they sound). To handle this variety one needs-to delete the
[ +FIN] specification on the dominant V'." With the [ +FIN]especification

deleted, the aetarule will predia'the grammaticality of sentences such
as 33. 7.

33. ,Ed will have evidently washed t dishes.
r

However, the grammaticality of sentences su
Sunaccoulitedfoe.

Gazdar et al. (1982) point out"that their tsrule predicts the
uAgrammaticality of strings such as 34 and 36 ( eir,h and i, p. 25) in
:whiohthe adverb has been'strandett. ,

h as 27-32 is still left'
1

34. *Kim will obviously.
(with no pause belere

36. cKim is obviously
(With no pause before.

.

the adverb

the adverb)

However, this aetarule doesnot predict the uneammaticality of strings
such as-36.and.37.

2 36. *John Said he will defitfitely pay me and pay, me he wilt

definitely. (with no pauie before the adverb)
37. *1 thought John would probisbly leave and 'leave he did_,,

probably. (with 0 pause before the adverb) ,

t k

1.

0'

L

ri
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Metarule 24 in conjunction with th6 tcalization schema of Gazdar et
al. (

ei
1982) and the slashing metarule Gazdar (1981), incorrectly

predicthlithat 36 and 37 aregrammatical . The topicalization schema in
38 will allow the rule [S -> VP S/VP]'.

38: <13,[kS a .§/a],ikha [(S/a)'](W,)>

The slashing metarule will ,apply to the rale on' the right.. -of the
S Adverb metarule (i.e. [VP -> V ADV VP]).to give the de-rived rule
(VP/VP. -> V ADV .VP/VP]. TWse two rules, alcing with the derived rule
[S/VP -> NP VP/VP] will admit the trees in 40 and 41.

39.

40.,

S

VP

/%N.
Pay me

VP

leave

The ungraMmaidcal strings
,the Trace Introduction Metarule
(adopted, (Thek..TIM is discussed

VP

he

NP

he

VP VP

ADV VP/VP

I

definitely t

../VP

.VP/ P

. did

ADV VP/VP

I

probably t

4.
in 36 and 37 will be dheratedreven if
(TIM) presented in.Sag (1982) is
in more detail in Chapter 6.)

41. Trace Introduction Metarule.
[a/B [a/A

where an
.

The TIMpre4lires that the node immediately dominiitini a trace is of the
form a/B where a and B are not identical.

if the TIM is adopted, the trees for lr and, 37 wiji be 43 and 440

42. )

.VP

pay me

S/VP

NI' .

1

he v ADV

1

will defintely.

VPA'

16



, 43.

A
leave

1
13

V ADV

I I

did prpbably

Presumably these trees are admissible, as well all other trees
representing Sentencen in which 'VP-fronting' has 'applied'; because
the features on the two VP's of the VP/VP.dominating the trace are not
the same and therefore a is not equal to B, an is required. If, rules

of.the form.[VP/VP ->...VP/VP...] where the VP's of the dominating
VP/VP differ in feature specifications are not allowed as input to TIM,
then it would no longev be possible to account for 'VP-fronting'.

Even though 36 and 37 will be generated whether or Mot the' TIM is
adopted, the ungramMatiCality of such sentences could be accounted for
if a durfac; filter', such as the one proposed by Sag (1978, I980),,, is -

employed.

44. * Q ], t

AD

This. filter rules'out string1 in which an adverb (or quantifier)
immediately precedes an extraction site. In section 6 arguments will
be.preaented against the purface filter in 44, and it will be sham
that, liven the analysis proposed in chapter 3, no surface filter is
necessary.

In the following section, an analysis within the GPM framework
will be presented which accounts for the data in..27-32 and 36.L.37, not
'accounted for by the.metarule in 24, as well as other data. .

FOOTNOTES

1. In.1972.Jackendoff rejected a transportability analysis of VP adverb
positions citing as counterevidence cases of strictly subcategorized
adverbs, which only occur in postyerbal position. In Jackendoff $

(1977) it in claimed that strictly subcategorized adverbs are
doaineted by V' rather than V"... Since /only adverbs dominated by sr,
or V" are subject to the transportability convention, these cases ha

1 longer ,represent counterexamples. 1/4 . '

1

2. Radford (1981:104-106) notes other counterexamples to the X-bar
Convention.

17
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3. Evaluative aneModa l Adverbs

In this section I will.deal with two claeses of 'sentent al adverbs
$ which fall into Greenbaum's (1?69).catesry of "attit Jinn disjuncts"

modal adverbs such as probably, possibly, necessar evaluative
dverbs such as unfortunately, luckily, re o tero . Greenbaum does
ot present any data which would indicate that modal adverbs and eUal.

uative adverbs should be distinguished for syntactic purposes. Jacken
. doff (1972, 1977) does not distinguish hese two, classes syntactically.

Schreiber (1971:84) claims that "a variety of syntactic arguments. can

A be given...that there are indeed two different types, here." The only.

truly syntactic argument which he gives is that modal adverbs occur in
) questions, whereas evaluative adverbs do not. In section 3.23, ..

however, it is' shown that evaluative adverbs May occur in questions,
given the appropriate context. Thus, this purported syntactic diff-.
etence disappears. In the analysis to be presented modal and evalua
tive adverbs will be given a uniform syntactic trinitmentand will
ipelong.to the sailie syntactic class. Such 'a treatment is possible,
because modal and evaluative adverbs are of.the same.semantie type.
When in clause- initial and clause -final positions, theyare functions
rom sentence denotations (i.e. denotations of type <s,t>) to sentence

ii
-' enotations--they are of the. type < 01,0,<s,t>>. When in other posi-

tions, it will be claimed, they are functions from VP denotations
s,<<s,<e,t>,t>>,01,0> to VP denotations--they are of type.
<<<s,<<s,<e,t>>>>,<s,t>>, <<s,<<s,<e,t>,t>>,<s,t>>>.1'

It is useful to consider the adverbs which Schreiber (1971188)
assigns to each category.

1. Modal adverbs: allegedly, certainly'conceivably,
.evidently,possibly, un oubtedly, unquestionably,
kClearly, obviously, appa ently.

2. Evaluative 'adverbs: unfortunately, predictably,
regrettably, astonishingly, incredibly,
ironically, luckily, naturally, oddly, predictably,,

.4 strangely, surprisingly, unbelievably,-understandably
unluckily.
o

What distinguishes thime two classes-from one another semantically 0
that the evaluatiVe adverbs are.factive, whereas the modal adverbs are
not (i.e. Unfortunately, John left presOpposes, and perhaps entaile,
that John left, but Posupibly, John left does. not).

Thi andlysis to be Peesented accounts for the occurrence of modal
and evaluativei adverbs in sentences in'which the adverb has scope over'
thereat of the.senteoce. I Nal not deal with the positioning of.'
adverbs in. sentences such as a-5 in which the adverb does not haVe,
scope over the rest of the sentence. In 3 probably has scope only over
the prepositional phrase intesterville. In.4 probably has scope only
over the verb phrase sing p maudlin song. In 5 the adverb has scope .

,e't.)11k:
Al



only over the NP Sharon.

- 15

3. We plan to buy a house, probably in Westerville. .

4.' John will do something for amateur night, probably sing a
'maudlin song.

'5. I gave'the book to one of my students, probably Sharon.

.1 have set aside such. sentences from consideration,. because I believe
that the syntactic analysis.of.these adverbsmill be independent of the
syntactic treatment of adverbs'in other positions; and thus not immedi-
ately relevant 'to the .analyses to be given.

3.1 Evaluative and modal. adverbs in positions
other than clause-inItial and .

In this section it will be argued that.modal.and evalnative.
adverbs; when in positions other than clause-initial. and'clause-final,
,and'when not requiring the intonation pattern required by parenthetic-la's,
appear in the configuration in 6.

/'

6. VP

ADV.- VP .

. IV
I will sometimes refer to an adverb in the configuration in 6 as44

* .

being 'Chomsky-adidlined* to the VP,'seaning only that the adverb occurs
in' this configuration, mot that it is actually" placed there by a trans-
formation. The lower VP in 6 may dominate.either a main or an aux-
iliary verb:

'I will as 'that sentences in which the adverb is botti preceded
and followed by a pause are structurally distinct from sentences in
which the adverb is not preceded or followed by a pause. The'sentences
in 7 and 8, for example, will be assigned distinct stiuctures.

7. John will unfortunately leave. ,,

8. , John will, unfortunately, leave/i

The adverb in 7will appear in the configuration in 6, but in 8 it will.
not. I will assume that the sentence in 8 will, have a structure iden-
tical to that which a sentence such as 9 has, whatever that may be.

9. John will, as.you know, leave.

I. am assuming. the treatment of auxiliaries givewin
(1982). In this treatment auxiliaries are introduced as
VP by the finitelrule'schema in 10. The' use of features

.es
co-occurence restrictions inyolvihg auxiliaries'are t.

infinitive marker to is also considered to be- a verb.z

e.

19

Gazdar et al.
daughteroLof
ensures that
Note that the
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10. en, [VP: -> v V11,1 P V'( VP'(P))1>

[B)
[ +AUX]

where values for n, a, and B are given.by-Table 1.

En] a
[2] .+FIN
[3] +FIN
[4] -

[5]

[6]

].

[81 .

[9]

+ASP
+ASP,+COP,
+COP
+INF

+FIN,+COP
+COP

B .V[OMEMBERSHIP
.+BSE can may, must, will etc-.

4SE,-AUX do
. +PSP have b

. +PRP be
+PAS be
+BSE . to
+INF is (+COP] ought[-COP]
+PRD be

TABLE
,

.

My claim is that modal and evaluative adverbs in all of the pos-
itions below are 'Chomsky-adjoined' to th4 following VP.-

i.Before a finite main verb:
11. Mark, probably left.
.12. Mark unfortunately left.

ii: Before a finite auxiliary verb:
13. John probably will leave.
14. John unfortunately will leave.
15. 'John.probably will.

iii. Between a finite auxiliary verb and the main verb:
16.. John has probably.left.
17. John has unfortunately left.

iv. Between a nonfinite auxiliary verb and the main verb:
18. Ed will have probably Washed the dishes by now.
19.. Ed will have fortunately washed the dishes by now.

v. Between any two auxiliary ierbs.
20. Ed will probably have washed the dishes-by now.
21. Rd will fortunately have washed the dishes by now.

The gees for sentences 11-21 are given below.

22. .

NP-

.

N
Mark. ADV VP.

I
probably left

unfortunately

20

low

404

0%.



23.

25. .

26.

.r

- 17

6 lip

.,-"- *%%..,,,
John ADV VP

1
1 \

probably
.

VPV

unfortunately will ..V

I

. ,

I

leave

,.

1 NP VP

John ApV P

7probably .V VP

unfortunately will e

NP VP

John V VP.

I

. I

has ,ADV VP
-Irprobably '. V

unfortunately left

VP

have ADC, VP

I .

prOablY I fa

unfortunately: ) washed the
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27. . S
.....,%.4% l.?....-- NNN.0..'

':.NP VP

....*'',,
Ed ' V VP

I- /
Will ADV VP

I

.

c probably V VP.. / It

unfortunately have V NP
I

washed the

All of the sentences above can be accounted for by adding the Ip .

rule in 428 to the grammar.

28. <1, [VP -> ADV, VP], ADV'(VP)>
[1]'

, where ADV(1) = the modal end evaluative adverbs

dishes.

41

Note that the daughter VP 1.6,28 is the head of the'mOtherVP.' There-
fore; the daughter VP will have all of.the samelhead features as ft
mother, becauftthe Head Feature Convention ensures thatthe head of a

'phrase will have"head features identical to those of its mother node.
The ADV will be marked with the rule number (1), because-the lexical
category introduced by .a rule is marked 4th the rule !Weber. In the

'semantic rule in 23 the value of the adybrb ii a function which take$
VP type denotadkons as arguments and yieldi VP type denotetiOns,"

It is necesiary.to ensure that adverbs of lexical category 1 aey
not follow their sister VP's. Otherwise, the subtree in 29 will be
,`generated and. it will be incorrectly predicted that sentences.such as
30 are grammatical.

VP

,VP ADV
30: *Patrick went to the bank probably and withdrew money-from

from his Checking account. definfibely..

We Could add the LP rule. in 31 to ensure'that an adverb at the lexical
category 1 must precede a, sister VP. Haeveri4f,we assume, ,as do
Gadder dnd Pullue (1982), that Raab* includes a general LP rule
gequiring lexical categories to precede non-lexical categories, then
sp is not necessary.

F
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31., ADV <VP
[1]

Given the Mt-title in 28 and the LP rule in 31 the basic phraie,....*

structure rule in 32 below will be part of th grammati, but the rule in
13 will not.

32. S-Adverb bas 4.c rule:
,

<1, [VP -> AnV VP], ADV' (VP')>
where ADV(1).= the evaluative and modal adverbs

33. <1, [VP 7> VP ADV], ADV' (VP')>

I will label 32 the 3-Adverb basicArule, since evaluative and .
modal adverbs have traditionally been known as sentential adverbs, but
I do not mean to imply that every adverb which has beenlabeled a
sentential adverb should be introduced by a.rule like that in 28.3

In the following section I Will'show that once the rule in 32 is .

adopted, interaction with a number of independent1y-motivated rules of.
GPSG4ccounts for a wide range of data'.' First, 14Wever, 1will use
some of this dataas basically theory-neutral evidence for the config-
uration in 6, repeated below.

.

34. . , VP

.

ADV . VP-

The examples in 35-37 provide evidence for the higher-VP node in'
.34.

35. John said 'he would definitely pay me and definitely pay se,
he will. (VP Proposing]

36.. Two plus two will pecissarilY equal' fourkand me plus three
will, too.. [VP Deletion]

37...John probably will'wwing and possibly will hit the ball.
[VP Conjunction] ,

If '35-37 are 'indeed examples of VP Pteposi4 4;' VP Deletion, and VP
Conjunction, ai they,certainly appear to be, then the adverb and
following verb phrase must be dominated by VP. .

Samples such as 38 provide evidence for the lOwer VP node in 34:

38.. Rhonda has probably been to Dinosaurdrari and Jimmy
definitely has.

use of the Present* of definitely in' the 'second conjunct, the only
interpretation for this sentence'is one in which only been to Dinosaur
Pa rk has been 'deleted!, and, not probably been to. Dinosaur' Park. The.

semantic rule associated With VP Deletion ensures that the value of a
previous'VP is. eventually pinked in to the Arenslation of the right
conjunct. Since the value of'beej to Dinoeadr)Park ii plugged in to
the translation of the right conjuniet in MIT to Dinosaur,Park in
.the left conjunct' must be I VP. A'semantic yaislof'VP Deletion
museallow either the valUe of the lower VP of the value of the higher'
VP to be plugged in to the konslation othe ight Oonjuil*. In 36,
theImost natural reading WON in which the v ism! of tit° higher'VP is
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plugged in. In 38, the reading in.which the value of the lower VP has
been plugged in is lorced by the preience of definitely.

3.2 Evidence from rule interactions
In this section I will show that once the SL-Adverb basic. rule in

32 is adopted, .interaction with a number of independently-motivated.
rules of GPSG account for a wide range of data.

3.21 Coordination

Gazdar (1981:158) proposes the following rule schemata to account
for constituent coordination.

39. <2, [4.-> an] , W(al',...,an')>
[B]

where B 61 [and, or] and a,is any syntactic category
40. <3, [a -> B a], te>

. [B]

wliere'B C- [and, or] and a is any yntactic category

If a is VP and B is-and, then the 'schemata, in 39 and 40 will
produce structures such as 41 and 42.

41. )fc
VP VP[and]

AP

andVP

42.

VP VP VP arid]

and VP

These rule schemata together with the S-Adverb .basic rule proposed
in section 3.1 predict the grammaticality of sentences such as 43-46.ip.
which adverbs, precede'verb phrase conjuncts.

43. Patrick will stop by and probably bring some wine.
44. Patrick will certainly stop by and probably bring some wine.
45. Patrick studied, but probably flunked the test anyway.
46. Patrick probably works hard 'and definitely enjoys his work.

These sentences will be assigned the following trees:'

47. S

NP

Patrick VP.[ and]

and VP

will stop by ADV
I.

PronAabiy ring some wine

24

1.



48: S.

VP

Patrick .V . VP.

50.

The
adverbs,

62.

63.

64.

4

VP

NP'

I

Patrick

161wil yP

vall VP

certainly

stop

by

}S
,/'

NO

Patrick VP VP[and],'

./ \ 7 .*,
Air VP and ,VP

''' .N
probably works ADV

,
I

hard definitely en

VP

V

itudied

VP[end]

and /VPN
ADV VP

I.
probably bring some wine

VP[but]

but yP

ADV.* VP .

probably f ed the test.

grammatica4ttof-aentances such as-6144, With .evaluitive'
01, of course, also predicted.

Patrick. will stop by and unfortUfi, ately stay for canner.

Patrick will fortunately stop by, butinfortunately stay for'
dinner.
Patrick stopped by and Unfortunately-stayed for dinner. .

Patrick fortunately stolipaOy,lind,eunfortunately, stayed for.

diaper.
'd

oys. wor



Bxaspl4 such as 43-
analysis. They are obVio
always occur as dquight
Cdhjunction Reduction
examples to the claim
deep structure level:

3.22 Right Node Raising
The next seta of examples include sentences which have tradition-'

ally been described as having undeigone the transformation of right
node raising. 'In Qazdat (1981) right:mode raising structures are
accounted for by the rightward displacement schema /h 55.

55. <9,' [a -> 11],;(143[(a/B)'1 (W)>
where a ranges over clausal categories. and B can be any
phraial or clausal category.

-22 -

and 51 -54. are.probleftaticfor Jackendoft's

tecounterexamp1es to. the blaim that S-advehs
of S at the surfaCe structilige level. One
ven up, such examples are also counter.

adverbs-are always daughters of S at hen

t

The rightward displacement schema, he coordination schemata, and
the slashing metarule interact to produce structures such as ihat.in
Qazdar's example it 56.

56.

S/NP

S/NP

/ N-
7P. "/VPHarry

V NP/NP

.caught t°

S/NP[and] the rapid deg

/
and S/NP:-

NP VP/HP
/ .

Mary V NP/NP
I

killed t

44.

The rightwaid displacement schema permits the rule' WP(S -> S/

.....01173

The coordination schemata permit the rules [S/WP -> S/NP S/NP]

.g metarule permits the rules.[S/NP -> NP OP/NpLand,
[S/NP -> and. S/NP]

The
.

. ,

. .

[Vp/NP -> V NP/NP] .
.

.

. . With the addition of the. S- Adverb basic rule to the:grammar, the

grammaticality' of right naderaiaing sentences such as the following in
which an:It-adverb preCedes.the verb(s) is predicted.

,

51. Harry probably. right and MerY,certainly,killed. the rabid
dog.

58. Harry caught end Mary Probably killed the rabid: dog.
69.. Berry caught and Mary unfortunately killed the rabid dog.
60.k Harry foetUnotely caught an4Mery.fortunately'killed the.

rib id. dog.'
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The slashing metarule applies to the S-Adverb basic rule, as in
61,and allows theuderived rule On the righehand'side of the arrow.
This derive4 rule, allows the adverb to.precedee verb which has had, its
object raised, as'shown.in 62.

61.. <1, [VP -> ADV. VP], F> = =>
<10, [VP/NP -> ADV VP/NP] , F>

62. S

S/NP..

.

S/NP

NP t7# VP/NP

I -
Harry ADV . Vr/NR;

,NP

.S/NP[and].. the r;;;;11;i1

and S/NP

probably

(.unfortunately

! N
V . NP /NP Mary APV'

probably

VP/NP./
I NP/NP

caught t killed . t

. The rightward displacement schema, the coordination' schemata, the
slashing metarule, and the derived rule in.,61, together, predict ihat
sentences such as the following are grammatical.

El
4

634 Harry will catch'and probably kill the rabid dog.

64. Harry will certaidly catch and probably kill the rabid 'dog.
. .

The grammar will assign these sentences the following trees
66: 4

. r

S/NP
' ,,/ `

NP VP /NP

1 /
Harry -V ' VP/NP

will VP/6

%.11' Pil)(1431

'catch t

the rabid.dog

VP/NP [and]

/'''%`1;
and VP/NP

ADV.- VPyINP"

I 'st

probably V.. NP/NP
r.

kill.
*'

4



66.

6/NP

NP VP/NP,_
,

Retry V . VP/NP
1

will VP /NP VP/NP [and]

ADV Idt Vi9NP and ,,, VP/NP

1 /
certainly V NP/NP. ADV ..VP /NP

.1 I .

/N
catch t------Probably. V, NP/NP

I. 1

.kill t

24 -

NP

the ra6id

1

The trees in 66 end 66 are right node raising, structure*, but
sentences *p6h as 63 and. 64 can be produced without the intonation
pattern chdhcteristic of rigbk node raising.... Thus, it seems necessary
to.provide trees f9r subh sentiloces 4hich doN*ot have a right node
raising configurption. .1 will argue that the grammar should include
the rule of "minor right node raising" in 67.4 Once this rule is
adopted,,sentences such as 63 and 64 will be assigned two distinct tree

'structures, one like those in 66 and 66 and another like that in 68.

67. <57, [VP -> VP/NP NP], VP /NP'.(NP')>

611. 11$ .s

NP VP

Harry V VP

-I
will VP/MP NP,

VP/NP ,VP /NP[and] Gerab d dog

VP /NP and VP/MP4

certainly NN'ii;

I

V NP/NP probably V NP/NP

, I I

catch t kill t.

Inclumion of the rule [VP ->,VP/NP NP] in the grammar can
motivated by considering sentences such as 69.

69. Id said he would catch and try to kill,the rabid dog and
catch end try to kill the rabid dog he will:0N.,

6

28 4
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If the second conjunct of sentence 69 is to be treated as an
example of 'VP-fronting', then the grammar must provide a structural
description of catch and try to kill the rabid dog in which the entire
phrase is a. VP. The minor right, node raising rule provides for such a
description, as shown in 70.

70,
,

S

VP

- 25 -

4_

..._..... . ..... .....

VP /NP NP

yP/NP .VP/NP[and] the rabid

NP NP and VP /NP dog
,/

datch. t V V/NP

I

AA
try y VpiNP

to v: NP/NP

I I

kill t

'

S/VP

NP VP/VP

he V VP/VP

will t

VP

Sentences such as,71 provide further evidence for minor right node
raisin% .

t , $
/1. Ed will study for and toy to pass the test and Nary will too.

If the seiliond 'conjunct in sentence 71 is to be treated op en
example of 'VP Deletion', then the grammar must allow study for and try
to pass the test to be a VP. The ride [VP -> VP/NP NP] will provide .a.

repreientation in which it is a VP, .as in 72. . 6

12.

U

S

.

NP

I , 7
Md V VP

S [and]

tu<ct /
NP VP\
Mary V VP

A '

will e

will #P/NP ,

VP/NP VP/MP [and]

NP/NP* and VP/NP

or V VP/NP

/
try .V VP/NP

.I

to V NP/NP

I

pass t

29

study

the text

.
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It must be noted that inclusion of the rule VP -> VP/NP NP) will
allow for the generation of the following ungrammatical sentencep:

73% *John gave a vete the woman who he's d#ing:
'74. *John perivaded that Harold left the woman who's

standing over there.
76. *John expected to .winAhe rupner from Australia. 4

76. 4Jahn said he would give the woman he's been dating a vase'
and give a vase the woman he's been dating, he will.

Sentences such as 73-75 will be generated by the grammar anyway
because of the rightward displacement rule.. One solution which comes
to Lind for preventing both the rightward displacement rule and the
.minor right node raising rule from generating these sentences is to
simply disallow the following rules from the grammar:

77. VP/NP -> NP/NP NP
-.1. 78. VP/NP -> V. NP/NP- S.

79: VP/NP .-> VW NP/NP VP

This, however,' is not a viable solution because rules 77 -79 ere

needed to generate grammatical sentences such em the following, in
which_topiAlization hai applied.

80. Janet, John gave a vase.
.

81. Kim, John persuaded that Fido runs.
. 82. Jimmy Carter`, wanted towin.

f.

Unfortunately; I;(19 not have a solution to oPter at this time.' It

should be noted, however, that examples such as 73-75 have been proble-'.
matic,for all previous analyses of right' node raising, and that it.is
very likely that'an account of the.ungremmaticality,of these sentences
when assigned right node raising structures will also account for their
ungrammati ity when assigned minor right node miming structures.

3 ect- Auxiliary. Inversion

0 der at al. (1982) give the following metaruleAo account for
ante as in whioh 'Subject-Auxiliary Inversion' has applied.

83: if '-> V VP]riP[10("V'(P))] ==>

NrIN].
(+AUX]

<[$ -> V. El], V°("S'))

PIM] (41

The S-Adverb bas2ic rule interacts 0'6 this metarule to predict
the grammaticality'of questions such as 84 and 85. The question in 84
will be assigned, the tree in 86. \

84 Will John probsElyjkave?
/ 86. John fortunatellt leave? 4

1.

1
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',/ Ns
will

NP VP
I .

John ADV....11P

probably V

leave

4

Both Jackendoff (1972) and Bellert (1977) have argued that
questions such as 84 with modal adverbs are syntactically well-formed,
but sementically,or pragmatically odd.

Jackendoff (1972:84) notes that "many S adverbs do not faqj
comfortable in questions" and 'stars' 87 (his 3.160) to indicate that
it 'is unacceptable.

437.040'

He argues that
sentences such
based 'analysis

Frank probably beat all his opponents?

"purely syntactie'approaches to t unacceptability of
as 87 miss the point". and that "a re semantically .

is called for, in'which there is a, eason for these
facts" (p. 84).

Bellert (1977:344) states that 7Mbdal sententilikadverbs are
predicates of the truth: they qualify the truth of proposition
expressed in the same sentence, and they do not qualify it negatively.
Neither do they our in questions" and cites 88 (her 21).

4r0.

88.

IHasilohnobablyicome?
Will rtainly

idently .

Such question, are unacceptable, according to Bellert, because "we do
not ask questions and at the sane timel'evaluitetheAruth, or degree Of
'Arab, of the proposition that is being questioned" (p. 344). ,

, explanation offered by Bellert.is supported by the Observation.
that, An cOntext in which-these constraints &not, in itenerelvilvalli4L______:2
questions snch'ss,thosein 87 "and 88 are acceptable... A context in
which we expect questions tiobe asked which ."at theism* time evaluate
the truth,. or degree of. truth,. of the. proposition that is being
questioned" and which "assert a proposition in one and thalami
sentence" is-the courtroom context. Question, such, as 89.90are cer--
tsisly acceptable An a courtroom setting.

His clear fromsuohexemples that the. unacceptability of

. .

re

. .

89. In your opinion, hes the def t possibly Perjured himself?
In. your, opinion, did Johnoneirprobeibky Commit suicide?

'"-

seitences such as 87 end those in 98 should be accounted for by oon-
.strainti such ae those offered,by'Bellert, rather:than by Syntactic
constraints. A eimilar,conetraint is, obvioUsly responsible. for the ,

31
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unacceptability of questions such as 85: we do not question aPropo-
salon and at the same time comment on the proposition we are ques-
tioning. This constraint is violated in a Courtroom setting, perhaps,
because lawyers. are often obviously assuming the tipth of a proposition
while at the some time asking for a witness to evaluate the truth of
the proposition. So, in 91, for example, the questioner ii commenting
on thoSproposition, while. at the same time asking that the, respondent
evalu4e-its truth. 1

-4.
.

.. . .

91. Did this woman unfortunately get involved in a life
of crime?

'I will conclude that the questions in 84-85 and 87-88 are syntactically
well-for:med and that the S-Adverb basic r le and 'SubjectLituxiliary.
Inversion' metarule interact to yield cot ect p e ictions.

s.,

3.24 VP Fronting
Gazdar et al. (1982) account for 'VP- nting' by the more general

rule of ropicalization,.repeated below. eliclaim that "the pheno-
menon commonly referred to as 'VP-frontinere simply a special case of
topicalization and can thetefore be subsumed under schema 13 [92 below]
by allowing a to range over fronteble V' [VP]4typ4i",(p. 18).

X
..._

92.'<13, Is -> a $/a],;thel[(S/a)1(a1)>. ,
Oxen a = VP, then a is to be [-FIN, -Lb, -ASP] .

The S--Adverb basic rule and the topicalizetion schema in 92 cor-
rectly predict that sentences such as 93 and 94 are gr tical.-

93. ?Jahn said he wip definitely pay me and dein ely -

pgY me he will. .

94. ??I'thought John would probably leave to.avoid seeing
his mother and probably leivebe'did.

While sentences such as 93 and 94 may not be fully acceptable,
they are certainly not ungrammatical. It seems likely that semantic
and/or pragmatic constraints on VP Topicalization, Amilarto those
discussedby Prince and Prince (1980) for NP Topicalizetion, may be
responsible for the oddness of such sentences.

These sentences will be assigned the structures in 95 and 96.--The
topicalization schema allows the rule [S -> VP S/VP] and fhe S-Adve0114-
basic rule allows the rule [VP -> ADV VP].

95.

VP[+BSE] S[OIN]/VP[+BSE]

ADV VP[+BSS] NP VP[44INj/Vp[+BS8]

definitely / he V[ +rIN]. t

Ipeywe will

I

4,
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A

96. . ..

'. .

VP[+BSE] S(+FIng/VP[f.BSD]
/ .........." ......,....

.

ADV 11[4.BSS] NP VP(+PINI/VP(+BiEl
I .1 , I i

N,
probably .V[+BSE] he V[ +FIN] t

1 I .

leave did
. s _ __._,... _......_ ......

.

. It is elsO predicted that sentences such as 97 are graimaAal,
-since evaluative adverbs are also introduced toy the S- Adverb basic
rule.

4

97. Bob knew Billwould unfortunately flunk the test, and
unfortunately flunk the test, he will.

However, sentences such as 97 are much worse: than senences such as 9
and 94. But the difference* in acceptability are. expected, given the
differences in acceptability between 98 and 99.

98. Bob knew Bill would probably flunk the test.
99. Bob knew Bill would uniortumately flunk the test.

Sentence 98 is fine, but 99 is questionable. The oddness of sentences
such as 99 obviously has to 'do with the function of evaluative adverbs:
they are expressions of the speaker's attitude. Parentheticals.such as
I think,also express the speaker's attitude. Although parenthetical'
which express the speaker's attitude occur freely between the auxiliary
and VP in main clauses, as in 100, they do rpt occur in this position
in embedded clauses.

100. Bill will, I think, flunk-the.test.
101. Bob''knew Bill will, I think, flunk the test.

.

-1 .....

The oddness of sentences. such as 99 should be explained in part by the
slime pragmatic or semantic constraint which explains the oddness of
sentences such as 101.

. 1

. Given the rule ofiTopicalization and the derived rule in 102; it
would seem that ungrammatical strings such as that in 103, in which the

_____________Adverh_ia_atranded,w111-result.i, - -,,,

,

- ..r.r ................. n. , ,.. ...

L

102. VP/VP -> ADY VP/VP
103. *John said he would definitely pay me, end

pal' me he will definitely. (with no pause,before the adverb)

However, once the'Trace Introduction Matarule is adopted, strings
such as ,that in 101 will not be produced. ..I will not explain here why
this is the case, since a detailed explanation is given, in section 6.

1.26 VP.Deletion
YIL

Gasdar et' al. (1982) give the following aetarule to accould6rfor
Deletion':
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104, VPD: < [VP -> V
(+AUX)

VP], F > ==> [VP -> V VP], F>

t+NUL1
[-PRP]

[-GER]

The metarule in 104 "takes any VI [VP] [FAUX, -PRP, -GER] rule which
expands as V follow00'..[VP], and simiily adds.thefeitnre +Nu', te,
the complement V' [VP]" (p. 606). The rule in 105 introduces 0, which
represents the empty string.

105. [VP v >

(+NUL]

where v is a contextually bound variable ranging over
VP denotations.. .

Given this linalysis of VP Deletion and ;ir 5- Adverb basic rulee
sentences such al 106 and 107 will be assign the trees in 108 and
109, respectively.

106. Two plus tMo.wl11 necessarily equal four and
one plus three willi too,.

107. Rhonda has probably been to Dinosaur Park:and
-%Jimiy.definitely has.

108.

VPNP

Two plus 'two V VP

will ADV
N

VP

0'
necessaily:equa

s

109.

S

VP.

/
onda V .VP,

/
has ADV VP

I

probably

and

NP , VP

\
one plus three V VP

will e

\.

S[and]

.,_. .

as" ADV

to Dinosaur Park

VP

definitely. V VP.

I I:.

has

natural reeding of 106 is the one,in which "the Contextually
iabl. v takes as its value the denotation Of the VP

.4

4

.5

r
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necessarily equal four. In 107, the reading in which.v takes as its
value the denotation of the VP been to Dinosaur Park is forced by the
presence of definitely in the second conjunct.

It should be noted that given the aetarule analysis of sentential
adverbs otGazdar et al. (1982) it would be difficult to explain the
interpretation of 106 in which\what has been ?deleiltd.' semantically lin
the second conjunc is necessarily equal. four, since,- according to this
analysis, necessarily' equal fobr, would not be a constituent. -Under
their analysis, 106 would be assigned the tree in 110.

- ,

110. s

NP VP

two plus two V ADV
1

I

will necessarily .equal four

Jackendoff's (1972,.1977) analysis would encounter the Zane problem,
because his aftlysis also claims that necessarily equal four is'not a

. constituent. Thus, sentences such as 106 are prOblematickfor the
enalyses.of Jackendoff (1972, 1977) and Gazdar et al. (19g2), but
immediately accounted for by the S -Adverb basic rule, given the 'VP
Deletion' metarule of Gazdar et al. (1982).

Given the VP 014etion analysis and the S -Adverb bailic.rule, it
would seel...that'ung ammatical strings such as that in 111 would be
generated.

111., *John has' probably gone to Cleveland and.Mary
hss probably, too.'

(with no pause between the auxiliary verb and adverb).

The second conjunct would apparently be assigned a structure, as in 112.

112.

NP VP .

, I

Mary V VP

/.
has . ADV VP.

I I

probably e-

O

The VP Deletiaj metawle allows the rule [VP'-> V VP] The S- Adverb.

(+null]
basic rule allow* [VP ADV VP]. The Head Feature Convention,

[+null]

mistiming as do Gazdar .at al. (1982) that null is a head feature, en-
sures that the'lower,VP is also [+null]. We 'could account for, the''

ungrammaticality of sentences Such 84'111 Simply by revising the
8-Adverb basic rule as in 113,' specifying-thatthe'dominating VP' sus

.-
be [-null].

I.
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.113. -VP ->ltDV VP
[;null]

- 32 -

However, im'seption s, I will argue that it is not necessary to specify*.
that the dominating VVis [-nul] in order to account for the ungram-
maticality of ,sentences such as 111.

3.2 Evaluative and modal adverbs in clause-initial and clause-final
positions

Evalua4ve and modaladlerbs occur in clause-initial and clause
final positions with comma i tonation, as the following eXamples
show.6

4,
.

114, Unfortunately, Jain hail been in.an actident.
1,15. ObViously, he was driving while he was drunk.
116. He was not seriously injured, fortunately.
117. He will be released soon, Probably..

They also occur in.inYel and fial'positions in embedded
clauses. ,

118.. Mike knows that unfortunately John has been in
an accident.

.'

119. The legend that/Milton was an unpopular poet .

has lived so long that probably it will never
be destrOyed.7

The adverb must.follow the complementiser or'it will not be inter-
preted as Part"of the embedded clause. The only interpretation of 120
for example, is one in which unfortunately has scope over 'the root
sentence and not just the embedded clause. Such sentences Veguire
parenthetical intonation.

120. Mike knows, unfortunately, that John has been
in an accident.

Gazdar et al.. (1982) mark that-clauses with the featUre
L+Complementizer]., Ihat-clauses are introduced by the basic, rule in
121. ,

121; <6, [5 -> that: S], S'>

(]. A-C)

The 1p rule in,122 accounts f r evaluative. and modal a orbs in .

clause-initiikand clause-final Tiltions. Marking S,as
[-Complementizerj, ensures that t ..iolveleb will not be'part of the
embedded clause Ait precedes the colplementiser

122. <2, [8 -NADV, 8j, AWN S')>
[-41] ,

,

whete.ADV = the evaluative and sodaradverbs

t2,1

41.

I ,,P;, >//
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We now'have two lexical classes consisting of modal and evaluative
adverbs. Adverbs of lexical class 1 are introduced by the ID rule <1,
[VP -> ADV VP], ADV'(VP)> and adverbs of class 2 are introduced by the
ID rule in 122. It is, of course, desirable to relate adverbs of
lexical class 2, which are of type <<s,t>,<s,t>>, with their doublets
in lexical class 1. The lexical rule in 123 will accomplish this (cf.
Dowty (1978) for an explanation of lexical rules in Montague, Grammar).

123. If a 0 ADV [1], then Fi(a)4: ADV [2], where Fi(s) = a.
Translation:XTR.P[a'(4T(P))], where 'IP is a vari le

over VP type denotations and P is a variable over
NP type denotation.

This rule 'states that if there is an adverb which is of lexical class
1, then there is a corresponding adverb 9f lexical class 2 which has
the same form, and which is translated as AM' S P[a('P(P))].

If 122 is revised-so that the lexical class 2 includes other adverbs
which occur clause-initially and finally, then there will not be a
one -to. -one correspondence between the two clasei of adverbs. 1

"Style-disjuncts" (cf. Greenbaum (1969) and Schreiber (1972)), such as
confidentially, honestly, and frankly in the following examples, occur in
clause-ivitipl and clause-final positions, but do not occur in pre-verbal
position440Li1hout parenthetical intonation. .

124. Confidentially, 'she's no friend of mine.

125. Honestly, I didn't mean to insult you.
126. Frankly, I simply don't like you.

Temporal adverb*, such as yesterday and tomorrow, also occur in
clause-initial and clause-final positions, but not pre-verbal positions.
Some frequency adverbs, such as occasionally and frequently, occur in
Clause-initial and clause-final positions, and also occur in pre-verbal
positions. It can be assumed that these adverbs are in lexical class 2,
but, as explained in section 4, it" will still be necesqary to posit a
distinct category to which these adverbs belong when in pre-verbal
positions. A few VP adverbs, such as quickly and slowly, also occurin
clause-inftial and clause-final positions. All VP adverbs occur in
pre-verbal positions, but generally do not occur in pre-verbal position
when the verb is an auxiliary. Thus, if Quickly or slowly occur in
pretouxiliary position,.then it is reasonable to assume that they occur in
this position by virtue of belonging to lexical class 1. Speakers differ
as to whether or not they accept these adverbs in pre-auxiliary positions;
some speakers accept sentences such as 127 and 128, while others-do not.

127. The ian quickly will bang the drum.
128. The children slowly have recited the alphabet.

This difference cante accounted for if we assume that for some speakers,
these adverbs are members of lexical class 1, but for other speaker*, they
are not. .
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FOOTNOTES

1., I as using the type assignments for NP's and VP's given in Klein
and Sat(198 ). In Klein and Sag (1982),. VP's are third order
predicates. Dowty (1979) and Bach (1980) have argued that modal
and tensed 's should be einslyzed as third order predicates. As
noted by qpwty (1980), once tensed and 'nodal VP's are defined as
third order predicates, "an expression of the category PredP [i.e.
a tensed or modal VP] has the meaning of the subject of the
sentence within 'its scope. Hence an adverb like possibly, which is
part of the PredP, can likewise have the subject within its scope,
which is the crucial. semantic property that S-adverbs must have"
(p7)
Pullum (1982) gives arguments for the claim that to is a verb.

. "Style disjuncts" (cf. Greenbaum (16:9 and Schreiber (1972))L such
,as confidentially, honestly, and ft:. in the following examples,
have been labeled sentential adverbs,, but do not occur in pre-,
verbal positionswithout.parentheticall intonation.

,Confidentially, I wouldn't trust him.
Honestly, I love that color on you.
Frankly, I can't stand divinity fudge.

4. It should be noted that the rule of minor.right node raising,
[VP -> VP/NP NP], is not produced by the rightward displacement
schema of Gazdar (1981), repeate0Pbelow, because it is required
that a be a clausal category. '

where a ranges over clausal categories
and B can be any phrasal or clausal category.

5. Note tist a sentence such asEd'said he would catch and kill the
rabid gg and catch and kill.the rabid dog, he will. cannot be used
to motivate the minor right node raising rule, given the rule
(y -> V and V] which Gazdar (1982) assumes. Given this rule catch
and kill the rabid.dog can be generated as a VP consisting of a
complex V and an NP. Rather than argue against this complex V
analypis, I have given an example in which it is clear that two
verbs have not been, conjoined, since try to kill is not a verb,

6. We cannot account for adverbs in clause-initial position by
allowing the Topicalization Schema to apply to adverbs. If the
Topicalization Schema were allowed to apply to adverbs, it would
incorrectly be predicted that i and ii have readings in which the
adverb has scope over only:the lower clause.

i. Probably, Jake knows that Howardoill
ii. Unfortunately, Jake, knows that his brother has been'

in en accident. .

Since the Topicalization Schema is stated as not applying to lexical .

categories, topicalization of adverbs is correctly ruled out.
'It is alio necessary,to rule out topicalization of adverb phrases.
Otherwise, we predict an interpretation of iii in which the ADVP has
scope over the lower clause,

iii. Quit* possibly, Jake knows that Howard will ,leave:
7. This example is from Jacobson (1964), citing B. Iforitvans,

A Short History otEnglish Literature.

I
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4. Temporal and Frequency Adverbs

Iu4this section I will compare the placement of temporal and
frequen y adverbs with the placement of evaluative and model adverbs.
The results of this compaciskih will be important in the analysis of
adverb stranding tobe presented in section 6.

Adverbs which specify frequency, such as always, sometimes,
occasionally and usually, occur in. most 'of. the same positions as
evaluative and modal adverbs. Temporal adVerbs, which specify a
particular period of time, such as yesterday, today, and tomorrow,
occur in much fewer positions; .

Frequency adverbs, like evaluative and modal adverbs, occur in they
configuration in 1 when immediately preceding a main or auxiliary verb.

1.

VP/N
ADV VP

. Examples such as 2 and 3 previde,hidence for the higher VP node
in 1.

2, Laurie said she would always love her mother, and
always love her mother, she will. [VP Preposing]

3. Danny will always love Marsha, and Mark will, too.
[VP Deletion]

41
If 2 and '3 are examples of VP Preposing And VP Deletion, as they
certainty seem to be, then always love her dother and always love
Marsha must be VP's. Examples such as.4 provide evidence, for the lower
yp node in 1. Because of the presence of sometimes in the second
(conjunct, the olrly reading of 4 is one in which only paid for dinner
has been 'deleted' semantically, and not usually paid for dinner. If
this is an example of VP Deletion, as it certainly to be, then
paid for dinner in the left conjunctmust be a 'VP.

)4e( 4.
11.
Michael has usually paid for, dinner, and Beth sometimes

has.

S

Temporal adverbs such as yesterday and toMorrow do not occur
positions immediately preceding main or auxiliarY verbs, as examples
such as 6-7 show.

6. *John yesterday went to the beach.
6. John will tomorrow go to the beach.
7. *John tomorrow will go to the beach.

These adverbs, therefore, do not occur in the configuration in 1.
A Temporal andfrequency adverbs, unlike evaluative and modal

" adverbs, do occur at the right.of conjoined VP's, as in 8 and 9.

8. Clark writes letters usually and sends telegrams sometimes.
9. 'Clark wrote a letter yesterday and sent a telegram today.

Such sentences can be accounted for if these adverbs occur in the
configuration in 19.

39
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10. VP

VP ADV

The following chart sums, up the.posit4Pens of occurrence of

evaluative, modal, frequency, and temporal adverbs when not clause
in&tial or clause-final. The phrase structure rules by which each type
of adverb must be introduced are also listed.

Left sister Right sister P-S rules
of VP of. VP

Evaluative and modal yes no
Frequency adverbs yes yes

.Tgaporal _adverbs no

VP 7> ADV VP
VP. -> UV VP
VP -> VP ADV

yes NP -> VP ADV

As shown, frequency adverbs occur as both left and right sisters of VP.
Temporal adverbsoccur only as right sisters'of VP, while evaluative
and modal adverbs occur only as left sisters of VP (cf. Section 3).
In order to account for these observations, it is necessary to
include the three ID rules and.two LP rules given below.

<11 [VP ->
where ADV

[1]

<2, [VP ->

-where ADV

[2]

<30[VP
where ADV

[3] .

VP < ADV

[3]

ADV < VP
[1]

VP, ADV] ADV'( VP'. >"

= the evaluative and modals

ADV], ADV'( VP')>
frequency adverbs

VP, ADV], ADV'( VP')>
= temporal adverbs

.Given these ID and LP rules, the following phrase-structure rules
will be basic'rles of the grammar.

16. <1,[VP -> ADV VP], ADV'( VP')>
17'. <2,[VP -> ADV VP], ADV'( VP')>
18. <2,[VP -> VP ADV1, ADV'( VP') >
19. <3,[ VP -> VP ADV], ADV'( VP') >

The ID rules in 11-13 cannot be collapsed in any way, because of
the need to enforce different linear precedence restrictions on the
three types of adverb*. I have used the rule numbers in the LP rules.
Some other feattire could have been used, but we would still need three
distinct ID0rules, silice the adverbs in the ID rules would have to be
marked with different feature*.

When Oazdar and OUllum (1981) introduced the ID/L0 format, they
did not specify any requirements on. the form of LP rules, In Gondar
and Pullum (1982:21), it is clairOd that the LP rule in 20 is a rule of
English. 01 40
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. 20. [ +LEXICAL] < (-LEXIcALi4

Thus, it.is clear that Gazdar and Pullum intei(i features. other than
sYntactit category features to be permitted in LP rules. Since "the
rule number is assigned, by convention, to be the value of the feature
LEXICAL"'(Gazdar'and Pullum (1982:17)), the use of rule numbers'in LP
rules is certainly not ruled out by, the theory .as stated, It should-be
noted that the rAlles in 18 and 19 are inconsistent with GalOar and
Pnllum's generalization in 20. However, if we replace.ADV/with ADVP

e

.(adverb phrase) in these. rules, they are no longer inconsistent with 20.
'I will leave open whether such a move should be taken, but note. that if

we replace ADV.with AM in 16-19, we can account forthe difference in
st positions of occurrence of these three kinds'of.adverbs by distinguishing

three categoVes of ADVP, is well as three,16tical classei of'ADV's.

0
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- 5. VIII Adverbs

In tlim'section an analysis,of the placement of VP adVerbs is
presented. It is argued that VP adverbs occur as kisters^to V, rather
than, as JackendOff (1972, 1977) claimedp as'aCints of,V.

I. will limit this discussion to those VP adverbs with the fewest
restrictions on their occurrence in positiops other than clause-initial
and clause-final. This group includes quickly, slOwli7 intensely,
incessantlk,Ahoroughly, seriously, firmly, diligently, completely.,
tremendously; purposefully, as well as willingly, knowingly, and
cleverly.'

. It isuncontroversiikl that VP adverbs are Dominated by VP. It
must be argued, however,, that they occur as sisters, rather than aunts
of V. Examples of"'VP DelAion' provide evidence for thief` claim.

r

1. John has-been seriously wounded, and Mary has been, too.
2. George has quickly read the book, and Mary has, too.
3. George had firmly refused the offer, and Mary had, too.

The only interpretation which these sentences have is one in which
the adverb is included as part of what has been "deleted' semantically.
The only interpretation of 1, for example, is one in which seriously
wounded has been 'deleted' semantically. In section 3.25 it was shown
that a 'deleted' VP in a right conjunct could correspond to a VP in the
left conjunct dominating an S- -adverb and a VP or it could correspond to
the VP which is a sister of the S-Sdverb) In 4, the most natural
reading is one in which the VP dominating the ADV and following VP has
been delet0. In 5, the 'only reading is one in 'which the 'VP which is a
sister of the hdverb has been deleted.

4. Two plus two will necessarily equal four and'one plus
one will, too. "

5. John will probably go to Saltimore,
.4

and Mary definitely'will.

,rf the adverbs in 4-3 were aunts of the V, we would expect these
sentences to be ambiguous between. an interpretation in which the higher
VP has been 'deleted' semantically and one in which only the lower VP
has been 'deleted'. Sentence'l should be ambiguous between an
interpretation 111 which seriously wounded is 'deleted' and one in which
wounded is 'deleted'. However, this is not the case. This observation
can be accounted for,if there is no lower VP to which the adverb,is a
sister. In the 'following discussion, I will assume that VP adverbs are
to be sisters of V, as in configuration 6,

6. VP,

ADV V .4...

./
VP adverbs occur before main verbs, but not before auxiliary

verbs, as the following examples show.

7. George.quickly read the, book.
8. *George quickly has read the book
9. George has quickly read the book.
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10. *George will quickly have read the book.

11. George will have quickly. read the book. ,e,1

Jackendoff (1972:75) marks'examples such as 10 with a question Mark,
rather than an asterisk. However, my$informants consistently rejected
sentences such as 10. Some Speakers Accepted sentences such as 12 with
quickly preceding the auxiliary verb, but only with an interpretation ,P
in which John was quick to bang the drums, not with the interpretation.
that the banging was quick.

12. John quickly has banged the drums.

VP adverbs also occur, before prepositional phrases within the VP, ,

as in 13, and in VP-final position, as in-fr.
-4

13. John gave the book Oickly to Mary. ,

14. John gave the book to Mary quickly.

They do not occur before 'houn phrases within the VP, as 15-17
show; or before VP orS complements orthe verb, as 18-20 show.

15. *John gave quickly the book to Mary.
16. *John, gave quickly Mary the book.:

17. *John persuaded quickly Kiwi to leave.
18. *John persuaded Kim qUickly to leave.
19. *John wanted Kim quickly to leave.
20. *John promised Kim quickly that he would visit-hor.

9

In order to account for the data presented above, I will'adopt the
metarule in 21, as well as three LP.rules.2

21. <8, [VP -> V, X], V'(F)' ==>

[-AUX] 'where ADV

<8, [VP -> ADV, V, X], ADV'(V'(F)> = the VP adverbs
[ -AUX]

This metarule states that for every ID rule of the grammar which
expands VP asOf and any categories X, there is also an ID rule which S

expands VP in exactly the same manner except ADV is also a daughter of
VP. This metarule captures the generalization that VP adverbs say
occur as daughters of any VP. I have given a semen is translation in
which the semantic value of the adverb is a function from verb phrase
type denotations. to verb phrase type denotatins. The ID rules which
will be the output of the metarule in 21 will have two lexical
categories, ADV and V, as daughters of VP. Rule numbers; by cOnven-
tion, are features on the lexical category introduced by an ID rule,
but in these rules two lexical categories are introduced. In order to
ensure that the ID rules which are output by 21 will have V, and not
ADV, marked with the rule number, I will adopt a conventioni, that only
the lexical category which is marked with the rule number in the. ID

..
;0
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rules which are output by 21 will have V, and not ADV, marked with the
rule number. I will also assume that lexical categories which are not
marked with a rule number by this convention may have a rule number
specified as one of their features; otherwise it would not be possible
to specify which adverbs occur in the ID,rules output by metarule
Metarule'21 will be revised as in 22.

*
22. Revised VP metarule

<8, [VP -> V, X], v'00> ==>
03, [VP -> ADV, V, X], (ADV'(V'))(F)>

[6]

where ADV = the set of VP adverbs

[6]

In order to rule out ungrammatical sentences such as 18-20, it is
necessary to adopt the LP rules in 23-and 24.

23. VP < ADV
[6]

24. S < ADV

[6]

In order to rule out ungramistical sentences such as 15-17, but
allow grammatical sentences such%s 7., it will be necessary to adopt a
new type of LP rule. Note that 15-17 cannot be ruled out by adopting
the LP rule in'25, since this rule would incorrectly rule out sentences
such as 7, in which the adverb precedes the NP.

25; NP < ADV
[6].

t' -1

What is heeded is an LP rule Ofilth allows adverbs of class 6to precede
NP's, as in 7, bunot to immediately precede NP's. LP rules, as
originally conceived by Gazdar and Pullum (1981), cannot make a
distinction between precedence and-immediate precedence. By dis 4

allowing such distinctions to be expressed by LP rules, the predictive
power of the LP/ID format is enhanced. However, if the metarule
analysis of0VP adverbs is correct, it wi).1 be necessary to allow LP
rules to make such .a distinction. The rule in 26, which states that
adverbs of class 6 may not immediately precede NP's will be needed.3

21. ADV I% NP
[6]

FoOtnotes

1. Willingly, knowingly, and cleverly, and other "passive-sensitive"
adverbs, also belong to the same lexical class as evaluative and
modal adverbs; since they occur in to same positions as these
adverbs, as well as in the same positions as VP adverbs.
Willingly,-WOWiggly, and cleverly are known as "Raseive-sensitive"
adverbs, because of the difference

*
in interpretation of examples 4.

such as i and ii.

,The doctor willingly'examined Mary.
Ii. Mary was willingly examined by the doctor.

44
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The passive.sentence ii has a reading.which the active sentence
does not: ii has a reading in which Mary was willing, auwe-1-1--mtr

11 a readitig in which the doctor was willing, but i only has the
reading,in which the doctor was willing. Given that these adverbs
belong to the same lexical class as evaluatives and modals, as well
as VP adverbs, it will be possible to adopt Dowty's (1980) analysis
of the semantics of passive sensitive adverbs (cf. footnote 2

below).

2. We can follow Dowty's (1980) treatnyet of passive-sensitive adverbs
if we incorporate transitive'verb phrases (TVP's) into the grammar
(cf. Gazdar and Sag (1981) for a discussion of TVP'S in anc) and
adopt the metarule below in addition to metarule 21. (These two
metarules could be collapsed into a single metarule.)

<10, [TVP -> V, X], V'(F)> ==>

<10, [TVP -> ADV, V,.X], ADV'(V'(F))>

[9]

In Dowty's analysis passive-sensitive adverbs belong to the class
PredP/PredP (which corresponds semantically to our lexical class 2),
IV/IV (which corresponds to our lexical class 6), 4nd TV/TV (which
corresponds to our lexical class 9).

3. It has been pointed out to me by David Dowty twat this is not the only

possibility. The seal data could also be accounted for by permitting
rules consisting of disjunctiona of LP rules. The rule below would
yield the same results as rule 26.

ADV < V or ADV > NP VP, S
[6] [6]

1,1



6; Adverb Stranding

This section deals with sentences in which an adverb immediately
precedes a 'deletion' or 'movement' site, and.is thus stranded. It

will be shown that given. the rules fot adverb pla ent prOposed in
previous chapters, an&the Trace Introduction Meta le of Sag (1982),
Bata involving adverb stranding is immediatelyacc nted for.

Quantifiers, like sentential adverbs, cannot immediately precede
'deletion' or 1404tments sites. The analysis to be presented, unlike
previous analyses, will account for the identical 'behavior' of
sentential adverbs and quantifiers before movement and deletion sites.

In seciion 6.1 previous analyses of adverb (and quantifier)
stranding will be discusSed. In section 6.2 a rule will be proposed 1'

for quantifierplacement and the Trace Introduction Metarule will be .

discussed. In section 6.3, it will be shown that the Trace Intro-
duction Metarule interacts with the rules for adverb and quantifer

.

placement to yield correct predictions concerning'sentences in which''
adverbs and quantifiers immediately precede VP 'movement' sites. In

this section, it will also be shown that, OVen-certain assumptions Alb
about the featur null, correct predictions result concerning adverbs

iand quantifiers ,efore VP 'deletion' sites:

6.1 Previous, analyses . .

-Baker (1981) discusses the ungrammattcality 01'1:sentences such as 1
and 2 in which a. sentential adverb or quantifier precedes a deletion
site.

1. *Fred has never been rude to Grandfather,
but John has alwaye0.

2., *I-have read Moby Dick, andlthey have all 0, too.

Baker assumes that adverbs and quantifiers precede the finite
auxiliary verb in underlying structurei. Atransformatioual rule of
Auxiliary Shift moves unstressed auxiliaries to the left of adverbs or
.Issantifiers. The sentence in 3, for example, derives from 4 by
Auxiliary Shift. Auxiliary Shift moves the stressless auxiliary have
to the left of the adverbs probisbgy and never.

1

3. George And Martha have' probably. never seen a real politician.
4. George. and Martha probably never have seen a real politician.

ACCording to"Baker's analysis, the underlying structures for 1 and
2 would have to be 5 and 6, respectively.

5. Fred has never been rude to Grandfather,
but John always has 0.

6. I have read Moby Dick, and they all have 0, too.

Baker claims that auxiliaries before deletion sites are always
stressed. Since the auxiliary is stressed, Auxiliary Shift will not
apply to 5 or 6, and thus 1 end 2 are predicted to be ungrammatical.t

Baker's analysis hinges on the claim that.only unstressed
auxiliaries occur adverbs or quantifiers. 'Sag (1980) and Ernst
(1983) have cited the llowing counterexamplei to this eaim.

4R
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7. They denied that John has always admired Susan,
but he HAS always admired her. (Sag's example 6) .1

8. a. Do you mean 'to say in front of this committee,
sir, that every single factor has been taken into
account in your budget estimates? frs

b. Well...we HAVE probably glossed over the effects
of the FOOD PRICE increases. (Ernst 1983)

In 7 theauxiliary precedingthe adverb in.the second clause is
stressed and the VP of the first clause is,'echoed' to some extent. In
8.b. the adverb follows a stressed amxiliary and a second stress occurs
in the VP. Ernst (1983) discusses various discourse conditions under
which sentences such as 8.b. are acceptable. He suggests that "adverbs
may follow auxiliaries whenever discpurse conditions allow the
'auxiliaries to be stressedwhether or not there is a second stress in
the VP" (p.547). Thus, according to Ernst, the acceptability of
sentencei

a
such as 7, as well as sentences such as 8.b., is dependent

on the discourse situation. He concludes that "we should allow the
grammar to generate adverbs freely after stressed auxiliaries, in
addition to the regulat cases of nonstressed auxiliaries.. The only
reouirements are discourse conditions relating to appropriate
structures for contrasts and to different degrees of stress" (p.547). -

It is clear that Baker's analysis is incorrect and that the
relation between auxiliary stress and adverb placement As governed by
disbourse e6nditions. It is not clear how to rule out sentences such
as Land 2, which are ungrammatical whether or not the auxiliary is
stressed.

Sag.(1978, 1980) considers the ungrammaticality of such sentences
to be related to the ungrammaticality of the sentences belOW.
According to, Sag, these sentences are ruled out by the generalization
that "adverbs and so-called 'floated' quantifiers may not.appear in
surface structure in a position immediately preceding an extraction
site" (1900:255).

9. *I'vdon't know what they are all 0.
*I don't know how happy they are ever 0.
[WH movement]'

10.I knew a first grader whO has finished more lesson
units than the second graders have.all 0.

*The activists are now more active than they were ever 0.
[Comparative Deletion]

11. *my brother has studied karate, and my sisters have all 0,
also.

*I don't know if Leslie has ever studied karate, and I
don't know if Gwendolyn his ever 0, 'either.
[VP Deletion] 4

12. *Sandy is polite to strangers, which I doubt very such
that your brothers are all 0.

*Sandy is polite to strangers, which I doubt very such
that Ralph is ever 0.
[Relativization]

r
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13. *done of ;1.1ex were'Communists bu Soialistm, they were

*They used to be Socialist but Communists, they were
never 0.

[Topicalizationj
14. *The sore ppy you say they are, the happier they

are a 0.

*The more polite you tell them to be, the more polite they
are usually-0.

(The-More-the4Merrier-Fronting]
'15. *They said our children would be polite and kolite they

areall 0.
*They said our children would be polite, but polite, they
are never 0.

[VP,Preposing]

The surface filter in 16 is posited to account for the ungram-
maticality of 9-15.

1

16. * Q extraction site

ADV.

Sag (1978) notes that this surface filter must be todified'in view of
the grammaticality of wiestions such as 17 and 18.

17. Did they all 0?
18. Does he usualLy 0?

He sketches a solution to the problem presented by questions such as
17. Such questioni, he claims (following Postal (1974) and Maling
(1976)) have two constituent structures: one in which PRO and Q form
constituent (NP), as in 19, and another in which they do not, as in 20.

19.

" , \ I

Pr tdid

they all

20.

V NP Q V!

did PRO all t

they

In 19 Q is not the sister of an extraction site but'in 20 it is:
Sag accounts for the grammaticality of questions such as 17 by revising
the filter'as in 21. :

4.
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21. * Q extraction site

1ADV

where Q, ADV is a sister of the extraction site

This filter rules out an advetio or quantifier before an extraction site
only if it is a sister of the extraction site. Sag obviously ihtgods
"sister of an extraction site" to be taken to mean sister to a node

'41w which immediately dominates a trace or null element. This filter will
not rule out the grammatical sentence in 17, because 17 has a struc-
ture, 19, in which the Q is not a sister to the extraction site. Note
that sentences such as 22 are correctly ruled out by the filter in 21/

. because they have only a constituent structure in which the Q is a.
sister of the extraction site.

22. *Did the men all?

Sentences such as'18 will still be incorrectly ruled out, however,
. since there is no eviddRce for a constituent structure in which the

adverb is not a sister of the extraction site. Sag (1978) claimed that
examples such as 18 were gfammatical onlY,if a pronoun precedes the
adverb, and cited the following examples which contrast with 18.

4
23. *Does President Carter usually 0?

P

24. *Will Anita Bryant ever 0?

Howevet., my informants judged examples such as 25 e perfectli
acceptable. Peabitps the unacceptability of 23 and 2 as to do with
the use of proper names.

25. Do your friends usually?
(with no pause before usually)

Examples such as 26, from Baker (1981), ivil l also be incorrectly
ruled out by Sag's filter; as well as 27 and-28 from Ernst (1983).

26. He's gotten along well with Fred in the past few weeks,
but, he hasn't always.

27. Terry knows how to build an H-bomb.
No--does he REALLY??

28.' Joe,says he will run a four-minute mile on a steeple-
chase course.
How could he POSSIBLY711

ErnsV(1983) kotes that the couittereXamples to Sag's surfaCe
kis filter involve a restricted get of' adverbs: time adverbs, such as

usually, sometimes, then; \now, ucently, aeon, and the two adverbs.
,really and psossitilk (for some shakers). However, there is another
type of counterexample in which VP.-adveits, 'such as quietly, t al
and slowly, apparently are sistek's to deletion sites. These examples
involve the verbal. ellipsis phenomenon known as "gapping".

49
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29. John will loudly answer my questions and
Mary 0 quietly 0.

30. Todd has thoroughly read the book and /-
Mark.0 partially 0.

In examples 29 and 30, the auxiliary, the verb, and object NP are
'missing'. Whether the VP adverbs are sisters to a VP which dominates
the verb and object or are within the VP and sisters to Ahe V; they are
sisters of extraction sites. If the adverb is a sister to VP, one
might consider arguing that 29 and 30 are actually examples of VP
Deletion--that, for example, will answer my questions has been
'deleted' before quietly* and nothing has been 'deleted' after the
adverb. However, evidence can be given to the contrary. VP Deletion
can apply within qn embedded S, as in 31, but gapping cannot; although
32 is grammatical, thesentences in 33 (from Sag 1977) are not.

31. John will go to the movies and I know that Bill will, too.
32. Alan went to New York and Betsy 0 to Boston.
33. *Alan went to New York, and'

a. I know (that)
b. it seems (that)
c. Bill met a man "who claimed (that)
Betsy 0 to Boston. /r

If 29 and 30 were examplies of VP Deletion, we would expect sentences
such as 34 and 35 to slab be grammatical, but they are not.

34. *John will loudly answer my restioniandl know that.
/ Mary quietly.

35. *Todd has thoroughly read thebook'and I know that
Mark' partially.

The, grammaticality of sentences such as 29 and 30 can be accounted for
if it ip assumed that the surface filter. applies only to sentential
adverbs. (Ernst seems to 'assume that this is what Sag intended anyway.)
There are similar examples of Gapping involving sentential adverbs, but
in these cases the adverbs are not,sisters of the extraction sites.

36. Olga will probably marry a Russian and Sarah 0 obviously
0 an American..

Given the analysis of modal adverbs in chapter 3, the right conjunct in
36 will be assigned the structure in 37.

I
41
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37. S

NP VP

/
Sarah V . VP.

I /
t ADV %,1)

I
/\

obviously V NP

I

t an American

The sentence in 36 is a counterexample to the original filter in 16.
It is not a counterexample to the revised filter in 21, however, since

'obviously is not a sister of the extraction site.1 'There are also
examples of frequency adverbs preceding 'gapped' verbs, as in 38. I

have argued that such adverbs are sisters of VP. if this, is the case,
then the adverb in 38 is not the sister of an extraction site, but
but instead the aunt, as in 39.

38. John usually eats cereal for breakfast and
Mary always 0 eggs 0.

39.

NP VP

Mary ADV vP,

Always V NP PP

I I ill
t eggs t

Given that 36 and,38 are examples of gapping,they count as evidence
against the original filterin 16, but not the revised filter in 21.

To sum up the discussiwof filters: the following counter:-
example* to the original filter-have been given:

40. Do they alle
41. 'Olga will probably marry a Russian and Sarah 0

obviously 0 en ican.

.42. John usually eats Cere al. for breakfast and
Mary always 0 eggs 0'.

.43. ...does he REALLY?
44. ...How could he POSSIBLY?!! . .

46. Mots he usUally? .

46. He's. gotten along well with.Fred in the past few
but he hasn't always.'

. 47. John will loudly answer my questions and Mary
: '0 quietly. O.

48. Todd has thoroughly read the book and Mark 0
partially 0... 2 ,

Once the surface fi)t.r is reviled, al in 21, the examples in 40-42
.will no longer be counterexamples. However, the e*aiples in $-M48 are
apparent counterexelples to the revised filter, I will have nothing to

say about.43 and 44. Theher exahplegi involve either time adverbs or

40 .51.
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VP adilerbs occuring before deletion sites. The correct observation'
seems to be that sentential adverbs (excluding time adverbs) cannot
occur as sisters of extraction sites. While a surface filter can be
devised to account for this observatiod, I would clailsi that sukh an .

analysis is misguided. blot only does it fail to explain why a's and
S-ADV's should 'behave' alike (i.e. why both should fail to occur as
sisters of extraction sites), but, within the framework to be pre-
sented, it is unnecessary:

Baker (1981) and Ernst (1983) have both claimed that Sag's
surface filter analysis "seems rather implausible from the point of
view .of language acqui4ition" (Ernst, p. 547). Ernst proposes that
Sag's filter be replaced by a filter which forbids material between
auxiliary verbs and a VP-deletion site. However, as Ernst points
out,such a filter incorrectly rules out examples of Subject-Auxiliary
Inversion such as *that in 49.

49. Phil was diving into a wet dishrag.
WAS he et (Ernst 1983)

IL In the following sections, an analysis will be offered within a
version of Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar. In this analysis, no
special constraint is needed to rdre..out ungrammatical sentences in
which a sentential adverb (excluding time adverbs) or a quantifier is a
sister of antraction site (actually what ts to be excluded is a
structure in wool the node S-ADV or the node Q is a sister of an
extraction site). Certain independent) i motivated aspects of the
grammar interact to produce the desired eesults. Since no surface

;.filter will be required, this analysis is compatible with Jacobson's
-(1982) tentative claim that "no Constraint in the grammar can-4
6(pliCitly mention gaps" (p. 207). Under a filter analysis it just
happens to be the case that both Q's and S-ADV's cannot be sisters of
extraction sites. Under the analysis to be presented, Q's and S-ADV's
'behtiye' alike in this respect because of a structural identity.

6.2 Assumptions Underlying the Structural Analysis
In the structural analysis to be presented, I will assume the

rules for introducing S-ADV, frequency, temporal, and VP adverbs given
in the preceding chapters.

I will also assume that 'floated' quantifiers occur in the
configuration in 50. Baltin (1982) argues for such a structure.

50.- VP

Q VP

Examples of VP Preposing and VP Deletion provide evidence for the
higher 4/P node in 50.

51. They said thatrthey would all work on that, and all work
on that, they did. (Baltin 1982, example 36)

52. They said they will all work on that and they will.

Examples such as 53 provide evidence for the lower VP node in 50.

53. The women' will allego to Rapid City and Howard will, too.

52,
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Quantifiers in pre-verbal positions 041 be introduced by the
c rule in 54.

54. <10, [VP -> Q VP]>

where Q(10) = all, each, both "" .1

A'

I have not given a semantic rule in 75. It is necessary to
provide a semantic q0Clysis of sentences with 'floated' quantifiers
which is compatible with the syntactic rule in 54, if this analysis is
to be viable. However, since the evidence for the syntactic rule in 54
is compelling, I will assume for now that such a. corresponding semantic
rule can be motivated.

In the analysis to be presented it will also be assumed that all
traces are introduced by Neaps of the Trace Introduction Metarule (TIM)
of Sag (1982). The TIM does much the same work for GPSG which the
Immediate Dominance Principle of Sag (1977) did for M. The TIM
replaces linking rules such 8.855.

55. [NP/NP -> t]

The TIM was proposed in order to avoid problems for Gander's (.1981)
treatment of coordination which were due to the use of linking rules
such as 55. Gazdar's coordination schema in 56 allows for coordination
of NP/NP's as-in 57.

56. <2, [a -> al...an],
[B]

where B 0 [and, or] and a is any syritactic categ

<3; rk -> B a], a'Y
where B 6 [and, or,...] and a is any syntactic category

57.

NP S/NP

VP/NP

The

Pre Raphaelites

6

Given the linking rule
subtrees as in 58, 59, and
ungrammatical sentences in
generated.

NP/NP

I /
found NP /NP /NP[and]

I\. \
N PP/NP and NP /NP

I r \
books P NP/NP' -N ', PP/NP

I I I /
.

about t pictures P NP/NP
at 11

1 1

of .t

inA65 and Gazdar's coordination schema,
60.(Sag's 13 e,b,c) will be allowed and the
61, 62, And 63 (Sag's 14 a,b,c) will be



58. _NP/NP

NP/NP NP/NP[and]

t . and NP/NP

NP PP/NP
I I N

books P NP/NP

I

aboUt -t'

59. NP/NP

....--------- -----..-.

NP/NP. NP/NP[andl
,,,, /

NP PP/NP and NP/NP
I / N. I

books P NP/NP t

I I

about t

60. 'NP/NP

NP/NP NP/NP[and]

.V
t and NP/NP

I .

.t

61: *The Pre-.Raphaelites, we found.-J[t] and [books about t]].
62. *The Pre-Raphaelites, we found ([books about t] and [t]].
63. *The Pre-Raphaelites, we found [[t] and [t]].

In each of the subtrees in 58-60 a trace has been introduced (by.
the li king rule in 55) under a slash category node which is identical
to th node immediately dominating it. What is needed is a means of
intr acing traces which will not allow them to appear under a node'
whic is Identical ko the node immediately dominating it. The TIM in
64 accomplishes this by the, condition that a not equal B.

64. TIM:

[a/# ->...B/B...] ==> [a/B ->...t...]
where a

If 55 is replaced by TIM, the ungrammatical sentences in.61-63
will no longer be generated. Sag (1982:333) states that 61 will not be
generated because "TIM would have to produce rules like the one in'(17)

. [65 below].".

65. [ NP/NP -> t NP/NP]

[and]
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"This could only happen.if the coordination schema.... were taken as
input to TIM. But on independent grounds (see Gazdar (in press)),
metarules may not operate on nonfinite schemata" (p.313). But note-
that.even'if the TIM were allowed to operate on the coordination
schema, rule 65 would not be produced by TIM. Rule 65 could only
result if the.TIM took 66 as its input; but 66 is not a Possible input
to TIM since the condition that a doer not.equal B is not met..

1NP/NP -> NP/NP NP/NP I
[and]

Sentences 62 and 63 are ruled out by the a / B condition. 4 Sag
1/4A: states, to generate 62, "TIM would have to apply so as to "duce the

rule in ('l8) [67 below]" (p.333). .

al

67. [NP/NP 7.> told t}.-1'

[and]

"However this is impossiblet ass the input rule here would be the rule
in (19) [68 below] ... which violates the a / B condition on.TIM"
(p.334)

68. qfNP/NP -> and NP/NP ]

414

.4

Tcrgenerate 631 "one would need both rules (17) [67 above] end (18). [68
above] (p4334), which are, orcou ruled out."

Sag"does not specify exactly what is ant by-the.conditioq a y
B. In the cases Sag discusses a B,coul be taken simply to mean that
a is not the sloe category as;B. Howeve , such ,a condition will 1Pad to
incorrect predictions concerning VP Fro ting. Given the analysis of VP'
Fronting presented in Gazdar et al. (19 ) the tree for the sentence
in 69 will be 70.

69. Climb Mount Everest,. he will.
70.' s

VP +BSE] S[+FIN]7VP[+BSE]
///

Climb MOUnt Everest NP- VP[+FIN]/VP[+BSE]

\
V[+FIN] t

c

.

The node dominating, the trace.in all cases of .VP Fronting would be
.VP//P. If the,a # B condition istaken.to mean only that a and B may
not have the same syitactic Category features hen VP Fronting would..
be ruled out. .

.. .

' The TIM can be reconciled with VP ,Fronting, if we assiume.thatna ,.

equals B-only.if the:twonodes a.and.B Are identical' with respect to al '
features, the major citegory'class simply being one of these features.
Thus, 'a does not equal B;ifone oe more features,,differ. Giveathis
interpretation of TIM, VP Fronting will be, allowed-eilbe the tiro VP's of
the VP/VP node will differ in; their. features. ' ,..

55
$
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6.' VP 'DeletiOn' and 'Movement'
In this section I wiWdeal with cases in which an advolrb or

quantifier precedes a Wextraction site. These cases include examples
of Comparative Deletion, VP Topicalization (VP Fronting), The-More-th
Merrier Fronting, and VP Deletion. I am assuming that adjective
,phrases following the copular be are VP's marked as [ +PM], as do
Gazdar et al. (1982). I will restrict the discussion to VR Prepoging
and VP Del/ion, since it is not clear how examples of Comparative
Deletion or The-More-the-Merrier Fronting should be handled.

6.31 VP Fronting

In Gazdar et al. (1982) VP Fronting is,accounted fOr by the
Topicalization schema below in conjunction with the slashing mechanism
presented in Gazdar (1981) to account for unbounded dependencies.

71. <13, [S -> a S/a],:kha [(S/a)'] (e)
when a = VP, then a.is to be [-FIN,, -INF, -ASP]

el

What is releAnt to our discussionds the syntactic rule in the schema
in 71 (i.e. [-IS -> a S/a]). The syntactic rule states that an S may
consist of a phrasal category a followed by an S which is 'missing' an

.

a. The slashing mechanism ensures that the VP' which is 'missing' from
S has the same features as the VP which is topicalized. Given the
gumption that adverbs and quantifiers are 'Chomsky-adjoined' to VP's

and that traces are introduced by TIM, I 'will show that the ungrammat-
,icality of sentences such as 72 and 73 is,predicted.

72. *John said he would pay.me and pay me he will definitely 0.
(with no pause between will and definitely)

73. *They said they would all pay me and pay me they will all
0.

As in chapteir 3, S-Adverbs in pre-verbal positions will be introduced
by the basic rule repeated in-74. The,slaphing mechanism appates to
this basic rule to give the derived rule in 75,

I
.1!

74. <1, iv!) -> ADV VP]>
75. <1, [VP/VP -> ADM VP/VP]>

. As stated earlier, 'floated' quantifiers will be introduced by the rule
in 76. The slashing mechanigm will apply to yield xe rule in 77.

76. <10, TVP -> Q VP]>
77. <10, [VP/VP -> Q VP/VP]> .

The tree for 72 would have to be 78. (The distribution of features is
explained below.) The sentence in 71 would have the same structure.

QI

A

4

st, 56 .
A

a
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78.

, -53

. VP[4,BSE] S/VP[+BSE]

NP VP[+FIN] /VP[+BSE]

,/
Pay me he V[ +FIN] PA-BSEUVP[+BSE]

I \.
will ADV t

SW

definitely

But the TIM, given in 64, rules out subtrees such as that circled in
78, since traces areonly allowed as daughters of nodes a/B where a

kt
does not equal B. In thb circled subtree the ode immediately
dominating the trace is an a/B where a is ident al to B (i.e. a = B).
Given the TIM, the tree in 78 is not a possible structure.

.' It can be shown that in any instantiation of the rule [VP/VP ->
ADV VP /VP] in which the VP's of the, dominated VP/VP node are identical,
the VP's will all share the same features, and thus a will always equal
B. To see why this is so, considek the subscripted version of the
derived ru e below. ,

79. VP1 /VP2 7> ADV VP3/VP4]

The Head Feature usivention will ensure that VP1 and VP3 have identical
features, since'VP3 s,the head of VP1. The TIM will require thtit VP3
and VP4 have the same features if a trace is to be introduced at this
node (they w'oold be the B/B in the TIM). Since VP1 has. the same'
features as VP3 which has the same features as'VP4, VP1 must have.the
/same features as VP4. The slashing mechanism will require that VP2 and
VP4 have identical features. Thus VP2 and VP1 both have the same
features as VP4 and are therefore identical.

Given the TIM, then, it it impossible for a trace to appear as the
sister of an ADV or Q which is introduced'by one of the basic rules in 74
or 75 or one of the derived rules in 75 or 76. It is, therefore,
predicted that S- Adverbs and quantifiers will not immediately precede
the siteipf a 'moved' VP.

In section 5 I argued that VP adverbs are introduced by the
metarule repeated in 80.E Given this assumption, it is obvious, why VP
adverbs cannot immediately precede a 'moved' VP--they do not have VP's

t as sisters.

. 80. <n, .[VP --> V, X], V'(F)> ==>
<n, [VP -> ADV, V, X], ADVi[V'(F')]>

Frequency adverbs apparently occur before 'moved' VP's as in 81.

81. Johtsaid he would always love. his mother and love His
mother, he will always.
/without a pause betwewil.l. and iways)

In section 4 I argued that frequency adverbs are introduced by the
basic rules in 82 and 83.

57
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82. <3, [VP -> VP ADV] >
.83. <3, [VP -> ADV VP]>

The slashing mechanism applies to 82 to yield the.derived rule in-84.

84. <3, [VP/VP -> VP/VP ADV]>

Given the derived rule in 84, the grammaticality of sentences such as
81 is predicted. The second conjunct in 81 will' be assigned the
structure in 85.

85.

VP[+BSB] S/VP

Z
love his mother NP VP[ +FIN](VP[+BSB]

I 7
he VP[+FIN]/VP[+BS] ADV

1 I

V( +FIN] t always

will

The slashing mechanism applies to the basic rule in 86 (cf. oazdar at
al. (1982)) to yield. the derived rule in 87..

86, [VP'-> V VP] ,

(+FIN] (+BSC
87: [VP / VP -> V . VP / VP]

(+FIN1[+BSB] (+BSBM+BSB]

The rule in 87 can serve as input to the TIM si;Ice a does not equal B
(i.e. VP[+FIN] is not identical to VP[+BSBJ) and the rule in 88 will
result.

88. [VP/VP -> V t]

(+FIN][+BSB]

Thus, the rules in 84 and 88, the slashing mechanist, andthe Topical-
ization schema will interact to predict the.grammaticality of
sentences, such as 81, in whidh's freqbencradverb immediately precedes
a VP 'movement' site.

Since temporal adverbs. are ilso introduced; as right sisters of VP,
we would aspect sentences such as.89 to be.grammatical, but they are
not.

, 89. *John saAd he would lo to the store' tomorrow, and,
go to the store, he will tomorrow.
(with no pause before the adverb)

It is clear to me how to explein'the ungrammaticality of. such
senten If we are to maintain that temporel'adverbs are introduced
by the syntactic rule (VP -> VP ADV], ee argued in chapter 4,.it will
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be necessary to provide an account of this data. If tempotial adverbs
were instead introduced by the rule [S -> S ADV], as evaluative and
modal'adverbs are, the ungrammatiCality of 89 would be accounted for. .

However, it then becomes difficult to explain why these adverbs are not
preceded by a pause as evaluative and modal adverbs are.

To summarize this section, the basic rules and TIM, along with
other motivated rules of the grammar, interact to give correct
predictions cpncerning quantifiers, S-Adverbs, frequency adverbs, and
VP adverbs before VP 'movement' sites. It is'notyet clear how to
account for predictions involving temporal adverbs before VP 'movement.'
sites.

6.32 VP Deletion
'S-Adverbs and VP adverbs do not occur before 'deleted' VP's, as

the following example4\illustrate.

90. *John has probably gone to Cleveland and
Mark has pubably 0, too.
(with no pare between the auxiliary and adverb)

91. *Karen has thoroughly read this book and Doris
has thoroughly 0, too.

Quantifiers do not oc
preceded by a prono

before ldeleted' VP's, unless immediately

i 92. *The med have all left for lunch and the women .

have all 0, too.
93. *Have the men all 0?
94. Have they all 0?

.'

Frequency adverbs apparently appear before 'deleted' VP's, whether
or not a pronoun precedes. (I will argue below that the adverb is
actually following the deleted VP, not preceding it.)

95. John has been nice to me lately, but he hasn't always.
96. Does he usually?
97. Do your friends usually?

As claim
ie.

d in chapter 4, temporal Adverbs do not precede VP's, and
thus do not p cede VP 'deletion' sites.

Gazdar et al. (1982) give the following meiarules to acdount"for
'VP Deletion':.

98.' VPD: <[VP -> V VP], F >

[ +AUX]

[-PRP]

HMI

<[VP -> V VP], F >
(+NUL]

= = >

The metarule in 98 "takes any V [+AM, -PRP, -GER] rule which expands
88. V followed'by V', and simply adds the feature +NULL to the comple-
ent V" (Gazdar et al. p. 606).' The rule in 99 introduces e, which
repreients the empty string.

5D
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99. <16, [VP -> e ], v>
(+NUL)

where v is a contextually bound variable ranging over
VP denotations.' .

/
It is important to determine what'kind of feature null is. Gazdar and
Pullum (1982) discuss feature instantiation principles and distinguish
two types of features--head features and fodt features. Null is

44Nobviously not a head feature. If it were, the V of a [ +null] VP would
also be [ +null] (since V is the head of VP and, by the Head Feature
Convention, heads must have head features identical to those of their
mother node), and ungrammatical sentences such as 100 would be
produced. The right conjunct in 100 will be assigned the structure in
101.

100. John will have gone to Baltimore and
Betty will e gone to Cleveland..

101.

V VP
\\

/
will .V VP

(+NUL)/

. I

e gone to Cleveland

Since null is not a head feature, it say be a foot feature.
Gazdar and Pullum (1982:34) note that."there are foot features that are
explicitly specified in listed ID rules, or which have'arisen through
the operation of metarules. Such'foot features are inviolate and
cannot be copied or otherwise tampered with in the feature instantia
tion mapping." What is important for our purposes is the claim that'
foot features which are explicitly.specified'inthe 'syntactic rules are
not subject to the FOot Feature Principle,,giveh below.

, AF.102. itoof Feature Principle
The increment of the mother category's FOOT feature'
is.the unification,of the increments of the daughter
categories' FOOT features.
(Gazdar and Pullum (1982:35))

This principle ensures, among other things, that all foot features of
daughter will also be features of the mother node. ,

' The f_ re null is explicitly specified in the syntactic rule on
the righth d side of the arrow in VPD metarule (98). Thus, it
appears to be one of the foot features which does not obey the Foot
Feature Principle. Implicit in Gazdar and Pullum's claim that foot
features specified in syntactic rules "cannot be copied or otherwise
tampered'with in the feature instantiation mapping" is the assumption

% that the default value for features such as null is minus. All VP's
will be [-null] by default, except the VP's specified as ['.null] (i.e.
VP's introduced by the VPD metarule). Thus, the VP's in tbe basic

Go
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rules for S-Adverbs and quantifiers will be [-null] by default. Si e

the VP immediately following the S-Adverb or Q is [-null], rule 99
cannot rewrite this VP as the empty string e. The ungrammaticality o
sentences such as 90, 92, and 93 is thus accounted for.

The.contrast between 93 and 94 is readily accounted for if we
assume, as,do Postal,(1974), Mating (1976), and Sag (1978), that
sentences such as 94 have at least one structure in which the Q And Pr
form an NP and that sentences such as 93 onlI have a structure in which
Q is part of the VP. This difference in structure is stipported by the'
parenthetical test for constituent structure. Postal (1974 and Maling
(.1976) both note the following contrasts.

103. Malcolm proved them all,rdon't forge to be vicious

?he claimed
criminals.

104. *Malcolm proved the soldiers allidon't forget, to be
(he claimed

vicious criminals.

I will assume the basic rule in 105,. as well as. the rule which

'Chomsky-adjoins' Q's to VP's.

105. [NP -> PRO Q]

The sentence in 94 involves Subject-Auxiliary Inversion which Gazdar et
al. (1982) handle with the following metarule:

106. SAI: [VP -> V VP]','A P[V'(V'(P))] ==>

[41N]. [a]

[+AUX]

[S -> V Sj, V'(S')
[ +INV]

They claim that "the VPD metarule ... feeds the SAI metarule" (p. 611)
and that' the sentence in 107 will be as-soloed the structure in 108.

. 107. Will Kim?
108.

/
,S[+INVF

V[ +INV] S[+BSE][ +NUL]

1 fijks`

Will NP, VP[+BSElltNUL1

l

Kim e

\ .

The output of that VPD' metarule serves as input to SAT to allow the rule

on the righthand side f the array in 109. .

\ .

109. [VP V VP] ==> [S -> V S ]

The tree in 108 makes it clear that Gazdar et al. are assuming that
null is a head feature and that [+nullj.appears as a feature of V in
108 byivirtue of the Head Feature Convention. But, as stated earlier,

; \,
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assuming that null, is,a head feature will lead to the generatiotiof

'ungrammatical sentences. ,

Obviously some other way ,of accounting for such sentences is
tneeded. It is necessaryasomehow "specify that the,VPin such'

structures may be, [+null] without allowing for thegeneration of
erungrammatical sentences. It is ot obvious. how this should be done.

What is important for our purp ses is that whatever means is used to
'account for such questions will also account for questions such as 93,
assuming that the Q and PRO are both dominated by NP as in 110.

110. S[ +INV]

,V----..
V[+INV) St+PSP] . A.

1

have NP VP( +PSP I (+NUL] [ +BSE]

/ .\-

. PRO 0
,/

I i .

they all p e
//Mr.

Because frequency adverbs can be 'Chomaky-adjoined' to the right.
of VP's, the grammaticality' of the examples in 95 -97 is correctly

predicted. They4pill he aspigned the following structures.

I

112.

V

S
'",...,

Ni VP -

hl

/
VP .ADV

V. VP[+NUL] always

I

hasn't

NP.,....."VP
- I

Does
,

D,o he ADV.

usUallyyour friend
I A

s e

Sentences such as 113 below; with temporal adverbs 1411 be given a

similar structure. ,

113. John will go to class today, but he won't toiorrow.

I
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Since these adverbs are also introduced as right sisters Of VP (cf.
chapter 4), the grammaticality of such sentepees is ftedicted.

The ungrammaticality of sentences suchAS 91 in which a VP adverb
.apparently precedes a VP deletion site is accounted for, because VP
adverbs never immediately precede a VP. The structure for a sentence
such as 114 will be 115. If "the lower VP were 'deleted', the VP adverb
would also have to be 'deleted'.

114. Doris has thoroughly read the book.

115. S

NP VP

I( 17
/4hat; ADV NP

I

thoroughly read the book.

Doris_

It has been shown in this settler) that"the facts about quantifier
and adverb ' stranding' before VP deletion sites are readily accounted
for given our assumptions about constituent structure and the treatment
of VPD in Gazdar et al. (1982).
4.0 Advantagep of the structural analysis

The structual analysis which has been presented to.account for
adverb and quantifier stranding facts is preferable to previous
analyses for several reasons:

i. The identical 'behavior' of sentential adverbs and
quantifiers before VP movement and deletion sites is
explained, Quantifiers and sentential adverbs cannot
precede VP extraction sites because they pre
'Chomsky-adjoined' to VP's. A

ii. The contrast between sentences such as 100 and 101 follows
from the difference in structures these questions may
have.

116. *Did the men all?
117. Did they all?

iii. The gr aticality of sentences in which frequency adverbs
immediately precede VP extraction sites is accounted for.

iv. I have not discussed quantifier and adverbs before NP
extraction sites. However, assuming that quantifiers (Q) and
sentential adverbs (S-ADV) are 'Chomsky-adjoined' to ?P's, the
ungrammaticality of sentences in, which a quantifier or
sentential adverb immediately precedes an NP extraction site is
accounted for in the same way as the ungrammaticality of
sentences in which aquantiffer or sentential adverb immediately
precedes a VP extraction site.

63.
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FOOTNOTES
SECTION 6

1. It might be claimed that 36 cannot be an example of .gapping,
since it is sometimes assumed that only two remnants gay be
left behind by gapping. However, there are other examples
in which three constituents remain. Sag (1977:144) points out
cases where the gapped clause contains three reemants (NP-PP-PP),
as in his examples repeated below.

i. Peter talked to his boss- on Tuesday, and Betsy 0
to heresupesyisor on Wednesday.

ii. John talked to his supervisor about this thesis,
and Erich 0 to the dean about departmental policies.

a

i 43 4

P

4
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Syntactic Conditions on Two Types of English
Cliticizations in GPSG

Annette Sue Bissantz

0. Introduction

Much of the recent work in morphosyntaxl has focused On characterizing
the distinctive properties of clitic elements and the grammatical role of.
cliticization rules in the languages of the world. Special emphasis has
been placed on distinguishing clitic elements from other' types of bound
morphemes, devising typologies for clitics and locating rules of
cliticization within the grammar 48 a wholb. Though not a necessary
feature of such studies, the syntactic framework most often used has been
some form of transformational grammar. In this thesis I will look at the
phenomenon of cliticizationelrom the point of view of a relatively new
theory of syntax,*that of Generalized. Phrase.Structure Grammar2. In

particular I will examine two forms of English cliticization, Auxiliary
Reduction and Complementizer Contraction, which have not received an
adequate treatment in transformational grangers and show how they can be
accounted'for easily and elegantly, within the GPpG framework. In a more
general vein, I will also shag that the nature of syntactic rules in GPSG
in part predicts the existence of a separate component within the grammar
for cliticizatiOn rules; a division independently argued for by many other.
researchers.

The two types of cliticization I will be interested in here are
Auxiliary Reduction (AR) and Complementizer Contraction (CC). 'AR is

responsible for alternations such as the one in (0.1),. CC for those like
(0.2):

'0.1) a. Pita is almost done.
b. Pita's almost done.

0.2) a. Pita Rants to get done.
b. Pita wansta get done.

These two rules in partkular were chosen for study precisely because they.
have been the subject of so much discussion in recent linguistic
literature. In all the debate surrounding these constructions one can
isolate at least two separate issues: pl) what would belhe bestikway of
stating the conditions under which AR and'CC take place and 28) how should
these rules be incorporated into a grammar of English. While soae
theorists have claimed that the application of AR and CC is dependent upon
stress levels in, indidate sentences, many others have argued that
syntactic structur is the primary determining factor. Furthermore, even

with' the latter roup.there has been a great deal of disagreement over
how, cieely, to characterize this dependency. Similarly,lhe rules of

qAR an C themselves have been treated differently by differentlr
researchers--being sometimes included in the phonology, sometimes.in the
mokphology, and sometimes in the syntax.of the language. In the following
sections I will attempt to deal with both of these issues. ,

In section one I will justify my claim that AR and CC' are rules of
cliticizatibn rather than, for example, simply the result of phonological
reductions'or affixation processes. I will also shoW that low stress
levels do not'guarentee the applicability of these rules and present
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.pr4liminery arguments in favor of separating,qiem frbm other:rules in the
°.-grammar:::Ieisectign two present some of.the more well -known
formulations or AR and CC and the types of data each, can and can not
account for. While the main purpose of these discussions is to define the

..problemCat hand, it" should be noted that a theory which can deal with
these facts in a. simple and elegant way would represent a significant

.

improvement over these alternate proposals. Section three contains' a
brief summary of the basic tenets of GPSG and shows how the correct
generalizations about the types of syntactic structures that ells* AR and
CC fall out automatically in a GPSG.treatment of English.' This approach
is particularly satisfying in that it provides a'straightforward account
of the dialect variations found With AR and tC.- Section three also shows
how assuming a GPSG syntax strengthens the conclusions 'reached in.section
one concerning the location'of cliticizatioh,rules ip the grammar.'

1. AR and CC as Cliticizations.

A basic claim of this thesis is that AR and CC are, indeed., rules of
cliticiziktion: that is, rules which result in certain free morphemes
being rlized as bound dependents of other morphasies in a sentence. I.

wish to make a distinction here between the actual cliticlzation operation"
itself and any possible phonological consequences of that operatign. As
the ;atter are'frequently idiosyncratic, the.phonoIogical fora of the

, clitic or the .clitic and its host (i.e., the morpheme on which it fis
).- 'dependent) will often have to be specifically fisted in,the grammar in

much the same way as irregular past, tense or plural forms.' Before I
present arguments in favor of this particular view of AR and CC we will
need to know a bit more about the nature of clitics, their classifications

and associated properties; this is discussed.in the following section.

1.1 Clitics and Clitic Typologies.

Clitics are a type of bound morpheme found in nary languages. They
are unusual in that they act in some respects like words and'in other
respects like affixes, sharing certaiSproperties with each. They are
distinct from words in that they cannot usually bear stress and are
phonologically dependent on a 'host' element. They cati be distinguished
from affixes in that they attach to already forked words rather than to
roots or stems to oaks words, they do not, necessarily have a close
semantic relatiohiship to their host word and, unlike some derivational
affixes, they never affect the lexical category of their host3.- While

gthese are' useful criteria for *operating clitics as a'group from words and
sixest they do not give any insight into the possible subclasses'Of
'clitic4lements themselves. Many such subgroupings have,becn proposed.'
Nide (1946) divides clitics into two groups: those with. alternate free
forma and those without' alternate free forms. Other classifications have
focussed more on positioning, with many schblars4drewing a distinction
between verbal clitics on the one hand and second letsitiob (or 2P)'clitics
on the other. Verbal cliticsi as the name implies, attach only to verbi;
then also tend to, occupy a different, position therm their free standing
counterparlik The object pronoun clitics found in many Romance languages
would qualify as verbal clitics. Examples are given below f'o Spanish
and French: "-

'
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1.1) a. Veo e libro
see-lsg the book
'I see the book' .

Lo veo A

it see-lsg
'I see it'

.1.2) a. Je vois Jean
see-lsg IO Jean

'I see Jean'
b. Je le vois :

I him see-lsg
see him'

to

2P clitics are typically much freer with regard,to the'category of
'potential hosts; frequently they will attach to anything that can occur in
first position in a sentence. "First postition" is open to different
interpretations in different langUages1 it could refer to the first word
or it could mean after the first constituent. Mavens (1980) cites the
following examples from Ngiyambaa, a language in which both
interpretations are. allowed. The clitic involved here is the second
person nominal marker ('z' indicates the clitic boundary):

1.3) a. nadIay =ndu guys dha-yi
tasty .2kOM fish eat-past
'You ate a tasty fish'

b, nadhay guya.ndu dha-yi
tasty fishli2NOM eatLpast

C10 'You ate a tasty fish'

Similar situations attain in other languagek, ,such as Serbo-Croatian, as
.

-well.

Zwicky (1977) represents one of the firet,comprehensive clitic
typologies, attempting to take into account, all of tha factors mentioned
above:. i.e. host preferences, positioning and existence or lack of
corresponding free forms. He divides clitica into three distinct groups-
simple clitics, special clitics and bound worst-- on the basis of these
properties. 'Zwicky defines a simple clitic as q phonologically reduced
version of a free morpheme which.becomes subordinate to a-neighboring
word. These reduced fords occupy the same position in the sentence es
their corresponding full forms and so do not exh bit any "special".
syntdx, To illustrate, Zwicky cites the followi g example of object
pronoun reduction in English:

1.4) a. He sees her
b. [hi six ht] full
c. [hi sizd reduced

, I

The pronunciation in (1.4c) is a casual version of the sentence in (1.4a)'
aid Zwicky ndtes that simple clitics are usually' associated with
particular- speech styles cr speeds.

Special clitics" differ from simple clitids in two important,ways.
First, spetial clitics occupy a different position in sentence structure
than non-clitic.016ments with the same function. .0o fqr example,fin the
Wrench and Spanish ileentences.in (1.1)' and (1.2), the clitic abject pronoun'.
precedes'the verb while tion -gclitic object NP'A normally follow th; verbZ

t
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forming a constituent of their awn; if instead the verbs were pop-finite
the clitic would attach to the end of the verb. Second, there is not
necessarily a close phonological relationship between a special clitic and
any related free form it may have,(cf. the Spanish lo veo a el 'I see

whiCh el 4s the free pronominal counterpart to the clitic pronoun
lo). Thus, Zwicky concludes that these bound forms are not related to the
free forms by phonological rules of any generality.

The third type of clitic in Zwicky's typology, bound Words, never have
free variants. While. bound words attach phonologically to one word they
are semantically associated with the entire constituent of which this word
is apart. Since it is the constituent as a'Whole.rather than.the
individual lexical item which is important, boundiords can choose from a
variety of lexital categories as their host. An example of a bound ward
would be the English possessive marker 's illustrated below:

1.5). a. The boyis hat ell: .

b. The boy who rams hat
c. The boy who looked up's hat
d. The boy he ran to's hat

In this small nymber of examples alone the possessive marker is attaching
to a noun, a verb, a particle and a preposition though they all are par-A
of an NP constituent.

The problem for this approach is that clitics xn many languages.do not
always fall into these'three neat groups. Some clitics.may, for example,
act like bound words in some respects and like simple clitics in others.

- Klavane (1980) criticizes Zwicky's typology on just this point also
arguing that his approach does not provide a framework in whiCh to

'describe historical changes in clitic systems or capture similarities and
differences between certain clitic types. In particular, Elevens chargts
that Zwicky's claim concerning the development of bound morphemes--thati
independent words are reanalyzed as clitics which are then reinterpreted
as affixes--lacks motivation in'some instances and is historlically
inaccurate in others: She further objects to the failure ortwicky's
typology to .recognize similarities between clitios based on positioning.'
Elevens cites the example of 2P ironouns in Walpiri and 2P particles in

. Tagalog: the former are classified, as special clitics while the latter
are said to be bound words. .Thus the fact. that clitics seem to be drawn
to certain poaitiOns in a wide range of languages is obscured.

Elevens rejects earlier typologies of clitics and clitic placement as
'being too simplistic and suggests that such facts can be given a unified
account only by characterizing them in terms of the.following five
parameters:

Pl: Clitic Identity
,P2: Domain of Cliticization
P3: Initial/Final
.P4: Before /After"

P5: Proc/itictiEnclitic

P1 merely ref is to a lexical feature i+Clitici by which clitios can
be identified by clititization rules., P2-P4 are concerned With the
syntactic placement' of the .clitic. .P2 refers to the node with respect
to whose4mmediate cOnsbituents the syntactic position of a clitic is
determined. P3 indicates whether it is the first or last immediate
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constituent in the domain which is relevant for placement and P4 whether
the clitic attaches to the left (Before) or to the right (After) of this
constituent. P5 makes explicit the phonological attachment of the. clitic;
if it attaches to the end of, the preceding 'word it is enclitic, if it
attaches to the beginning of the following word it is proclitic. To give
an example, the possessive marker in English would have the following
values for these five parameteri:

At,
Pi:. English possessive
P2: N"[ +GEN]
P3: Initial
P4: After
P5: Enclitic

Since possession is marked on (genitive) NP's this is the doiain of
cliticization (P2). P3 is initial because the first constituent in NP is
marked, i.e. the boy in something like the boy's hat. P4 is after because
the market follows the constituent picked out by P3 and P5 is enclitic
because the marker combines phonologically with the preceding material.
The tree in (6) illustrates the syntactit positioning:

1.6) "[+GEN]

N'

N"

Det

the boy 's hat

Klavans argues that this typology is superior to Zwicky's because it
can,capture similarities in syntactic positioning quite straightforwardly
and is superior to typologies based soley on a verbal vs 2P distinction in
that it allows for a greater range of clitic positions (i.e. 'bight
possible locations per domain). This last feature is, 'in fact, precisely
the problem with her approach; her system is simply too unfestricted.
While Klavans claims to have substantiated each of the eight clitic
positions (p. 138), the examples she gives are not all from the same
domain. As can readily be seen on closer examination it would'be
impossible to substantiate each of the positiOns for every domain since
some combinations"of paraineters are nonsensical. Take, for example, the
following two parameter combinations:

S

1.7) a. Pl:

T2:4 .S

P3: Initkal
P4: aBefore
P5:11Enclitic-

b. Pl:

P2: S

P3: Final

P4: After
P5:- Proclitic

A
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Each of the sets in (1.7) would require the clitic to attach to something
outside of'its own S; neither of these clitic types have been convincingly
attested5. _

.

Of the cliticIpositions Klavans does attempt to support, some are
based on less than persuasive evidence.-- a. case in point being her
categorization of Old Indic Preverbs. Klavans argues for the positionihg
of Old'Indic Preverbs by appealing to the analyisis of Proto-Indo-European
preverbs in Anderson (1970)- As she herself admits (p. 138) the evidence
ier only suggestive, it is far from' conclusive. Another problem with this
typology is that it predicts that every clitic position is just as likely
to occur as any other; it gives no"explanation of why some positions turn

.0. up in language after language in many different families while some
positions don't seem to turn up at all. Thus Klavans' analysis is no more
informative on this point than Zwicky's and certainly cannot be considered
superior to it. Furthermore; Klavens' analysis fails bo distinguish in a
systematic way between clitics which have free standing counterparts and
clitics that don't, overlooking an obvious and, for our purposes,
important typological difference. In any case, since our main intereit
here is not so much w441 the range of possible positions for clitics (or
for that matter with characterizing their historical development), but
with their associated properties, Zwicky's system will ultimately be of
much more use. Where clitic positioning is relevant we will-rely on the
standard verbal vs. 2P distinction. In the next section we will take a
closer look at the rules of AR and CC and see how. reduced auxiliaries and
complemehtizers fit into the framnework assumed above.

1.2 AR and CC.

wAs we have seen, AR is an optional process,by which finite forms of
certain auxiliary verbs6 become dependent on neighboring material. In most
dialects reduced auxiliaries show a low degree of selection with regard to
the category of the lexical items they attach to. Instead, what seems to
tie important is the category of the constituent this lexical item is part
of7, as we can see from the examples below:

l.8) a.
b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

Pita's a cat.
He's a cat..

The cat Mary
The cat Mary
The cat Mary
The. cat Mary

painted red's named Pita.
hit's named Pita:
talked to's named Pita.
fed yesterday's named Pita.

Since reduced auxiliaries have alternate free forms that occupy the same
position in the'sentence, in ZWioky's typology they would be classified as
simple clitics rather than'special clitics or boun words. As such we
wpuld expect them to display the same type of beha or as other simple
clitics and, ai we shall see a bit later, this is in d the case.

While some researchers, most notably Bresnan ( ), have argued that
reduced auxiliaries must be treated as proclitic to following material in-

order to 'account for sentences in which AR is.blocked, most clitic
analyses have viewed AR as a rule of,enclisis. This,.. plus the facts that
AR applies to finite. verb forms and finite verb forms usually follow
subject NP's in English, gives reducedcauxiliaries something of the
appearance of 2P clitics. In fact, this very property is exploited in.an
interesting discussion of possible causes for dialect,variation in ea*
sentences involving AR presented in Kaisse (1983b). Notice, however, that

a
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reduced auxiliaries cannot in general"be treated as 2P clitics because Of
the existence of sentences like (1.9b):

1.9) a. John unfortunately.ii not going.
b. John unfortunatery's not going.

In this case the adverb unfortunately is occupying second position and the
auxiliary is is 'reducing onto it. Thus, While it is frequently the case
that reduced auxiliaries are 2P, it is not necessarily true. We will

return to the question of proclitic versus enclitic treatments in section
two.

CC, like AR, is also an optional rule which results in the reduction
of a free morpheme (infinitival to} onto preceding material. Since
contracted to's, like reduced auxiliaries, have alternate free forms which.
occupy the same syntactic position, they too would be considered simple

clitics in Zwicky's system. Additional examples of CC are given in (1.10):

1.10) a. They wanna be in pictures.
b. They hafts be in pictures.
c. They seta be in pictures. ,

d. They oughts be in pictures.'

e. They gotta be in pictures.,
'. They're sposta be in pictures.

In moat accounts of CC it would be possible to view contracted to as, a
verbal clitic since it is either assumed that this reduction can only
occur with a few, lexically specified verbs8 (hence the common name
Manna- Contraction) or with the class 'of verbs as a whole. The one
exception to ads is Jacobson (1982) who claims that to can cliticize onto
.both verbs- and adjectives, the particular lexical item involved being
irrelevant.

Jacobsonbases this claimiton sentences with reduced vowels, like thosie
in (1.11)-(1.13), which she says are grammatical for some speakers:

1.11)' a. I want ta.

th. He wants 40.
1.12) John seems b.
1.13) ,John is expected t9,

She also argues that, even for speakers who disfavor (1.11)-(1.13) there
is a sharp contrast between those sentences and ones in which the item
preceding the to is not a verb or adjective:

1.14) :1.01::m
1.15) perm ed Sam 0.
1.16) *1 want very much LP.

All of the sentences in (1.11)-(1;16) seem equally awkward to me, those in

\ (1.14)-(1.16) no more so than the others. But even if there are speakers

who share these judgments, Jacobson's conclusions are not warranted. The

problem lies in distinguishing actual cliticization from simple
phonological vowel reduction.. There are two types.of evidence in favor of
the latteranalysis for at least some of Jacobson's examples. One is the

critical... interplay between her to reduction rule and stress--a nknown

factor in phonologial reductions. The second is that reduction of to to%

r
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ta is possible even in contexts in Which CC is Not allowed. An example of
this type would be (1.17b)

1.17) a. Who does Pita want t9 kiss you?
b. *Who does Pita wanna kiss you?

where (1.17b) is'not possible in most dialects. Another example would be
Jacobson's sentence (75) given below as (1.18):

1.18) iv run is no fun.

Since CC involves leftward cliticization the in (1.18) could not be a
result of the same rule. To account for these sentences Jacobson must
posit a second, otherwise Aotivated cliticization rule to perform the
same function as well-founded phonological rules. Thus it is clear that
Jacobson is attempting to account for too wide a range of phenomena with
her rules.

For the purposes of this work I will adopt the view that CC applies to
the class of verbs (all verbs and only, verbs) with unpredictable?
phonological effects in some cases and predictable effects in others. The
sentences in (1.11)-1.16) will be attributed to the operation or failure

___of a phonological reduction 'rule rather than cliticization. This
treatment will allow us to capture the contrast betwee sentences like
(1.11) and (1.12), which some speakers reject,.and s ences like (1.19)
and (1.20),, which they find completely acceptable:

1.19) I wanna.
1.20) He wansta.

0

Notice, however, that this definition of the domain of CC is not a
necessary feature'of my analysis. If future evidence.persussively argues
in favor of one of the other proposed domains or CC the change can easily
be effected.using subcategorization. As th stand this alit
complication does not seem to be needed.. As no bove, thi view of CC,
is consistent with the claim that reduced to141 a verbal clitic.

,

1.2.1 AR, Cc and Phonology.
I ,t

.... /

The contrast between. (1A7a).'and'(1.17) noted above also argues 0-;)
against the claim (suggested by Lakoff (1970).Jamong;p0erWthat CC ,i.S

i'.

conditioned by low.pireseiandhus,4s.aphoolOgiCally'deterritined rule
Since Jacobson's to reduction ru41e',.(hiOvig'Conditioned";Witrees, can
apply to producel..17a);.00,,CC were, el0C,OtreitOtependeptwe would exiect
it to be l,i'n
(1.17b) shows that something;e1a0a40ing,*in,theae'aenteheem: ,A,

similar argumeet:)can\i500Niade or 0 gl:Well'il:*ticiateCotit. in:Kaisee
,

(1983a),.-While.the4Ostr sedanxiliarief,iir0.2laYoand';(1.22e) can twit
phonologically.rediked t GO ifire:1(#1W11108 dialectai. they'alinnot,be'
realizedaat0414ty. ref* d'cliti6I408;4'.',e.Y.Jithout.any,vowel at:ap,
in any' dihietli,,i ,....1.--, , ,;;,'' i 01., I

I 0"! 1

, ; '. );
1,

,

it , ,

MI ,':' rwonder haw much wine therejAvin the bott10.
::' 'h' 4T wonder how mat4 wine. there" in the bottle.W ,1,

-Johpfs.nicer°in the Aornprigi than Harry is at night.
06hitia nicer in the rnlng than Ham's at night.

1.
,

fp.

5",, l
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Thus, lack of stress cannot be the determining factor in the operation of
AR'or CC. The stwg correlation that is'found between clitics and
stresslessness in Wetly languages can be accounted for in other ways; for
example, by having rules remove stress from cliticized elementg or even by
ordering stress assignment rules after cliticiZation and having them fail

-to operate on clitics. The point is, we need not and cannot assume that
.:.stress is what conditions the operation of the rules under
'discussion.

In addition to the claim that AR and CC are phonologically
conditioned, it has also been suggested that AR and CC ,are themselves
phonological reduction rules. Due to the highly idiosyhcratic effects of
these rules, however, such an analysis is unworkable as well. As Kaisae
(1983a) points oft, the phonological rules that would needed to derive
reduced auxiliaries from their full counterparts are either not productive
rules df English at all or not productive at q11 the speech rates which
permit AR:

1.23) a, is

b. are.,

C. 81111

d. has
e. have
f. had
g. will
h. would

[s], [z], ['az] (or [iz] is

[r]

[m]

[a], [z], [4>z] (or [iz])

[v], [[v]
(di, [ad]

[a], [1]

[d] , [3d]

A

For example, Kaisse.notes that English has no regular rule of .fw]
deletion, which would be needed in a phonological derivation of (1.23g) or
(1.23h). Also, while there are productive rules.to delete [h] when it
occurs before an unstressed vowel, they apply only in rapid speech. Since

AR is possibleseven at relatively'slow speech rates, forms like'(1.23d-f)
could notbe generated. Similarly, 'even though full vowels can reduce to
schwa at all speech rates, the rules which delete schwa entirely are also
restricted to fast speech; thus none of the vowelless alternates in
(1.23) couWielheriVed at a 'slower rate either.

Finally, if we axamine the reduced alternatgliof is and, has given in
(.1.23a) and (1.23d)lrespectively, we notice th hey are suspiciously
similar to the various allomorphs of the plural, third.person singular and
possess morphemes both in form and distribution: only [iz]/[iz] can

occur after stridents whilg[sl curs after voiceless. non-stridents
!s,

for

tion

cent

[z] after voiced non-stride
these facts would be to all
of the allomorphs of these
distribution of the reduced

is . The most general way of accountin
the rules which determine the distr

her morphemes to also determine the
forms of is and has. 'Since in. most

theories of grammatical organization rules of this type precede honology
proper, the rules which determine when an auxiliary can be realized as its
reduced form (as opposed to its full form) must also precede the
phonological coiponent andmilOierefore, must be of a distinct type.

here are similar ftguments against treating CC as'a phonologicalN\
reduc ion, as well. Fieitof all, as with AR, the phonological rules that
would t needed to derive cal forms from their full counterparts arpot
11 :Wry prodUctive. 4dr-WkAmple, in order to derive the reduced- 1=..

sentence "k0;-(1.24b) from its full counterpart in (1.24a) : !r
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1.24) a. I' want to finish.

h. I wanna finish.

I.

we would need both a degemination rule and a nasal assimilation rule with
at-leaSt on operating across a word boundary. While.rules operating.
across word,boundaries.are common in English they are generally restricted
to fast or casual ppeech. Forms like (1.24), however, are perfectly
acceptable even in slow, careful styles. Even more disturbing is the fact
that there is really no-well defined set for these rules to apply to. AR,
at.least,.,.can be restricted to theclass of auxiliary verbs, though not
all auxilfary verbs are.affected. The verbs whiCh undergo radical
phonological changes as a result,of CC, however, have no other common
properties"to set,them apart from other verbs. Thus there would be no
general way .of preventingjhe derivation of sentences like (1.26b)
alongside (1.25b):

AO

1.25) a. I want to,.rive.
b. I manna live.

1.26) a. I hunt to
b. *I hunna live.

In,my 'speech want and hunt differ primarily only in initial consonant,
thus. there would be no phonological grounds on which to exclude (1.26b).
ItAs obvious, then, that the relationship betWeen want to and wanna needs
to be stipulated rather than derived. -Since this type of,"spelling out"
rulei*-typiCally found in the morphological component, e.g. take + past
tense= took,.and.the morphol gical component is typically ordered before
phonology, we again have an a ent for ordering the rules governing the
distribution of full (versus r duced) 'forts before phonology.' Notice that
these facts are perfectly conei tent with the view that AR and CC belong
to a separate component. of the rammer reserved for cliticization and
ordered between syntax and morphology, as argued for in much of the recent
literature (see references, fn. 1).

1.2.2 AR. CC and Morphology.

Another possibility.that should be considered here is that reduced
sentences Are not derived via productive rules at all but, rather, ho'sts
bearing reduced elements are listed separately in the lexicon and assigned'
the appropriate distribution (e.g. wanna alongside want, John's alongside
john). While such an approach to AR is totally unworkable, it is at least
plausible in the case of,CC. Since the reduced alternates of auxiliaries
like is and has appear quite freely with preceding NP's no matter what
their composition, it would be impossible to limit the number of different
constructions in which they occur. Thus we would either have to list an
infinite number of otherwise perfectly regular phrases separately in the
lexicOn or allow the word that bears the reduced auxiliary, no matter how
deeply embedded it may be, to determine the type of matrix VP that is
allowed. This.is clearly absurd. On the Other hand, Since reduced to has
a much more restricted distribution than reduced auxiliaries,-ocCarring
only with verbs that can take an infinitival"domplment, it would be
relatively simple to separately list forms with reduced,,p2, and ,fgries

without reduced to for each such verb: Ite'formi with' reduced to Would
differ from those without only 4n that they subcategorize for hare. ,',,s,,--,,

,

.infinitive complements rather than overt infinitive complements.
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The problem with this approach, aside from the distributional
peculiarities and the redundancy of listing both forms, is that forms lik'4
wanner, gotta, etc. do not function syntactically like single words as we/
would expect if they had separate lexical entries. They do'not undergo
any type of derivation or inflection, nor are they operated on as a unit

. by any syntactic rules. In fact, sentences in which they are treated as a
unit are judged to be ungrammatical. For example, compare (1.27b) with
(1,27c):

1.27) a. John is supposed to drive to Cleveland and Mary, is
supposed to fly to Tolerha

b. John is sposta drive to Cleveland and.Marl is sposta
fly to Toledo.

c. *John is' sposta d i to Cleveland and Mary is fly to
Toledo.

If in fact sposta were a Separate lexical item we would expect it to
undergo gapping, just like any.other verb:

1.28) John will drive from Cleveland to Toledo and Mary will
from TOledo to Akron.

The factAhat (1.270 is ungrammatical shows that spoSta is not a
syntactic unit but merely a phonological one. Thus this type of
morphological treatment of AR ,and CC, the lexical approach, cannotwork.-

A ..second type of morphological treatment. which has been argued for is
the view that AR and CC involve affixation rather than cliticization.
There are, however, a number of reasons for not believing this to be,the
case. One such reason is that reduced auxiliaries and contracted to have
more properties in common with clitics than they do with affixes. Zwicky
and Pullum (1982) present the following criteria for distinguishing
between simple clitics and affixes (Z&P. p.3):

1.29) 'a. Clitics exhibit a low degree of selection with respect
to their hosts, while affixes exhibit a high degree of
selection with respect.to their stems.

b. Arbitrary gaps in the set of combinations are more
characteristic of affixed words than of clitic groups'i

c. Morphophonological diosyncracies are more
characteristic 41 affixed words than of clitic groups.

d. Semantic idiosyd,racies are also more characteristic of
affixed words than of clitic groups.

If we measure the results of AR against the principles in (1.29) we see,
as Zwicky and Pullum themselves point out, that reduced auxiliaries are
almost a paradigm example of simple clitics.

Examining just.the sences given in (1.8) above we find examples of
an auxiliary verb reducing onto 44 noun, a pronoun, an adjective, a'verb, a
partical, and an adverb. From-this we can see that, though there may be
general restrictions on the preceding constituent in some dialects, the
category emPership of the word the auxiliary actually attaches *to is not
important; reduced aUxiliaries do indeed exhibit a low degree of
selection. Furtheriore, unlike affixes, there are no cases in which a
particular lexical item idiosyncratically block the application of AR.
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There are cases in which AR is disfavored (not blocked) with partiallar
lexical items, but these are for perfectly straightforward phonological
reasons.' The phonological effects of combining a TeduceOuxiliary,with
its host, are also perfectly straightforward. While irregular plural or
past tense-forms are quite common, the phonological variations in reduced
auxiliaries are fixed and predictable from the. phonological and
morphological properties of the host. Finally, thereAre no cases in
which.the semantic contribution of the reduced auxiliaries is in any way
different from the semantic contribution 5k the corresponding full
form.

Though contracted to' do not fare quite so well with respect to the
criteria in (1.29 a o, nonetheless, have some.distinctly non-affixal
properties. The ct that CC does not allow a wide range.of c4tegories to
act as host does not cessarily reflect on its status as a cliticization
rule since, as we saw above, a large number of clitics are restricted to
verbal hosts. This is just one way in which contracted to's are less like
simple clitics than reduced auxiliaries are. Since, by our definition, CC
will reduce 1g onto any verb we do not have arbitrary gaps in the,spt of
possible combinations. We do, howeVerg have morphophonological
idiosyncracies in a few of these combinations. Notice though that the
total number, of such idiosyncracies is much lower than for verbal
paradigms. Notice also that such irregularities can occasionally be found
in known clitic groups as well .(Spanish le lo --> se lo), they are merely
less frequent. As with reduced auxiliaries, the semantics ofi contracted
to is entirely compositional. -In sum then, contracted to does not exhibit
any behavior that cannot be attributed to some type-of clitic (though not
always simple clitica) though it does lack certain properties 'frequently
found in affixes.

There are other reasons for rejecting an affixal analysis of AR and CC
as well. For ome.thing, treating these rules as affixation would greatly
complicate the morphology of English. In addition to paradigms like
(1.30)'

1.30) a. I want or

b. you want
c. he, she, it wants
etc.

we would have ones like, the following:

1.31) a. I wanna
b. you wanna
c. he, she, it wansta

'etc.

I

This would be true for every verb that underweht CC (i.e. for every verb
in the ltnguage that takes an infinitival complement). We would also have
to sotehow insure that such verb forms are followed by verb phrases
beginning with bAre infinitives. This would be a novel situation in that
it would be the affix subcategorizing the following material rather than
the Verb itself. The situation with AR would be even worse Mince reduced,
auxiliaries can attach to elements from so.many different categories; we4
would in effect be treating a group of affixes that tan attach to almost'
any word in the language but are semantically associated with the entire
sentence. Again, this is clearly absurd, Consider also the fact that
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A
affixed words can be treated as units by syntactic rules unlike the
products*of AR and CC, as we saw above. In the case of A41, as Zwicky and
Pullum point out, such a syntactic rule would be almost
inconceivable.

Perhaps the most persuasive reason for rejecting an affixation
analysis of AR and CC, however, is the fact that both operations are
sensitive to aspects of the sentence other than juitt the word they are
attaching to. Compare the following'pairs: , .

1.32) a. Who does Pita wanna see?
b. -*Who does Pita wanna see you?

1.33) a. Who's going?
b. *WhO's?

While all the sentences in (1.32) and (1.33) are grammatical with their

t
Correpponding f 1 forms, only the (a) sentences allow reduction. This is
anjimilbrtant di erence between affixation rules and AR and CC; while the
conditions governing the combining of affixes with their stems are purely
morphological and lexical, those governing the application of AR and CC

', se4m to be syntactic in nature. This argues, in favor of a separate,
non-affixal analysis of AR and CC. Thus, sib things eonsidered, the
clitic analysis of reduced auxiliaries and contracted to is more strongly
supported by the evidence and we can conclude that AR and CC are, in fact,
ruleg.of cliticization rather than affixation or phonological reduction.

1.3 Cliticization and Syntax.
In the preceding sections it was argued that AR and CC are conditioned

by syntactic structure rather than by'Ohonological, morphological br
lexical considerations. It should be noted that this is very .different
from the claim that AR and CC are themselves syntactic rules. In fact,
contra Bresnan (1971), there does not seem to be,veilomuch evidence for,
the claim that cliticization rules belong in the syntactic component of
the grammar. Notice, first of all, that there.are no syntactic rules
whose operation depends on the application of a cliticization rule. ,Not,
as we will see in. section two, are there any syntactic operations that are
bled by a cliticization rule either.. Furthermore, cliticization rules are
of -a very different type than other syntactic rules dealing, as they do,
with units smeller than words rather than entire words-and phrases. This,
is all consistent with the view that rules like AR and CC form their'omn
component in the grammar, one dealing with the production, of phOnological
words rather than syntactic words. While this.is a much more restricted
model of grammar in that it severely limits the range of.possible rule
interactions, it is in rib way predicted by curment transformational
frameworks. Ift'section three I will show that, given a GPSG syntax, this
type of organization falls out automatically; thus supporting a conclusion
reached on independent-grounds by many others (see references fn. 1).

1.4 Conclusions.
In the preceding discussion I have argued for the claims that 1) AR

and CC are, in fact, synchronic rules of grammar, 2) that they are best'.
analSrzed as belonging to a separate componedt of the grammiay reserved for
rules of that type and 3) that the primary factor in determining the
applicability of AR or CC is the syntactic structure of the candidate
sentence. In the following two sections I will discuss the issues of how
these conditions on syntactic structure should be formulated and what the
optimal analysis showi About the grammar as a whole.

so
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A number of different analyses of CC and AR have been proposed over
the years with widely different views of how the cliticization process
fits into the framework of a grammar. Most, if not all, of these
analyses have recognised the need to refer to syntactic structure Olen
describing the conditions under which these rules apply. These
treatments can be loosely grouped into three types: those requiring some
sort of explicit global reference, those involving the transformational

.

cycle, and those appealing to some form of trace element. In what
follows I will briefly review some of the more influential of these past
analyses while pointing outsome of the problems these treatments have
had. I will return to the discussion of the place of cliticization rules
in the grammar in section 3.

2.1 (1obal Rules.

Perhaps thp best knOwn discussion of AR and CC is the "global rule"
analyiis give li in Lakoff (1970). Lakoff sees both AR and CC as purely
phohol?gical reductions and arguesthat since they are sensitive to
aspects of syntactic structure they must be global rules. Lakoff bases
his formulation of the conditions on AR on facts about where be can
reduce Tirst noticed by King (1970):

2.1) a. i. There'i a man in the room.
.*I asked which men there're in the room.

b. i. It's hot.

ii. *. . . and hot it's.
,c. i. You said the concert's in which park?

ii. Which park did you say the concert', in?
iii. *In which park did you say the oone6rt's? .

d. i; Kim is to leave and Sandy's to, also.
ii. *Kimlis to leave and Sandy's, also.

While sentences like (ai, bi, ci, cii, and di) allow be to contract, the
corresponding sentences in which Wh-Movement, Topicalization, or
VP-Deletion have disturbed the complement'of the auxiliary do not.
Lakoff (p. 631) cites the following generalization "If there is a
constituent immediately following be, and if by any' transformation that
constituent is deleted, then the be cannot contract." The problems with
this formulation are well known. While Lakoff can account for the
contrasts in (2.1),*his.analysis makes incorrect predictions about he
grammaticality of the sentences in (2.2) and (2.3)':

2.g) John's to force himself to stop.
2.3) ft. Where's the library?

b. What's a global rule?
c. How fat's your cat?
d. In which city's the conference?

In his transformational framewoilc, no matter how you order to' Insertion'
and Equi NP Deletion thejoe in (2.2) would be followed by.a movement or
deletion site and, therefore, should not be contractable. Similarly, the
sentences in (2.3)1Would,be ruled out since they involve not only the
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movement of the constituent following be, but the movement of be
itself, .,.

c .

.
.

Lakoff also proposes a global constraint on CC to account for the
contrast; in meaning between sentence pairs like the-following; first
noticed by Horn (cited inLakoff (1970)):

2.4) a. Teddy, I want,to succeed.
b. Teddy, I wanna succeed.

Sentence (2.4a) is ambiguious between the readings I want Teddy to-
succeed, and I want to succeed Teddy while sentence (2.4b) can only have
the second interpretation.' Lakoff concludes from such sentences that CC
is blocked if at any stage in the derivation an NP had intervened between
the verb and to. The deep structures for the sentence in (2.4a) would
presumably be those in (2.5):

2.5) / ment [Teddy succeed]
X want [I succe4.Teddy]

Notice that for this analysis to work Lakoff must explicitly order to
Insertion after Equi NP Deletion (to permit contraction in (2.5b)) but
before the rules responsible for topicalization"(to block contraction in
(2.5a)). This seems to be the only motivation for such.an
ordering.

Another problem with-this analysis is that it fails to block
contraction in sentences like the following, taken from Pullum and
Postal(1982):

2.6) a. To regret what one does not have seems like to want.
b. ?It seems like to want to regret what one does not

. have.

c. *It seems like to wanna regret what one does not have.
2.7) a. I don't want anyone [who continues to want] to stop

wanting.
b. *I don't want anyone [who continues to wan]na stop

wanting.

2.8,) a. I want to dance and to sing.
b. *1 wanna dance and to sing.

2.9) a. I don't need or want'to hear about it.
b. *1 don't need or wanna hear about it.

Though these sentences satisfy the condition on intervening NP's, none of

0 them'allow contraction.
A revised version of Lakoff's constraint on AR is.presented in Kaisse

(1983a) where it is suggested (p.93) that the original condition be
interpreted 'as ilt(2.10):

,

2.10) ,Auxiliary Reduction may not apply if the element
'following the auxiliary is not the same as the element
that follows it at the stage in the derivation prior
to'all movements and deletions.

In addition to the sentAnces in (2.1), this formulation accounts for the
ungrammaticality of AR in something like,(2.11b) in

t

which an element has

been inserted following the auxiliary:
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2.11) S. He is, I' should think, a bit tired.
b. *He's,. ,I should think, ,a bit tired. .

,

The constraint in (2.10) does`
.

not, however, make the necessary , .

V"'
distinction between rules like EqUi and There Insertion (which. do lot
block reduction) on the one hand and Wh-Movement and TopicalizatioW.,
(Which do block AR) on the other. Nor does it sufficiently limit the
class of hosts to those permitted in Kaisse's dialect. To remedy these
defects Kaisse adopts a.modified "spliti" model of grammar in which,
"move NP" rules are-distinguished from "move Wh" rules10. AR isthen
medesensitive to the level of structure resulting rom the "move NP" ..

rules and the set ofpossiblet hosts to AR restricted to N's. The model
of grammar Kaisse assumes. is Mown in (2.12):

2.12) (Bas Rules)

D-Structure

4-

(Move NP)

NP-&Eructure
(MoveWh).

S-Structure

Deletida* e

Stylistic Rules ,

Res \ructuring Rules

Morphological Rules
Phonolbgical Rules

Control
-Predication
Binding Theory
Case Marking
To Complementizer
Oontraction
identity Filters

.
FolldWing Pullum and Zwicky (forthcoming) pliticization rues are

treated as part of a separ4e.component, labeled here as "Restructuring
Rules. Given this model

'00
Kaisse's restriction -ooh AR is as follows:

. ,

. '2.13) X NP AUX Y Z 1-----> I, 2*3.t 0, 4, 5

..

/
1 2 3 4 .5

.

where 2 c-commands 3, and 4 follow at
u

NP-Structure

This says that AR is possible just in case the host is a noun phrase
which c-commands the auxiliary and the element following the verb to be
cliticized followed it at NP-Structure. Thus, theipterred sentences in
.(2.1) are blocked since rules have applied to the WP-Structure which have
altered the material following thverh. Presumably a Sentence like
(2.2) would be generated without a subject NP in the lower clause, thus
contraction is posiible. As it stands the rule'in (2.13) also
incorrecyyrpredicti that sentences like 0,,38) And (2'.3h,), repeated
below, are ungtammatical: ,

t

2.3) a'. Where's the library?
b. What's a global. "rule?

53
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To account fdfaeases like these Kaisse includes a rider on her
,,restriction which allows reduction onto a nonlexical item; such as a
Wh-word, as long as the element following the verb meets certain
criteria. This rider as given in (2.14):

In addition, if 2 is a (monosyllabic) pro-form it need
not be an NP, and it suffices that X [Y: AB] not mark
a movement or deletion site.

Kaisse's constraint on AR makes.Many Other predictions as well. Thus
all of the sentences-in (2.15)-(2.20) will also be blocked by 62.13):' ,

..
2.15) Which dog's he buying?
2.16) Not only's Louis smart, he's also a varsity ?ower.
2.17) On whioh.day's John leaving?

)

2.18) a. Speaking tonight'4* a famous reporter.
b. Speaking tonight's been a famous reporter. .

2.19) a. More important's her insistence on honesty.. ,
.

b. re important's been her insistence of honesty. .6

2.20) Un r this slab's buried Joan of Are.
A

(examples based on Kaisse (1983). Sentence (2.15) is bad 1)ecause; due
to the application of Subject Auxiliary Inversion ($g),

,

the element
following be at the time cliticization operates.is not the samelaiythe
element which followed it at NP-StruCture. Sentences (2.16),And (2.17)
are rejected on two counts: SAI has applied to these sentences .

(.triggered by various pr2posin rules) and the holt tpr the cliticis not
an NP. While the sentenfes in 2.1B),,.(2.19) and '(2.209 do not" involve

SAI (cif (2.18b) and (2:19b)) the seill'fail th NP host condition:
While constraint in (2.1$) nia adequately describe Kaisse'd

it'does sd at the cost otempl4ing.anAmtremely powerful *I

mechanism a global rule. In addition to thia,.there .61.6 dialects in,
which all of-the sentences given in (2.15)'-(2.20) are perfectV,
grammatically'. This poses 'a particularly difficult Rroblem for Kaisse's

a

analysis since some of.,these sentences violate. both conditions of her '
constraint at. the -same time. .Thus there would be noway ofgeneralizing
Kaisse's constraint to include,thls other dialect: Since an 'analysis

for different dialects with a relatdd set,of rulei is to
be Pr erred over. one which treats them with entirely:separate rules,
Kaisse's constraint is less than satisfactory.

Kaisse (1983b) presents a modified version of this analysis in .which
the condition on preceding context igraltered to bring AR more in line
with the behavior of similar clitics in other languages. Kaisse argues
that reduced auxiliaries are pecond position clitics and,As such, should d
not be sensitive to the category membership of thel!r host. Thus she
replaces her NF host condition with the following!' 0

, 4. .

2.21) 'An auxiliary may only clitkcize onto the first word of its
S. 4

This constraint rules out the sentences in (2.15)-42.20) since the
,

various' preposing operations jnvolved Wh-Movement, Comparative
Preposing, PP Fronting, etc. move material into COMP and outs:1de the..
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domain of S. .Aa-resutt, "the'auxil.iary itself i's the first element in
4'4 the S in these sentences and,,,thugrcannot appear in reduced form.

,., However, according to Kaisse's own article sentences like (2.22) involveA, ,Wh-Movement of the subject phrase:
0,-1,

'0 it " 2.22)f Mach ma's going to win?
.411

-.. e ,

.

a - ,4

SiOte Wh-Moveinent would inscrt 'the subject, phrase, into the COMP node',
.

Kaisse's antilyais'pr;:ldicts thit sehtence (2.22) is also ungrammatical and
1

,

for the same reason as (2:15)".endt(2.f7). This judgment is not confirmed
of

in any dialccl studied to date including Kaisse's. Kaipse notes a
9 ,.. similar problem with sentences like:

,
.

. .

2.23)' Jill* is the tan,wbo Z bet's going ,to win.

Since the auxiliary wo41 be the first element in the embedded'S, the
structure shoud not Per it reduction".'

N

The conOtiraint in (2.21). 4p410, however, allow for relatively mpre
dialect variation than the NP-host condition since the domain involved1 -

can be easily.)-6odiffe41,, Thus Kaisse cam account for the Not that
sentences like (2.1'$b), (2.9b), apd X2.20) with prepdsed elements n
COMP,are perfectly grammaficAl for many speakers by changing the S in
(2.21) to for these'dialecfS. However, if Kaisse.is still assuming
the restriction onfotlowing context given in (2.13)13, she cannot
ex lain the grbmelliticality of the parallel sentences in (2.18a) and -"

(2.1w oe,the,sentences in .0.15), (2.16) and (2.17) for these same
speakers,',,Not onlyvioes..the revised constrpint.in (2.21) 'incorrectly -°
pc*dietihe ?acts of Kaisse:s own dialect, it still fails to account for
the'judgmepts.foond ih other dialects. A GPSG analysis, on the other

Aland, presents.a,vnified analysis of.both... w

2.2 .'Cyclic Treatment.'

. 4 Bresnan (1971) proposes, making rules oecliticitation such as CC
AR part, of thertransfortsOtional cycle rather than including them in he
phonolOgy as Lakoff dloik.;,In her analysis of CC, to can cliticize
4ftwitr4,onto the propel! type pf,verb if they are.adjacent during that

''. vti-b'p'cyclv, Thusjientenceswlike (2.24a) will be allowed to undergo CC
,since he sub,let oT th*lower,claush is .removed by Equi on the want .

cycle;:VAYing.it adjacent to to. ..

d -
.,. -:41" i ,. " .

A
/ ,

.

' 2.24),-, a. You want you kiss who]
. ' b. Who..-do yog wanner kiss?v

A
, v,1, . ' 4 1p, 94, r .

A sentence. like 0.26b),:+howemor, will not be' produced since who is coved
to the front of.the 'sentenee, fro, its position between want and to by
Wh-Movement..on the higher, S's. cycle'. Hence, since CC is presumed to'be

o cyclic, it never gets a chance to,applf
-;' . V

. 0. I . . $ * V?0
4 - / ''. *

.$' " )
0

A 2.25) a. You waqt (Who-kiss you) el. "'..d \, .04.
O f*

, 44 .
4 4.0b. *Who deyciu,wanna kissdrop?

.
.

f*0
$ , \ .

. . 4

The ambiguity contrast found in (2.4a) and (2.4b)'wouidbe parallel to'
this example; only one of the readings of (2.440,.that corresponding to
the deep structure in' (2.5b), hts.went and ,tom adjecent on the want,CyCle;
the,other has an intervening NY. Notice that this ipproach algo,accOunts,

# ,IN,
.

, u
i"3 .0 lo,,

0
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for the.ungrammaticality.of (2.6c) and (.2.7b).. Assuming strict.
.cyclicity, the to in these sentences would not be eligible for
contraction onto the want since they are not part wanes complement.
C(ucially, however, it does' not explain the failuip of CC to apply in.
sentences like (2.8b) and (2.9b). In these .cases the to phrase )18 the
complement of en appropriate verband the two are adjacent on that verb's
cycle, and yet contraction does not take 'lace.

Bresnan's cyclic analysis of AR also runs into problems. In on .

attempt to explain why the materiat fol-lowing the,verh should be relevant
to reduction, Bsesnanr.eanalyzes AR as a rule cif procliticization in
which the auxiliary is attached to the fro t of the next weird. In this
treatment the starred sentences in (2.1) wd1uld have to have structures
such as the folloOing:

2.2) a. *I asked which men th re_ in the room.
b. *. . . and hot it 's_.
c. *In which park did you ay the concert 's?
d. *Kim is loleaye and San y also:

These could not, however, be generated once cliticization has taken
place, since the transformations' involved are.not defined over subparts'
of words.

This type of analysis fails on both syntactic and. phonological
grounds. As Lakoff (1972) points out, a proclitic treatment of reduced
auxiliaries would be very peculiar given the fact that'clitic has and
is--like plurals, possessives.; past,tense and third person singular
markers-vissimi4ate in voicing to What precedes not what folloWs. In

order to account for this fact Bresnanivould have to posit an otherwise
unmotivated word external process to perform precisely the same function
as a well documented word internal process, .thus missing' an obvious
generalization and unnecessarily coMplicating the phonology.

A syntactic argument, against this analysis is given, in Wood(1979).
Wood notes that Breapan's treatment of AR cannot account for the
grammaticality of atiptences like:

2.27) Herb's going and Jerome is too.

If AR is cyclic then it apPlies'or fails to apply on -the same cycle for
each conjunct. Therefore, after the first cycle the lowest verb phrase
of the left conjunct would be 'sgoing.mhile the lowest verb phrase of the
right conjunct would be elm. Thus-the identity condition on VP
Deletion would not be met and the sentene (2.27) could not be
generated.

.

A final problem with this'appr ach stems'from the nature of
cliticization rules in general'. Clitic elements, unlike some types of
affixes, do not change the category of their hosts; e.g. wh-words with
clitics attached are the same category as they would, be without the
cltic.,41Siote Bresnan views cliticization as a process by which elsments
become Arntactic dependents of preceding or following elements, in order
t46 prevent sentences like:
0

*2.28) a. *I naked 're- -which men .t0ere in thoom.
b. Val.In Which park did you say the concert __?

6 c. *. %.. and 'Es-hot it.
git

ge
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one would have to somehow butild into each inovemen rule a clause that
examines the structure of the constituent in.order to detect.the presence
of apy clitic elements and prevents the rule from applying if such an
element is found: This would complicate these rules enoimotisly.
Furthermoe, as we saw in section one, Bresnan's basic assumption--that
clitici, tion rules can and should be included in the syntactic component
of the g ammaris not supported by rule interaction facts.

2.3 Trace Theories.

Perhaps the most 'frequently appealed to type of analysis is one
't involving some sort of trace element. In such analyses, cliticization is'

possibit only if traces do not appear in the relevant posItionsoin
syntactic structure. What form these traces take and howHwecise1y,
they arise is a matter of considerable variation from theory to theory.
Selkirk (1972) proposes an analysis in whfch traces take the form of
extra word boundary markers which serve to block the destressing rules
that feed various cliti.tizations.. According to her analysis, word
boundary symbols4.flank members of major categories in deep .structure.
Wherftransformational rules move or delete elements they leave the
position of these boundaries unaffected, When a moved item is adjoined
elsewhere in the sentence new boundary markers are created. Selkirk also
includes a convention by which redundant internal boundary'symbols are

6 deleted in the configurations W #J #JZ and Z[ #(#W as long as the d4termost
bracket is not labeled S'. The destressing rule relevant to our concerns
is Selkirk's " Monosyllabic Rule" which removes stress from monosyllabic
dependents that are followed by at most one word boundary symbol
followed by a word with a'stressed vowel. Thus a sentence like (2.laii)
could not be generated since after Wh-Movement the (simplified) structure
would be as in (2.29):

2.29) Asrasked [s'Ccomp[!twhich men#] ][sIt[Npthere#]
IvpItareq$41[114tin the room*] ] ] ]]

The auxiliary are in (2.29) is followed try a series of two word boundary
symbols and, thereforercannot undergo the Monosyllabic Rule. As a

. result, the stress on are is not reduced and it cannot undergo
cliticization.

There are a number of problems with this anal ysis14 one of which
hinges on the very, feature which allows ungrammatical sentences like
(2.1aii) to be excluded. If,boundary markers are leftbehind by'Rll
movement and deletion rules, then a sentence like (2.30a) with a deep
structure as in (2.30b) woul$I incorrectly be blocked from undergoing
destressing and subsequent cliticization as can he seen from the surface
structure in (2.30c):

2.30) a. John is to leave as soon as possible.
b. [sJohn is [0000MP[st[Np#John#][ypItleave. .

[sJohn is Is4COMP[sIt[Np4 #]ivp*toStleave. .

d. John's to leave as .soon as possible.,

After Equi applies to tbe lower S there will be n series of four
boundary markers, one of which will to removed by, the redundant boundary

symboLcunvention'dincussed above. ince there are three boundary
symbols between is and the. nearest following .word with a stressed vowel

Ori
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the Conditions for the Monosyllabic Rule are net met. 'Since is cannot be
destressed it.also cannot cliticize, thus the sentence in .30d) cannot
be. produced.

As Postal and Pialum:(1978) point out, Selkirk's analysis fails.'(in.
'precisely the same way) for CC as well. Thus a-sentence like (2.31a)
would hove -a surface structure -as in (2.31b):

2.31) a. I want to go.
b. [sl want[s'#COMP[0[Np0#][vp*togo*]

Since there are extra boundaries between want and to, destressing and
Cliticization are incorrectly blocked.

The other types of trace theories proposed thus tar have similar. '

problems. Those put forthqn Chomsky (1976,1977) assume that movement
transformations. leave traces in surface structure to Mark the posiion...of
an element before the rule applied. Postal and Pullum (1978). argue,
however, that these theories are incompatible with Chomsky's claim that
Wh-Movement is successive cyclicsince traces will be overgenerated in
COMP position. Thus a sentence like (2.24b) would have the
(pre-contraction) surface structure in (2.32): .

° 2.32) [ [who, do you want[[t] to kiss t]
44,

which is not compatible with.CC. Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) attempt to
correct this prediction by proposing a rule to,freely delete material in*
COMP positions. However, as Postal and Pullum note, since theCOMP made
itself is not pruned by. this rule want and to are still not structurally
adjthicent and, therefore:, cannet,cliticize.

Chomsky (1980) deals with'this problem in another Way- He argues
that traces left by Wh-Movement in non-COMP pOsitions in,the clause are
case-marked traces and count as syntactic material whereas traces.n.

0

I

i '
4

other positions do not. Since these case-marked traces count as
.

syntactic material, they block contraction. By _including:this abstract
feature, Chomsky is able to distinguish between unbounded dependencies
(which do not allow contraction across a t) on the one handOind'Alaising.-
and Equi constructions (which 1.0 allowthis contraction). .06 the other.'

Also accounted for is the possibility of cliticization in sentenceslike,
(2.32); since the t intervening between want and to is in COMP position
it is not a case-marked trace and does not block CC.

There are however, some problems with these claims. Pullum Hand
(1982)1krgue that Chomsky's assumptions make it impoSsibielorany:

dialect orEnglish liot'to have case marked traces and thus does. not
. account for "liberal" dialects which accept cliticization in seneitices in
which a marked trace should intervene betWeen the verb and-t0.7Ah such a

dialect sentences like (2.25b) are perfectly fine:
..I

2.25) b. Who do you wanna kiss you?

Furthermore, they point out thet since none of the examples in
(2.6) (2.9), repeated below, involve the intervention of a case.- maked
trace betWeen the want and te, Chomsky's theory fails to' i_ for why
eliticization is blocked in each case:'

88,
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2..6) .' 0+ To,regret what one' does not have seems like to want,.
b. . ?It seems like to want to regret what one doed not

have.

' 'c. *It'seems like Lb wanna regret what one does not have.
-2.7) . a. don't want .anyone [who continues_to want] to

stop wanting.

*1 don't want anyone who continues to Wah]na stop
wanting. .

2.8). . I want to dance and to sing.
b.' *I wanna dance and to sing.

. 2.9) 'a. I don't need or want to hear about it.
b. *I don't need or wanna hear about it.

.,
Obviously injhese cases mere, reference to the position of case

''marked traps is not enough;, one must also' take into account other
aspects orFlause StructiAre, something that Chomsky does not- do.:
Pullum and.Postal.themselves argue that the underlying failure of trace
theories stems feat "an'unwarranted and unjustified assumption made at
the. outset and agparently'never questioned by TT [trace theory]
advocates, . This is that linear contiguity is fundamental to the
description ;Cif contraction" (p..130). They,, however, claim that
adjacency is notAheorimary prerequisite to contraction and propose the

' fdilowing "relational generalizatice:

2.33) A contraction trigger V can have a contracted form with
infinitival. to only if:

a. to is the main verb of,the initial direct object

is V; '

complement of the matrix is muse whose main verb
,

b. , the final subject of the complement is identical
the fina4 subject of the matrix:

.1f, however, adjacency'is not a primary prerequisite we
Sentences such as (2.34a) to allow contraction since it
the Conditions specified in (2.33)! As wq can pee from
not acceptable here15: n

2.34) a. I want very much'.to ,finish this chaptefr,

b. *I wanna very much this chapter. ,

would expect
satisfies both of
4(2.34b), CC is

.0140
From this we must nclude that conventionat wisdom' is correct after all
and 'linear nonfiguity is in, fact a necessary part of m,condition.on

;
ar

4°2..4 Towa;Ila a Gm Approat
Phe treatm44 of AR and '1.;e4. going' to argue for here is, more or

less% a trace-analysis too', ,albe t one that refers to clause'structur,e as
. well. The difference between'my analysis and othef'such analyses is that

4 iffa GenerarTied Phrase Structure grammar different, predictions are made
about which syntactic structures'contain traces or gaps. Thus a GPSG
analysig avbida the problem. found' in transformational treatments of h
toedisiinguish talmovement and deletion rules. which block clititizat on
f omlithope'that don't. In the next sectionr will briefly outline the.

k
. b is tenets of, Galand Show .how Ory cab 'lead to a simple pod elegant

I toilet+ o!Alir conditions governing AR and CC in the dialects discussed
beret v , ,,

. t 9
:
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3. AGPSGAnalysis of the' Data

One difficulty in presenting a unified_account ofit* and,CC within

Aik GPSG is:thatthe framework ,itself has been through aAnumber of extensive
rev sionvOn-a relatively short amount pf time In tkfollowing section.
I will briefly summarize-the most renefit veridipn of Gp0;,as presented in
Sag and- Klein (1984 and GazdtmAnCpillum..(19,82): Throughout this
chapter:r will attempt to standardize the 'Varying notation as much as
possible 'while maintaining ,the basic content'of the rules; though I adopt
the familiar S/NP/VP symbols whenever poasible'for perspicuity, it should
be remembered that GPSG embraces an X-bar philosophy.-,When necessary I
will use the symbol "a" to stand for the Greek letter alpha and "b" far
the letter beta.

. .
i,

3.1 The Framework. . ' '

GPSG is a surfacy theory of generafbie grammar In which structural
descriptions. are assigned to sentences solely on the basis of phrase,
structure rules; no use is made of traniformations* coindexing devices
and only one level of structure is defined. The set,of immediate
dominance (ID) rules are the syntactic Imil'ili of a apa, grammar. ID rules

..

'have the form:

<n; A -> B, Cj D>

. .e ,

.where B, C and D are the categories that ifidominatialLand n is a rule
'number which acts as a subcategorization fiature on ahy lexical items
introduced by the rule. The relative order of B, C iu4D is given by the
set of linear precedence (LP) statements. An example:ol. a LP. rule of ,

English would be: ,

dr

t

.4 0,

This says that in any ID rule which introduces'both an NP and g PP, the
1CP will always occur before the PP. In order for a PS role to be
included in the grammar it must be consistent with at least one ID
statement and with every LP rule.

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of GPSG is its use of a
metagrammar to capture the'generalizations that hold between ID rules and
govern their operation butwhich are not expressed directly with the
ID-LP statements. The metagrammar uses two typed ofdevicei to capture

theseeneralizations: set of metarules and a set of rule extension

principles. Metarules are a means of expanding the set of ID'rules in 'a
'rule-governed way; that,is, they map ID' rule, into new ID rules.
Metarules, haVe the general form indicated below:

, bn

11,
a'-> bl, . b'

(.
A

V

Phis. is interpreted as saying that if the ID ruled a -> bl, , . . , bn is

in the grimmer thed the ID Yule a'-> bi,- . . . ,- bn will also be In

the gramme. Since by convention rule nUmbers are preserved under
metarvie application they arc not specifically menk.i'nned.in

(3.1) lb. .

'
,

90 ,
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Role extension principles "flesh out" these 'schematic ID rules into
fully. specified PS rules.complete with semantic interpretations: These
principles are of two types: rule translation principles and feature '

instantiation principles. The rule translation principles predict the
form of semantic translation rules on the basis of the ID rules and the
semanticty0ps assigned to the categories they contain. They thus
proyidea mapping from ID rule doubles, consisting of a rule number and
ID rule, into ID.rulelriplesy which contain in addition Montague-like
translation formulae.

"'Features playa very important role in the GPSG framework. In fact,
in the most recent versions of the theory much of. the work previously
done by metarule is now handled by the feature system and the rules which
govern feature assignmenr(i.e. the feature instantiation principles).
Not surprisingly the feature systeM in GPSG has become quite complex 7.
As is alio the case with current versions of transformational grammar,
syntactiogories in GPSG are.not seen as simple unanalyzable node
lables but are instead assigned an internal ting of
features. ,The major innovation in the GPSG system is the ea that these
features may take other features as their Dbefficients1-8. hus the
structure of features is defined as follows:

3.2) A feature consists -of a. feature name optionally followed by
one or more fea4tres or feature names. Feqtures begin with
a' left bracket and end with a right bracket. (Gazdar and
Pullum (1982), p.3)

Syntactic categories are simply a type of feature, in particular one
whose feature name is CAT or CAT'. The internal structure of CAT and
CAT' is given below:

3.3).. a. [CAT' CAT FOOT]
b, [CAT BAR HAD:]

' '"; r!"'",

The feature BAR indicatesthe phrasal level-of the catego60410,an
X-bar syntax; it takes as its, coefficient a number from 1 to 3 Oi-4001
feature LEXICAL. For purposes of subcategorization, rule nUmbera-al
assigned as the Value of the feature LEXICAL. The feature HEAD consislik
of the syntactic information that is shared between phrases and their,
heads. This information is divided between the teaturei MAJOR and MINOR
as shown in (3.4):

3.4) a. [HENS MAJOR MINOR]
b. [MAJOR (+N,-N) (+V, -V)]

c. [MINOR AGR CASE . . .]'

.1

L

The feature FOOT contains informatio19n about other tyPesof IYhtactiC
dependencies that hold between phrasee. The internal str, cture'of FOOT
and its coefficients is shown in (3.5)

3.5) a. [FOOT SLASH WH
b. ,[SLASH CAT]
c. [WH AGR WHMORI,
d. [REFL AGR] g.

p,
147tp
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The FOOT feature SLASH is used to encode information about gaps in
unbounded dependencies, it takes as its value a category' WH is used in
the treatment of Wh expressions; .it takes two other features as its
coefficients, an agreement feature (AGR) and a feature to encode the
morphological type of the Wh word (WHMOR). The feature REFL marks
reflexive expressions and also takes AGR as its value. We will have more
to say about FOOT features later.

Feature instantiation principles are responsible for ensuring the
proper distribution of features in rules. They can be thought of (Sag,
and Klein (1982), p. 97) as "axioms that must be satisfied by an IDR
triple if.it is to be an iostantiated extension of a given IDR double".
Feature values. can be assigned in a number of ways: they can be
specifically mentioned in an ID rule or metarule, they can be freely
assigned in.accordance with any default valves an item may have (for
example, an NP in, English is [-CASE], i.e. accusative, unless otherwise
specified), or they can be set.equal.to some other set of features by
virtue of special conventions. The special conventions we will be most
interested in here are the Head Feature Convention (HFC) and the Foot
Feature Principle (FFP).

To-pot it very simply, the HFC requires the coefficients of HEAD, in
the mother category and the head daughter to be the same. e "head
daughter" is identified on the bais of syntactic category d bar
level. For example, given a phrase X'' the' head daughter will be either
an X",-an X' or mill that it immediately dominates. . If X" doMinates
more than one of these then the one with the fewest bars will be the
head; if it dominates none of these then X' will have no head".

.

The FFP is responsible.for the distribution of FOOT features. Again,
very simply put, the FFP says that any FOOT features riot assigned to
daughters by specific rules must also appear on the mother node. There
is nothing to prevent. more than onb daughter from caerying the same. value'
for a FOOT feature or froi carrying different FOOT features altogether,
though they are blocked from having different values for the same FOOT
feature since there would .be no way to encode this on the mother node.
Thus, for example, a VP cannot simultaneously have both an NP gap and a

PP .gap sinceSLASH can have only one value for CAT.
Rule translation and feature instantiation are two aspects of the

mapping from ID rule doubles to ID rule triples. Sag and Klein (p. 98) .

point out that since both can affect how constituents are linearized in a
language the set of rule extension principles must operate before the LP
statements. :Their.view of how the grammar is organized its. given below:

ID rule doubles.

ID rule doubles

ID rule triples

completed PS rules

Metarules

ule extension principles

LP rules

3.2 AUxiliaries In GPSG.
My approach to tnixiliaries is basically the same as that presented in

Guzdar, Pullum and Sag (1981) with one small exception having to do, with
the treatment 'of the copula. In that. work n verb that. is [COP, AUX] can
take any of the following complements: . .

-92
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3.6) VP[PRPJ is going
VP[PAS] is given
VP[INF] is to leave
VP[PRD]

where a VP[PRD] "merely consists of a preditational X" [i.e. XP]" (GP ,

p. 9). I will simplify this somewhat.and say. that any [COP] verb that
takes an XP[PRD] as its complement-is also an [AM, where an XP[PRO1 ;can
be any of the following: AP[PRD], VP[PRD, PAS], VP[PRD, PRP], VP[PRD;
INF], NP[PRD], PP[PRD]. This.results in slightly differenttree
struct.ires (i.e. no dominating VP node for AP's, NP's, and PP's) and is

.

more in keeping with more recent GPSG works. Notice that by this
definition the verb in (3.7a) is not an auxiliary, since i0 complement
is en S (i.e. V"') rather than an XP, and therefore does hot undergo AR,
as we can see from (3.7b):

3.7) a. The fact is Pita left.
b. *Thefactks Pita left.

Thus, sentences like (3.7b) will not be considered,in our later
discussion of the conditions under which AR takes place. Again, where
necessary I will modify rule.notation to be consistent with this
'treatment of the copula andits complements.

3.3 The Distribution of Traces in gm.
As we saw in chapter 2, the problem with transformational analyses of

AR and CC is that they fail to distinguish in ,a general way between
operations that block contraction such as Topicalization, VP Deletion
and most forms of Wh-Movementt,-and those that don't--i.e. Equi and There
Insertion. A GPSG analysis o' the same data does not run into this
problem because in GPSG thereiis a natural distinction between the two
sets of constructions: the GPSG equivalents of the former involve the
introduction a phonologically null element while the GPSG equivalents.of
the latter do not. Thus the distribution of these null elements can be
used to state the conditions governing the application of AR.and CC.

Since GPSG is a non-transformational monostratal theory, null .
elements do not arise through tit operation of movement or deletion
rules. Instead, the distributfirof,traces is governed by the feature
system and metarules. Categories which are marked with the feature
[ +NUL] do not receive-a phonological representation and are, therefore,
trace elements. Thus, theGPSG equivalent of VP Deletion is achieved
Simply by assigning a VP this feature. Thus a sentence like (2.1dii)
would have the pre-reduction structure in (3.8): '

3.8) 0 S .

S Sand]
. ----'---.'.7.1.-----._

NP VP and
,;,!'-'-'.

S

Elm V
,

NP , . VP

I

4

Sands . VP[414111,]is eave

93
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where .t is an abbreviation for.VP[+NU1.121. 'Since trace elements retain
.their other category features, null categories will be ,linearized by the
LP.statemants just like their non-null counterparts.,

In my analysis,. traces are also introduced by a version of Slash
Termination Metarule 1 (STM1),,one of the rules used in Gazdar, Klein,
PullumanctSag (1982) (GKPS henceforth) to "eliminate" unbounded
dependencies. This version of STM1 is given 4elow22:

3.9) STM 1
a -> W, b[ -CASE)

I

afb -> W, t

(3.9) says that given an a consisting of anything at all (i.e. W) and a b
that is [-CASE], there exists in the grammar a rule that allows an a that
has b as its coefficient for SLASH to dominate a W and a trace. The
"a/b" notation used here is simply shorthand for the actual feature
specification of the mother node which would be [CAT' a [FOOT [SLASH
bill.

Following the analysis in GKPS, the rules responsible for introducing
unbounded dependencies are contained in the set of ID rules. Two such
rules are given in (3.10):

3.10) a. S -> a, S/a-.
b. S -> PP, VI' lthereiti..,

By itself, the rule in (3.10a) is responsible for topicalizetion
constructions such as:

3.11) Teddy, we believe will succeed.

In conjunction with other ID rules and The FOOT feature WH it also
accounts for most of the effects of Wh-Movement in a transformational
analysis. The rule in (3.10b) is responsible for sentences like (3.12).
The feature [there] indicates that the.VP is the kind that could jleke an
existential subject as in (3.13):

3.12) In the garden is a fountain.
3.13). There is a fountain-in the garden.

Since the FOOT featurA SLASH takes as its value the category of the
"missing" element in ap unbounded dependency, this information will be
carried through the tree from the point of introduction to the point of
elimination by the FFP. Thus given STM1, the rules-in'(3.10) And the
FFP, sentences like (3.11) and f3.12) will be assigned the following
-structures:

94.
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3.14) S

NP S/NP

Teddy NP, VP/NP

we - VP
1

3.15)

believe / VP

will V

succeed

PP V[there]/PP

P NP itthere] NP t

I ..
I

in Det N' is Det N'

I I .1 I

the garden a fountain

Since, however, GKPS restrict metarules so as-to operate only on ID rules.'
that introduce lexical itemse STM1 could not apply in the production of a
sentence like:

3.16) John, we believe worked for Kim.

because the rule STM1 would have to apply to would-be the rule expanding
the S complement of believe as an NP and a VP. This application is
blocked since neither NP nor VP is a lexical Category. To account for
sentences like this among others,. GKPS propose a second STM rule. This
rule replaces and generally supersedes the one given.in Gazdar (1981)
which allowed sentential categories that were missing an NP to be ,

replaced by a VP,. Like this rule, STM2 does not involve the introduction
of a.trace element,'.rather it allows the.remnants of an embedded clause
to be "liberated" into a higher clause. This second slash.terminatIon
metarule is given in (3.17).:

3.17) STM2

A ->.1!'

a/T W, J where "b -> I, J" is a nonlexical rule

4,0m2 says that if the grammar has an ID. rule which 'introduced a b. and
b dominate,I and .1, where neitter I nor J is a lexical category, then
the grammar also has a rule in which 'b ill replaced-by J' and I is assigne4

as the value of the mother. node's SLASH feature. Given thit;,rule, th4 .

sentence in (3.16) would b; assigned the structures
, *

'95
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3.18) S

NP S/NP

1 ...--- ''..----......

John NP . VP /NP.
,

1 ..--------------...

we V VP
I 6

believe V

worked P NP

1

for Kim

Given this account of the distribution of traces in GPSG, statements
of the conditions governing the application of AR and. CC fall out
directly. In'the next two sections, I will show how an analysis of the
data discussed in chapter two can be devised using'a GPSG syntax as a.
base. Special emphasis will be placed on accounting for dialect
variation in a.. simple and natural way without any ad hoc devices.

3.4. AR in.GPSG.
4

Given a GPSG syntactic framework, the condition on AR in the most
liberal dialect is quite easy to state: auxiflaries:can contract if they
are immediately followed by phonologically non-null material from their
own constituents. More restrictive dialects, such sm Kaisse's; require
an additional condition on possible host elements as well. These
dialects will be discussed further below. Notice, however, that I.do not,,
attempt to give here a formal statement of what the AR rule looki7like...
This is because, as we saw in chapter one, both AR and CC are not and can
not be syntactic rules themselves. We will return to. this issue and 114
it is predicted by,a.GPSG framework in section 3.6. Notice also that
since cliticization mites are not located, in the syntactic component of
the grammar they need not. tie subject to the same types of restrictions as
syntactic rules. .just what'tle general restrictiond op cliticization
rules are is a topic for future research.

.GT-Vbn this constraint; sentences like (3.19a.) will be prevented from
-undergoing reduction regarALess of whether theverb is analyzed as an
auxiliary: . .

4

3.19) a. I think therefore 1 am.
',b. *I think ;therefore I'm.

The sentence in (3.19b) is ungrademati bAcause nothing, not even a
trace, follows the 'auxiliary in it tituent. Even if the verb in
(3.19a) is not an auxiliary (which it no\doubt isn't), this wording .is
required on independent grounds to account for sentences ike (2.11):

2.11) .a. He is, I should think, bit tired.
b..*He's, I, should think, a bit tired.

..

to this.case the verbis an auxiliary by our definition since it takes an
XP[PRD]tcomplement (namely an NP) but it still doesn't allow teduCtion.
This is brcause the material that,immediately follows it Jena c6ntmined

96
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in'it-s clause, rather it is a separate S which is inserted

par,entheti'cally. .Thus, (2.11b) is ccirrectly excluded by our statement of

the conditions allowing AR.
Unlike fakoef's analysis, the 1-eduction above. does not

into difficulties with sentences like (2.2)

2.2) John's fo force himself-to Ioafe:

simply because GPSG makes different predictions than transformational
grammars about how such sentences are produced. While Lakoff's framework
entailed the application of Equi NP Deletion-fnd to Insertion to
transform an embeddesl S into an infinitival cbmplement, verbs in GPSG
subcategorize for,infinitival complements directly via rules like'(3.20):

3.20) VP -> V VP[iNF]

'Thus the senLomte in (2.2) would be assigned the pre-reduction structure
ih (3.21):

3.21)

NP- .

John V VP[INF]

I

is . VP
1

to V NP . VP[INF]

,

force himself V VP

.7

to V

-I
leave

Since phonologically non-null material immediaebly follows the,be in its
Constituent cliticization is possible."

Similarly, under theanalysis given' in Sag and Kleirl (1982), so.-
called There Insertion sentences involve the interaction of
subcategorization and agreement rather than string manipulation. Their

analysis relies on rules like hhe following, adapted from the,original
X-bar notation (Sag and Klein, p. 103):

3.22) < 7; NP[NPF al -> a >, where e 0 {it, there}

3.23) < 12; VP.-> V[-PRP, -NPF there], NP, WPM)] >, where
V[12] = {be} ,t

NPF is a type of agreement feature which insures that duntmy WP's appear

in the appropriate structures.. Since agreement is staled between subject.

NP's and their ¶P'823 and subsequently carried through the tree by the.
HFC, these rules result in pre-reduction structures such as .(3.24) for

sentences like (2.180:

2.1) i. There's a man In the room.

9.7
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43.24) . S

NP[NPV there] VP[NPF there]

400, , ',-----------1-------:.
there V[NPF there] NP PPielp]

r. -
1 N. _-------

is aman in the room

Unlike some transformational analyses, .there is no disturbance in the
material following the auxiliary and thus po need, as with Kaisse (1983a),
to refer to more than one level of structure in order to account for the
ability Of AR'to apply here.

While Eqpi and existoletial there sentences donot involve
phonologically null element, the OSG.equivalent of VP Deletion, as we
have seen, does. Therefore if a VP that is assigned the feature [+NUL]
immediately follows'an auxiliary that auxiliary cannot undergo AR. .Thus

a sentence, like (2.1di).will pot be grammatical since it is assigned the
pre-reduction structureliven in (3.8):

2.1) d. i. *Kim ,s to leave and Sandy's, also.
3.8) S

,,,------ -------._:__

S[and]

SNP VP and

*
i

._-----"----'''

Kim V NP itsiI ,.---' ,..

is to leave . Sandy V VP

) 1

is t also

S

AR-can also be blocked from applying in topicalized sentences since STMT
will be used to eliminate the upbounded dependency. Thus a sentence, like

(3.25a) could not-undergo reduction in the second conjupct since it would
be assigned the structure in (3.26), with a phonologically null element
.(a trace) after the auxiliary:

3.25) a. John said he is and hot he is!
b. *John said he is h .t and hot he's!

3.26)
---- -----________

, r Sfandl
,,,------,,,

NP VP grand S.

1

,,/\\\

s

.

. ----'---- '--,

)1 John V
r

. AP[PRD]

I. -------

S/AP

', I . /-`-, ,

4 said Ni

,.

P VP hot NP VP/AP

..--
It V ". .AP[PRD] he

I ., I

is hot
r
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STM2,,which does not introduce traces, could not be used to eliminate the
dependency here since the rule's` expanding adjective-phrases introduce
lexical items (cf (3.17)).

The rules responsible for topicalizations-also interact with tig.t FOOT
feature WH and our constraint in such a way as to.explain the
ungrammatiCality of sentences like (2.1aii) and (3.27) :

.1) a. ii. *1 asked which men there're in the room.
3.21) *The restaurant in whose cellar that wine's will be the

most popular.
N.

ro

In GKPS, the ID ruled which introduce ,embedded quekions and relative
clauses are the following:

3.28) VP -> V[18], S[ +Q]

3.29) NP ->441-P; S[+11]

where Qis the value WHMOR takes for interrogatives.and R the value it le
takes for relatives. (+Q] and [-fli] are used as abbreviations for the
features [WH AGR [WHMOR Qi] and [AGS [WHMOR R]] respectively. The
'rules expanding S[+R] .and S[+Q] are the result of instantiating
independently needed S expansions with these features bythe FFP21.
Thus, since we have the rule in,(3.30a) we will also have the rules in
(3.30b):

3.30) a. S -> NP, VP

b. i. [+Q] -> NP[+Q], -VP
S[+R] -> NP[+R], VP

Similarly, (1.31a) and.(3.32a) will legitimate rules like (3.21b) and
-(3.32b):

3.31) 'a. S -> PP, VP[there]/PP
b. i. SrfQ1 -> PP[ +Q], VP[there]/PP

ii. Si+RI -> PP[+R], VP[there]/PP
3.32) a. S -> a, S/a

b. i.4 Sf+Q] a[fQ], S/a
S[+R] arflq: S/a

.Givfn the rule in (3.32bi), the.pre-reduction structure for (2.laii')
would be as follows, where NP:

3.33)

10 NP VP

I V[18] S[+Q]
__-,--- -------_____

asked NP[HQ] ' S/NP
--

«- _.!--- --------,,,

which men NIINPF there] V1' ]rt4177] /N1'

I------
there VOW there] t ['PPM())

Sire room

a
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Siice the unbounded 'dependency introduced in connection with the NP which
m n is eliminated by STMI a trace is' left.. Since this trace has all the
c.. tegory features of an NP, it will be linearized into the position
folidwing the. verb are by Ahe LP statements, thus preventing AR from
applying. Sentences such as (3.27) are blacked for similar reasons, as
we can see frhm the structure in (3.34):

3.34

NP

DET N'

the N' .

'restaurant PP[PRD, +R]

VP

will be the most popui7la'

S/PP

in whose cellar NP VP/PP

that wine V t

is

The relative clause expansion used here is the one given in (3.32bii).
with a -1 PP.

Notice, however, that superficially similar ntences such Iris.(3.350)

and (3.36a) will allow AR to apply since thei mbedd d sentences are
expanded by the rules in (3.30b), as shown (3.35b and (3.36b):

3.35,E a. I asked which men are in the room.
b.

NP VP

1 V[18] SrtiQj

. I

asked NP[+Q] VP.
°

which men V PP[PRD]

are in the room

3.36) a. 'The restaurant whose cellar has .6r)ntalned the best

wine will be the most popular.

t IOU
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VP

wi.11, be the most popular

the W. S[FR]

i

restaurant Nf[ +R] VP

whose cellar V VP

has/ NP(PRD]

contained the best wine
Q.

Since no unhoundedApendeficy is introduced (and VP Deletion is-not
involved) no categories are marked [-I-NUL] nd the verb is followed in its
own clause by a phonologically non-null element.' Therefore,'AR is
possible.

Unlike the earlier analysis of unbouhded depengenciei.presented in
Gazdar (1981), however, the one .given in GKPS'qhfy addresses the iss s
of embedded sentences andrelstiye clauses; no mention is made of oot wh
questions such as (3.37)-(3.39): ,

3.37) WhO is Pita?
3.38) In wpich garden Is a.statue of Pita?
3.3 In ahich park did Pita say the concert is?

v--

In fact, given the assumptions in GKPS it is difficult to see how they
' could account for such sentences in a reasonable and regular way. One

problem is that the interrogative feature [ +Q] does not distinguish
between complement questions and non-complement questions and their;
concomitant word order differences, We could add a feature. [-f. C] (i.e
complement) to capture this' distinction and the feature co- occurrence
restriction:

to insure that [-C]
[-INV], i.e. (3.40)

3.40) a.

b.

3.41) a.

b.

[a C] J [-a INV]

questions were inverted and f+C] question were
but not (3.41):

Who can Pita see?:;,

I -know who Pita will see.
Who Pita can see?

*I know who will Pita see. ,

but even this would not give us a completely adequate account of root wh
questions. This is because the FOoT feature [-FO] works the same way as
the FOOT feature SLASH (GKPS, p. 54) and, as such,. must be specifically
introduced by an I rule. Thus, if we wish to take advantage ,of the
prediction of fea.4ire instantiation, 'as we did'with relative clauses and
embedded questions, we would have to propose a rule like the following:.

101
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.3.42) S[

411Ir r P.

,

.

Notice, however, thAt this rule' odueea some ve ;y peculiar tree '.

structures:
. C.

3.43)
/

'

.

. S[4-Q, -C]
..............,.......*--440,1 ll C.

NP[4:01 VP

who NP

--' 1 i'is Pita

S.

eV

.4

There, is noindependent justification for the extra S node dominating the
. S[ +Q, INV], rather its only reason for existence is to allow us to

introduce the [ +Q] feature.,

We could, of coursed simply list each of the,rules.expanding-an S[+Q,
--,C] separately in the gr ar as shown below:

3.44) a. S[+Q, 7C] -> NP[+Q], VP
b. S[tQ, -C] -> PP[+Q], VP[there] /0

S[+Q, -C] -1> a, S[INV]ia
etc.

but this would result in a great deal of redundancy in the ID rules and
fails to capture generalizations about the feature system and the
structure of root wh sentences. It would be better ifs the grammar
somehow predicted the existence of the Isules in (3.44).T'

A possible solution to these probleas would be to give up GKPS's
stipulation that metarul'es may only apply to lexical' ID rules and
introduce root whqueation expansions via the following25:

3.45) S[+Q] -> H, W

S -> w

where the default value for WHis assumed to be nul:-...Thismetarule says
thiat if the grammar has a rifle that expands an S[+Q] as a head and its

.

complements, then the grammar will also have a rule that expands a
regular S in the. same way except that its head will be marked with the'
inversion feature26: Thus, since the grammar 0111 have the rules
expanding S(+Q] given in (3.30bi), (3.31bi) and (3.32bi) the grammar will
also have "the ules in (3.46)27: '41-

3.4.6) a. S ->.NP[+Q], VP[INV]
b. S'=> PP[+Q], VP(there,. INV]/PP
c. 'S -> a, 'S[INV] /a

Recall that the'notation "A/b" is simply ah abbreviation for [CAT' a

[FOOT [SLASH b]]] and that head daughters are chosen on the basis of bar
level and syntactic category. Since having a value for- SLASH in no way
affects the category or bar level features of stinode, an A/b can qualify
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as the head of a phrase as long as the other criteria are met. Thus the
VIAin ,(3.46b) and the S in .(3.46c) wilt be assigned the inversion .feature
br/(.45) despite the fact that they are slashed categories (i.e. a
slashed VP is still a VP, etc.).

The rule in ,(3.460 will interact with the output of the Subject
.Auxiliary Inversion (SAT) metarule,' shown'below, to produce sentences.
like .( 3.39)28:..,

f

.

3.47) 'SAI Metarule
VP [FIN, AUX) -> V,,VP[PRD, a]

S[INV] 5 V[FIN, AUX], S[A]

The SAT metarule says that if the grammar contains an ID rule expanding a
finite verb phrase as an auxiliary verb and it4 VP complement, then the
grammar also has a rule expanding an S with the inversion feature as a
finite auxiliary verb and ap S with the same subcategorization features.'
as the.VP complement of the auxiliary in the input rule. -Thus; the
structure for a sentence like (,3.39)'would be as in (3.48), where a in
(3:46c) takes the value PP:

, S

_----
PP[ +Q]

in which park

)

S[INV]/PP

'

V[FIN, AUX]' S/PP

did, NP VP/PP

Pita F-, S/PP

I say NP VP/PP '

the concert V t

is

.

Since-we are assuming that unless otherwise specified no value for
the interrogative feature is assigned, we. do not need to worry about
introducing the nodes which expand as root wh questions in other ID
rules, as'we did with embedded questions. Also, if.we assume that the
'default value for the feature. [INV] is negative; we. can'insuee that
embedded questions like (3.41b).can not be generated (alternately wf
could specify the value [-INV) ini,,the rule that introduces. embedded
questions itself, i.e. (3.28)), . .

As shown above, the rule in (3.45) also assigns the [INV] feature to
the VP's,in (3.46a,b). Bywthe HFC this feature will be passed on to the,
V's these VP's.domi/p4te to produce structures like (3.49):
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3.49) a.

U

100

NP[-F4J ' VP[INV] .

(*-

who ' V[INVi NP[PRD]

is Pita.

S

PP[+Q] VPfthere INV]/PP

n which garden 'V[ there, INV], IT t

is &Statue of Pita

L

e,

S t

This would be fine except for the #

he feature co- occurrence restriction. ,

proposed. in Gazdar, Pull and Sag (1984) shown:below:
0. . .

. ' ,3.50) [INV] CD [AUX, FIN].
4

. r ,

".*
I ,. '

, .

.. ,.
. .0 A,50) sayshat,if something.has.the feature [IN4/] %then.jt will also be

an auxiliary and -be finite. Given this restriction we. would'not be able
#..*

to produce 6 sentence like (3.th):

3:51.),.Who loves Pita?
. ,

since loves i s not an auxiliary: This FCR was propbsed to prevent
sentences like (3.52) from being legitiAized by the SAI metarule:

3.52) *Lov6sllita to sing?

If, lowever, we formulate the SAI metarule as in (3.47); with'the.
features [AUX] and [FIN] sRecifically stated on the verS, sentences like.
(3.52) will bp blockedand theFCR in (3.50) made superfluous. Thus we'
can dispense with (3.50) without makpig 'false predictions29.

. Nor will allowing the fegture [INV] tosometimes,appear On V's that
_don't begin a sentence interfere. with:the.treatMent'of:morphOlogical
.-irregularitiesstich as the following:

3.53) a. *1 motet going.
b. *Amn't, I going?

c. *I aren't going..
Aren't I going?

As Gazdar, Pullum and sag 0 rve (p. 31), this paradigm can be accounted
for simply by stipulating i the lexicon that the first person singular
present tense(copula has 11 [-INV; +ret] form and that its [ +INV., 4-11't1

form is aren't. Since the only, time that V's that don't begin a sentence
are marked as being inverted is in connection with wh words or phrases,
and since wh words and phrases are aiwayskthira person never first

person, thWlexical restriction will not.be affected and we will not
' incorrectly predict that sentences like (3.53c) are.grammatical.

:Mr
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Thi:S .analysis of riiot 44 qaestions '.isalso''ccpsis nt. with the'facts
, .. Surrounding they appliQation°.of AR. Thus., \in the 1,6 rat dialect, they

sentences In (3.37) and .38) wil.a114W reduction since in.each case
.. the auxiliary verb is immediately 1,:)1lowed in lis constituentby a -.

. *phonologicalrlynop-null element, aaWe,can seefrom the structures in
,' (-3.49a) ,and (3.49b) r4spect4i0,14. A sentencp like (3.39), however, will.,

not,permit'AR ii nee the auxiliarty precedes a trace element, as shown in

4 (3.48). Similarly, both thesentences.in (3.54)' wi,li allow AR since they
are, assigned the corres7ndkng structures in .(3.55).:.

-* i
P

3.54) a. Which dog is eating?

t.

b. Which dOg is he eating?
v 3.55) a. : S ,

4 --I-- ----'4--...

. 44e . NP[+Oli VP
,

---.-------L... . --'-----------"----

which dog ' V VP

b.

!"...) 'V
eating

S

__--,:-.:----------

NP[+O] S[INV]/NP

..---''''''''.--.,_

which dog V # S/NP
I. ,---------\,,,.

is NP- VP/NP.

1 it
is

1

he .

. eating

The importance of the difference between these two structures will become
apparent in t e'following section.

3.4.1 Conservative Dialects.
. While.the constraint on AR..g.ivbn at the.beginning.of section 3.3

correctly prediCts the facts about the dialect -described there, other
dialects are not quite as niberar,with regard to where they permit
reduction to occur. The dialed described in Kaisse (1981), for example,
differs from more liberal dialects in that it does not allow reduction in '

sentenees such as the following, repeated here from section two:

' 3.56) Not only's Louis smart, he's also a varsity rower
3.57) On which day's John leaving?
3.58) 'a. Speaking tonight's a famous reporter.

b. Speaking tonight's been a famous reporter.
3.59) Under this slab's buried Joan of Arc.

Since such sentences are perfectly acceptable in, the more liberal
dialect, their ungrammaticality here cannot be the result,,of
phonologically null elements being positioned aftee the auxiliary, There'
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must, therefore, be some other type of constraint at work insthese
cases. In order to determine what this _constraint wouldAe,-let us

briefly consider the structures such sentences could be assigned in GPSG
and what.they have,in common.

Sentewes similar to (3.57) have already been discussed in cornition,' -

with roof wh questions; given the rule in (3.46c), (3.57) would be
assigned a.structure very much like the one in (3.55b) above:

3.60-)

PP[ +Q] S[INV]/PP

on which day. V S/PP
I

is NP VP/PP

John V t

leaving

The rest of thesentences listed above, however, have not (to my
knowledge) been previously Addressed'within the GPSG framework. ..

The analyiis of sentences like (3.56) in GPSG, as we shall see: is
fairly straightforward. Kaisse, following Emonds-(1976), analyses such
sentences as being derived from the deep structure in (3.64 by Negative
reposing and SAT:

\_. 3.61) Louis is not only smart,-he's also a vu ity rower.

Assuming'the basic correctness of this ch6ice of positi ing for the
adverb phrase, the. corresponding GPSG str cture would be follows:

3.62)

--------------:--'------
AdvP . '.S[INV]/AdVP -.:

7..---------t --------- ---------------

not only yliNv] 'S/AdvP'

. I

4,

ri..

NP' VP/AdvP

John" t WPM)]

smart,

where the "preposing" is achieved by the familiar 'rules for
iopicalization. The inverted word order can be guaranteed by means of a
FCR on slash introductions such as the following30: , 4

[SLASH a[ +Nei] ] 3 [INV]

Notice that the auxiliary in this sentence does indeed meet the
conditions on AR outlined in the preceding section; thils, its abildy
reduce in the liberal dialect is explained.

r
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The analyses of sentences like (3.58)and (3.59), h9wever, .are a bit
more invol. On a transformational analysis (3.58a) would be assigned
the sleep structui'e.given in (3.63): je

3.63) ktamous repqrter is speaking tonight.

(3.58a)'wduld then be derived by applying a preposing rule to the
participal phrase thuSAriggering a type of inversion... This inversion
differs.from SAI, wh4ch is responsible for, sentences like (3.56) and
(3:57), in that it applies to what remains of the predicate after
preposing rather than just the first.auxiliary verb, as we can see from
(T58b). Notice,.however, that not all sentences with preposed
participal phrases allow this inversion:.

3.64). a. MarysaW the mayor.hOlding his breath and counting
his ballots.

b. Holding hiS breath and counting0his ballots Mary saw
the mayor.

c. *Holding his breath and counting his ballots saw
Mary the mayor.

%
Nor are participles the only preposed phrases which do trigger it:

3.65) a. SnOWflakes of all shapes and sizes had fallen from\.
-the'sky.

b. FrOm the sky had fallen snowflakes of all shapes
and sizes.

.Since., in transformational terms,. preposing the complement of some
verbs can result in this type of inversion while preposing the'domplement
Of-Other verbs does not, a metarule.to produce such structures in GPSG
would nqed to refer to the verb which subcategorizes for the topicalized
phrase in order to determine whether the metarule is applicable. The
problem is that this verb need not be the matrix verb., it can be preceded
structurally,by.(other) auxiliaries. Since the inverted order, when
allowed, involves the subject and the remnants'of its verbal complement,
such a metarule would 1) need to refer to a varying number of levels and
2) need to refer to more than two levels of structure. Metarules in
GPSG, however, are not permitted to do either of these. Furthermore,. if
this rule couldbe written a sentences rike-(3.58a).would have a trace'
immediately following the be and thuS would be predicted not, to undergo
AR in the Liberal dialect; this is, as we have seen, not a correct
prediction. .There is, however, an alternative to the metarule approach
which not only accounts for the "inverted" wo d order, it also makes the
correct predictions about the positioning bf races.

. First of all, notice that verbs like be fall (but not saw) have
something in common other.than the fact that when their complements are
topicalized this invertedotder is found: both be and fall allby
existential subjects. Thus, alongside sentences. like. (3.56) and (3.65)
we find sentences like:

3.66) There is a famous reporter speaking tonight.
3.67) )There had fallen from Ithe sky snowflakes of alb shapes

and sizes.
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Since the matrix VP's in these sentences carry the feature [NPF there] in
agreement with their subjects, (3.67) can have unbounded dependencies
introduced twrthe.ID rule in (3.10):,

3.1*-S.::? PP, P[there] /PP

Thus, the sentence in .65b) could 'be assigned the str

S

PP VP[there]/PP

4:-.---.... ".-.'..".... .

from the 3 V[here] VP[there) /PP

hjd V[there] t. NP

1 ...-.---------4.----------._

falren snowflakes of all
shapes and sizes,

Sentences like (3.58) can be accounted r by generalizing the rule
. ,.

:in (3.10) so as,to apply iiip, VP[PRD] as we yielding structures such as:

.

3.69) a.

VP Wthe e]/VP

speaking tonight V[there] NP t

is a famous" reporter

a

"11..

b, S. .

-----'--------,'7-----L ,
.

VP[RP] , .VP[there]/VP

-::::222. ,--7-'----7--------
.

speaking tonight V[there]. . VP[there] /VP
*

. r ------N---7---,---.

has V[there] ..NP ,t
. . 1 ,

, I ,---->.------:'.---,,.
been a.famoud reporter .Ji

r 4

*. 1'
. .

Notice that )41 each .case the initial-a0aliary verb s followed in .its

(
constituent by a' phonologically, non-null eleient.4 huffs this analysis,
unlike theArantiformational,one outlined Above; wil .allow AR to apply

hettin libertil-diSlects., '''.--
, -. .

.00°

A similar analyiiii.din.be'propOsed for sentences like (3.59) . Since
there will be.10-rules?.in.the-gtammar licensing the occurrence of
sentences' like:

3.70) 'there4S'iuried.u0der this: slab Joan of Art,
.s

then, given the r'iffl'e in, (3AANI Sentences like: (3.59) will alkso be

admitted. A likely strudtdr;Yvfor'such. a sentence"iskgiven (3.71)31:
-

1
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3.71)

4
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1

.

PP - VP[there]/PP

under this slab Vitherel VP[PAS] /PP"

f is
.'#

V[PAS] t. Joan of 'Arc

buried

Again, reduction is predicted and found n liberal .dialects.
The question then is:' .given the analyses and judgments presented

above; how can the constraint offAR,found in this conservative die ct be
stated?, Since all of the AR 4entences that are bad in the,liber
dialect are also bad in the conservative dialect, the conditio
material following the ayiliary.Will be needed in both. In or r to
account for the sentences presented in this section, however,
conservative dialect will also need a means of restricting the t of
elements that can serve as host to theigliticization. The constraint
prompsed by Kaisse (1983b), recall, restricted the host to NP's which
c-command the auxiliary. Due to the .different structures assigned by our
frameworks, her restriction cannot be carried over into this work since
it would fail to distinguish between sentences like (3.54a) and (3.54b).
As We can. see from the Structures in .(3:55), in both sentences the /
auxiliary is e-commanded-by the potential host and followed by'a'
phonologically non-null elemen,t, yet in Keisse's dialect only (3.64a)
allows AR. The correctvredictions are lade, however, if we instead
require-the NPlhost to be commanded by the auxiliary. -This in effect
prevents pn auxiliary in this dialebt from attaching outside of its own S
and, in addition to blocking AR in sentences like (3,54b), ties in very
nicely With Kaisse'd later observations about reduced auxiliaries and 2P
clitics (Kaisse (1983b)).

This analysis is,superipr to either of the ones proposed by Kaisse in
that it not onlykaecoUnts for the relevant grammaticality judgments in
bothliberal and conseeVative;dialects, Nut doe's so with a related set of
rules rather. than entirely separate pees. As a reedit the pnderlying
similarity of 'the two dialects i$ highlighted. Wurthermore, all of this
is done without reference to global rules, sul tipt6 levels "of structure
or/transformations--extr4Melyo*ierful devices which are simply not

giving insights into judgments 'in the'conaervative diale that dose

needed in 6- GPSG syntax. Finblly, this approach has

Kaisse
benefit of

herself could not explain,
Kaisse ,(1983x) notes (p...104 t t some speakers do not find

inversion sentences with prepOSO PP. such as (3.59) as bad as inversion'
sentences with preposed participles ( (3.50)):, a fact that she
attributes to the relative NP-desse he two types of phrases. If,
however, the greater degree of,accept ility found with sentences like
(3.59) is a result of the NP-Itie s of. e PP host,' we Would also expect
sentences like(3.671 to bejel tively more acceptable as well, since
they'also have PP hosts. Such,is apparently, not the case in these
'dialects. Nor can Kaisse rely, On the difference in following context to
differentiate the two sentence.ypes since sentences like (3.72) receive
similar judgments (Wiese (1983e), p.' 109): 0

Fy
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0.72) ?fm4pcit in your statement's the, idea that men are
innrior.

K GPSG synta0; however, provides a straighforward explanation of this
difference in hoSt status: the PP in (3.57), as we can see from (3.60),
fails the condition on hosts on tWo counts 1) it is not an NP and 2) it

is not commanded. by the auxiliary seeking' to reduce. 'The PP in.(3459),
on the other hand, is commanded by the reducing auxiliary (cf (3.71)).. ..w

Thus if tivo NP host condition isirelaxed for the speakers in question so
as to include PP's, there would be nothing to'prevent the auxiliary in
(3.59) (or (3.72)) nom reducing while AR in (1.57) would still.be
blocked on structural grounds. No such structural distinction between PP
hosts is possiblein°Kaisse's analy6iS, however, since in her theory all
preA )osed material is ihserted into COMP:

dre'-
3.73) a. S,

COMP

I

AUX V' N"

1

under this slab is s; buried Joan of Arc
a.

b. S'

COMP . s

P" AUX N" Mk

I 1 1 -

on which do, is John leaving

Since the-structures in (3.73), are completely analogous (except for the
different status of the material following.AUX which, as we've seen,
cannot be the cause ofthe grammaticality distinction)-' no competing
explanation of 'these facts is. available.

.3.5 6C in GPSG. .

As was the case with AR, the syntactic conditions governing the
application of CC are relatively easy to state assuming we use. a GPSG
syntax. Ilithiwthe majority dialect this condition is as follows:
contraction is possible only if the node ifitroducingthe trigger 4erb32
is.the aunt of the node introducing to and they are linearly adjacent..
Put more simply, contraction is only possible in structures such as the

' following": .

3.74) VP

.v yp

1

to -
CI

0

*.
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Such a definition entails that in order for CC to take place the
triggering verb must c-command the to. Thus, sentences such as (2.60
and (2.7b), repeated below; are ungrammatical since in these cases want
does not c-command to:

2.6) ,VA seems like to wanna regret what one does not have
2.7) *I don't want anyone who continues to wanna stop wanting.

,This condition also provides an account of the ambiguityLconstrasts
found between pairs like the following:

3.75) ,,Teddy, I want to succeed.
3.76) Teddy, I wanna succeed.

The sentence in (.75) could involve either topicalization from object
position in the main clause or topicalization from objlpt pbsition in thqw,
embedded clause; since (3.75) has two possible structures it also has. two
possible interpreOtions. The sentence in (3.76), on the gther hand, has
4lonly one interprethtion since only one of the structures agsigned to
'(3.75) satisfies the conditions on CC. . The structures assigned to (3.75)
are shown belo

3.77) a.

b.

NP S/NP

Teddy NP ,. VP/NP
.I.

I V t VP

I VNI
want. V VP

N

.

Teddy NP VP NP

I

I . V VP/NP

I .

want, V VP/NP

S/NP

e I I

to V

. I

succeed

tI V
--'

t
`\

.'"'

1

succeed ,..'

Though the trigger want is the aunt of to in (3.778) CC is not possible
since want does not 'immediately precede to, there is a trace
intervening. In (3.77b), however, there Is .no such intervening trace and
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CC is indeed possible. Thusjhe sentence in (3.75) has the same
ipterpretation as the version ce the unreduced sentence in which the
object in the embedded clause is what is topicalized, i.e. the I want'to 4
succeed '.Teddy read i ng.

Given the analysis of root wh questions discussed in the preceding
. section, a similar treatment is available for sentences like (2.24b) and

(2.25b). The structures corresponding to these sentences are shown/in
(3.78):

3.78) a.

b.

IP

Since the verb want in (3.78a) immediately precedes to and is also its
aunt CC. is possible and, thus (2.24bT is grammatical. CC is blocked for
(2.25b), however, because of the intervening trace shown in (3.78b). "

Notice that unlike recent transformational accounts, there is no need to
distinguish here between diffeFent types of traces (i.e. case marked
versus non-case marked.) since the rules responsible for wh sentences do.
not reapply for each S (i.e. are not successive cyclic) and thus do not
overgenerate null elements. .

All of the cases of unbounded dependency discussed thus far have
involved structures in which an element which shares the category value
of the SLASH feature is linearized to the left of the category that bears
this feature. English, however, also allows sentences with Kikktiliaril

S

NP[FQ] S[INV] /NP

who V[INV] S /NP

do NP VP/NP

1 /-
you V 'VP /NP

want V VP/NP

to V

kiss

S

NP[ +0] [INV] /NP

I.-.------..._
who V[INV] S/NP

I

do NP VP/NP

you V t VP

I

want V VP

to V NP

I.
kiss you
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dependencies, an example of such a sentence being the one in (3.79b) in
whi('h-an object. NP is shifted to the end of its verb phrase:

/

3.79) a. I want all of the students who failed the exam to
report to my office.

b. T want to report to my office all of the students who
failed the exam.

Another possible treatment of sentences, like (3,79) would be to allow the
LP slatements to fdil to order objects and complements with respect to
on another if the object is "heavy". Since heavy objects and
complements would not be ordered, beitili (3.79a) and (3.79b) would bea
admissable linearizations of the verb phrase ID rule. There are, J"
however, a number of. arguments against thib\plternate analysis.

Aside from weakening the theory by allowing.U.statements more power,
a linearization analysis would remoye the structural basis for the
characteristic intonation pattern of rightward dependencies. More
importantly, however, sentences like (3.80) could not be accounted for
straightforwardly:

3.80) I want to report to my office and-will speak to
personally all of the students who failed the exam.

If sentences like (3.79b) are produced via linearized ID rules such as VP
-> V VP NP, .the verb want' and the VP to reportito my office would not
form their own constituent. Thus, we.would not xpect them to operate as
a unit fa. the purposes of conjunction, as they lko in (3;80) If,

however, what we have here is a rightward dependency, sentences like
(3.80) can be produced; they simply involve the conjunctioh of two
VP /NP's, want to report to myloffice and will speak to personally. One
could of course claim that (3.79b) and (3.89)' are produced by different
means, (3.79b) via linearization. and (3.80) with a rightward dependency
rule, but such a move unnecessarily complicates ;the grammar since
rightward dependency alone is.sufficient to account for both.

A further argument against a linearization analysis is provided by
sentences in which the object, appears to have been'shifted outside of its
VP:

3.81) r wanted to report to my office ydsterday all the
students who failed the exam.

On the interpretation where it was yesterday that I wanted X to happen,
the adverb yesterday will be modifying the entire sentence. We will
therefore have an ID rule li e S -> S; Adv. Since the NP object in
(3.81) is outside of the sen ntial adverb, it must also be outside of
its Own VP. Thus a lineariz ion analysis cannot account for the clause
order in (3.81) under. this i erpretation.

Given that sentences such as (3.79b) involve dependencies, the rules
we have discussed thus far wilt provide structures like the following,
assuming the correct linearization principle34:
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3.82)

S/NP

NP VP/NP all of the students who a,x e le exam

I

I V . t VP
1 dm

want to report to my office 1

Since the IP statements will place-the trace of the object NP between the
want and to of the matrix VP this analysis'correetly predicts that
sentences like (3.79b) will not allow CC:

3.83) *1 wanna report to my office all of the students who
failed the exam.

This analysis of CC also Ocadicts the' failure of contraction in
sentences with conjoined verbs such as .(2.9a), repeated below:

NP

2.9) a. I don't need or want to hear about it.

The structure assigned to such a sentence is shown in (3.84):

3.84) ' S

'T
I V

.
VP. 1 .

1

don't V VP

V V[or] V VP

1 /\ 1 _'"---t
need or V ' to hear about A

.,

Oft wilt \

Since the V dominating want does not c-command the to, it iscpot its aunt
and contraction is hot possible th4re. Nor can contraction apply at the
next higher level since that V does not introduce a trigger verb45.

Since we are assuming that CC is not a syntactic rule we.need not, worry
'about possible ordering paradoxes. between ID rues and/or
aetarules36.

A similar treatment is possible for sentences like (2.8a) in which
verb phrases are conjoined:

4

2.8) a. I want to dance and to sing.
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3.85)

A

:411,

P
-----1.........

vt,

VP
----'--77--,

VP[and] .

/..-NN ,----N.
0

..

VP and VP

1
1

to V v . vp
1

1

dance .....-- to V

I
sing

Since the node dominating want is not the aunt of the node dominating the
(first) to in this structure, CC is blocked. Thus sentences like (2.8b)
are correctly predicted to be ungrammatical:.

2.8) b. *1 wanna dance and to sing.

Notice, however, that a sentence like (3.86a) redu tin
since the structure it is assigned meets all the necessary requir fits:

4

3.86) a. wan' dance and sing.
b.

NP VP

V VP

want V . VP

Th s the analysis presented above correctly handles .the entire range of
co traction and conjunction facts.

to

V V[and]

I

dance. anti

sing

3.5.1 Liberal dialects.
Like AR, judgments about CC are subject to variation from dialect to

dialect. Unfortunately the scope of this variation is not quite as well
AndocUmented as with AR, thus making generalization. difficult. Some

speakers seem to be more "liberal" than most with regard to CC in'that
the presence of trace between a to and its aunt'does hot block
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4

.contraction. Such speakers find sentences such as (3.87) perfectly
acic6ble.(though perhaps marked as very informal):

3.87) Who do you wanna kiss you?

..Whether traces in such dialects behave .differently with respect to AR as
well has not, to my knowledge, ever been discussed; thus there is no way
of telling whether the transparency in (3.87) is a fact about traces in
general in these dialects or

case
a fact about C.

If the latter is the case then we need only change the condition oni
CC to something, like the following: CC is possible in a -configuration
XYZ iff X is the aunt. of Z and Y is phonologically null. Since the
function of rules like CC and AR seems to be to make phonological units
but of syntactically distinct items, it does not'seem unreasonable that
in some dialects the syntactic aspect would be the deciding factor in
contraction while in others the phonological aspect would. Thus the two
dialects differ only in minor details.

If, on the other hand, this transparenc a fact about traces as a
:whole fortbese speakers we. have two op ns: we could either modify
both AR and CC so as to allow tracesi the relevant sites, or we could
,adopt a position for these dialects only'similar to the one taken in GKPS
and fail to have STMT introduce traces. Which view of traces is correct
and which modification of the theory ii preferred is-an empirical
question in need of further research.

0e-

'3.6 Ordering of AR and CC,
In section one I presented arguments against a morphological or

phonological treatment of AR and CC as well. as several preliminary
arguments against analyzing either one as a syntactic rule. These latter
arguments revolved around the.fact that neither AR nor CC interacts
crucially with-any other' syntactic rule and the fact, that rules like AR
and.CC have very different fubctiOns than syntactic rules. The view of
grammatical organization that I adopted there was one in which rules like
'AR and CC were contained in a separate component of the grammar reserved
for cliticizations. While this type, of highly constrained non-syntactic
treatment of cliticization is consistent with most transformational
analyses of AR. and CC, it is in no way predicted by thei.. As\we shall

4 see, a non-syntattic treatment is not only onsitent with the GPSG
system, it is actually required by it.

Consider first of all the type of stat nt a role 1 would
require if it were part of H GPSG syntax. As we saw i. (3.4), AR
in the liberal dialect is possible in many different , onto many
different elements NP's, AdvP's, VP's etc. Thus e no .

general way of specifying what the result of cliticizato,
4

look
like. This"plus.the fact that rules in GPSG can in genera only refer to
two levels of structure at a, time means that each of .the eligible

structures, if characterizable at all, would require a separate rule.
This in turn suggests.the possibility of. dialects, which contain some of
these rules but not others, or which contain some rules with quite
different constraints. .Thus it would,be logically possible for a dialect
to have rules which allow AR in some cases only,if the auxiliary is not

followed by a glionologicallynon-null item and,in other cases 'only if it
is. The fact hat the actual rules for AR in the dialects studied thus
far.eil ahate he same constraint on following context would,be treated
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as 'accidental. Since thig'is obviously not a desirable predicttio we
need some principled way of excluding this possiblility;

A second and even 'more damigiiig problem for in syntactictre.tmeht of
Alt ancICC tin GPSG hinges on the fact that. PS rules act as node
admissibility conditions. Given this interpretation, it makes no sense
to talk about derivations.or ordered relationships among PS rules. Thus,

a phrase is well formed if there'is a PS rule for that phrase' which
allows the node it expands to dominate the categorles.it does-in the
proper order. This means that'if AR or CC were syntactic rules tke
categories they introduced could be'assigned structures by other rules in
such a way. as to place an undesirable element in the relevant position.
In other words, there would be no way .of'preventing,future instantiations
'of rules (whether basic. or .formed by metarule) from violating the
condib,:vns on (':liticization.

For example, since clities. do not change the syntactic category of
what they attach to, if a sentence 4i)ke (3.87b) was formed on the. basis
of a sentence like (3.87a) the:resulting 'form wanna would still be a verb.

3.87) a. I want to leave.
b. I wanna leave.

'V*

4

As such there would be no straightforward way of preventing this verb
from being expanded by the conjunction rules responsible for sentences
like (3.86). This would result in the generation of ungrammatical
sentences such as (2.9b):

2.9) b. *I don't need or wanna hear about it.

Similarly, a sentence like (3.88a) could be forlied by the PS rules
then a sentence like (3.88b) could also be formed by freely instantiating
the rules responsible for (3.88a) with the,feature [NUL]:

3.88) a. I am to leave and Pita's to leave also.
b. *I am to leave and Pitas's also. .

We encounter'the same type. of difficulty. with unbounded dependencieS, as
well.

In order to maintain a syntactic analysii of AR and CC weld have
to give up Ihe _view that PS rules are unordered as well as the idea that
,PS rules are node admissibility conditions, both of which are fundamental
assumptions in GPSG. As a result we would be left with a less
restrictive and much weaker theory. If we wish to preserve the theory as
it is, we are forced to treat cliticizations as something distinct from
syntax. The facts in a GPSG.approach could not be otherwise without
seriously altering its underlying claims. .Thus we see that a theory of
grammatical organization that has'been'argued for on independent grounds
by many others falls out automatically if we employ a GPSG syntax.

11111111
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Footnote&

*I would like to thank a number of people for their,comminits o
',410

n
various version& of this work. They are (in no particular order):. David
Dowty, Arnold "ZwiCkil Mike Geis, Brian Joseph, Rob Fox; Greg tump and
the members of Dowty's19 eminar on phrase st.ucture grammar.. Any
remaining errors'are, of arse, my mother's fault.. .1 would also like to.
thank Karen:GoldTan and Is oto for kindly not finishing their theses'
before I finished "mine:. grl rd seoms.to think that he too deservels.
special. riintion.-- .0

km6ng others:. Zwicky (1977), Klavans,(1980), Zwicky 109821,
Zwijky and 13ullum (1982), Kais4e (1983a,b), and Pullum and Zwicky'.

. (for .awing).

2. As developed, in Gazdar'(1981, 1982); Gazdar, Pullum and Sag.
(19A2); Gazdar and Pullum (1981);.Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag 04982).000

3. .iklavans (1979) claims that another such distinction is that
litics always attach outside of any inflectional endings the host, may

have, -arguing-that apparent cases of endoclisis mentioned in Zwicky
(1.977) actually result from the clitic itself bearing suffixes.

4.. Perlmutter (1970), George and Toman (1976), Klavans (1980).'
.4,71

5. Klavans argues that classical.Greek provides examples of (1.7b)
with so-called "stranded proclitiCs" such as ou in. (i):

pts gar.oti?

"for why not".
Howe)r, as Klavans herself points out (p.144) due to pre-pausal

stress rules there is no way, to tell if the "clitic" is truly attached to
the following sentence. Since the element does have stress and does

.

stand' on'its own, it is worth questioning in what sense it is a bound
dependent in such sentences. 4 I

.

6. It should be noted that certain persons and tenses of these
auxiliary verbs cliticize more-freely than others. For the. most part I.
will restrict myself to the forms is and has when discussing AR since
they reduce most rea011y. In addition certain phonological .

considerations seem,io discourage (though do not render impossible) AR.
For a more complete discussion Of the morphological and phonological
ifactors involved in AR see Kaisse (1983a).

,. .
.

.

7. 1,t.should be. pointed out thalksome dialects of English have more
stringent restrict ohs on AR 'than others. These usually refer to the

)C

syntactic categor of the phrase contarhing the host rather than t
, category of th ord actually receiving the Clitic. Therefore, ev in
conservative dialects, a variety of elements can segue as host.

t
8. An exhaustive list being: aspectual g2, aspectual used,

necessitative got, necessitative have,.ought, suppose, an4 want in the
sense, of desire (rather than lack).

. 9. The fact that the (10z1/(fz] forms appear, at first glance, to
have a wider distribution.with reduced isAas than with the plural, third
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. . .

person or possessive may simply be a result of there being phonological
reduction rules with this output as well. .Thus-we have to distinguish
btween the two sources for:those form In fact, in my own speech I

' prefer the vowell s alternate e to the zWiz] forms at slow rates
sentences like:

i.. John is going.
Pete'is going.

At faster rtes [az]niz] is acceptable, ndicating that its abilit to

occur in po4itions not predictedby the g eral allomorph' rule n er
discussion is4lhe result of a phononogical reduction rather R.

10. As argued for by Riemsdijk and' 0981).

.11. While I find sentences like (2.76) perf y grammatical thet
'are seiXences with Negative Constituen resposing which do not Sound as
good:

a.

1

i. ?Never's he to darken my door'again. A

1 kink this is becadse preposing with never is extremely stilted for me
e ,1n without cliticization. Thus I would disagree with Kaisse's claim
that there are no stylistic effects whatsoever involved in AR.

12. A possible response to this criticism would be ,that for purposes
of ARthe gap left by subject Wh-Movement "counts" as the first
'constituent in the sentence. Thus the reduced auxiliary irf (2.22) and
(2.3a,b) would still be a 2P clitic. however, such'an analysis could not
give a natural account of the presence of voicing assimilation in (2.22)
or (2:3a) and would also reintroduce the notion of "gap" into Kaisse's
analysies, something she had arguedis not necessary. .

13.. This is not entirely clear from her article.

14. For a fuller discussion of the dralpackS to Selkirk's analySis
see Pullum.and Zwicky (forthcoming) and w6rN6 cited therein.

15. This observation is due to Schmerling.(unpubliphed manuscript)i ---
Note, however, that Postal and Pullum (1978) claim that a few.speakers .do.
accept sentences like (2.34b) (the one-example'they cite is Terry
Langendoen), though they admit that they themselvJs find thesesentenbto
ill-formed. I am not aware of any other speakers who accept such
sentences.

16. Sag aid Klein Also point out that rule numbers can be elimknated
entirely in.favor of indices on lexical categories. Furthermore, if you
assume that metarules only, apply to ID rules that 'introduce lexical
categories Ind that numerical indices are contained in the feature
matrices of lexical categories, then the claim that these indices are .

preserved under metarule pplication follows automatically. This is. the,

approach-adopted in some the most recent PSG articles.

17. See Gazdar and Pullum (1982) for a more complete descriptiorAPullum of

the>MPSG feature system.
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18. In order So assure finiteness of the set.of categories no
feature is allowed to take itselfas a coefficient (Gazdar and Pullum
(1982)).

19, FOOT features are sometimes referred to alp "binding features" as
well.

20. Some vertions oftPSG make use of a metagramm tical.placeholder
Hn, where 0 <= n <, 3, to represent the head daughter i an ID, rule. The
HFC insures .the identity of features between-4ln and its de.

azdar\and Pullum,(1981) point. outk'several advantages to this defi itiop
of head: .1) it allows the HFC to operate mute generally in that i. is

responsible for all feature identity between mother and head daughte
rather than just some o?'it, 2) the notion H simplifies the 'analysis
word compounds in English eliMinating the need for parochial definiti
of head in such cases and 3) H allows generalization& about English wo d
order to be captured easily and without redundancies by the LP
statements. For more details on.the use Of 'H" see Gazdar an um
(1981, 1982).

.

21. This formulation of VP Deletion is slightly different from the
one given in Gazdar, Pullum and Sag -(1981) but more im keeping with the
curent approach to features. Since traces must retain their other.
category features there seems to be no heed to have the trace dominated
by VP[+NUIA as in earlier works.

22. This rule differs from the, one given in GKPS in that V/
explicitly includes a .traceelement in its output.

.

23. In some current versions of GPSG this agreement is predicted by
the Control Agreementll iple which says, simply, that verbs agree with
their control'lers. .For m e details see Klein and Sag (1982) land Gazdar
and Pu-llum (1982).

24. Theseinstantiations must also be consistent with any feature
cooccurence restrictiwis .(FCR's) which may apply, such as the FCR's which
forbid a VP or A' from carrying a Wh feature.

.

25. Whether we want to giveoug this stipulation altogether is
unclear. We may wish to have,one class of metarules with this
restriction and one without.' If we do give it up entirely we will have
to restrict the application of .S741 and STM2 appropriately erhaps by .

reviving the Generalized Left Branch Condition. .

26. Al'Ernately one may wish to call the output of (3.4 ) something
other than "S" to'distinguish them from non-interrogatives; this is a
minor detail.
%

r. 27. This approtO also entails a slightly different view of the
organization of the grammar than the one taken by\ag and ,Klein outlined
in section 3.1. insAead of ordering feature instantiation principles
after metarule application, we must allow features to pass onto.the ID
'doubles themselves .in order to have S(+41) expansions to serve as input-to
the rule in (3.45). Again, this is very similar to'the treatment found
in earlier versions of GPSG. 120,
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28. This version o
0

the SAI metarule is based on the onelgiven in
Gazdar,. Pullum and Sag-(1981). 4 .

#

29. Given the organization of the grammar discussed in fn. 27 we
would not even have to specif 'these .futures in the. output
metarule. This is because 1) he HF
to the V in the input rule and. q) 1atures are pteserved
application unless otherwise specified.

he !AI
will insure thatthey assigned

metarule
C7-

30. The details of how such'an FCR wouki_ work are no immediately
relevant.

31. The discussion of so-called "Inversion"'
is greatly simplified and a number of details rema
In particular, I avoid addressing the effeCts of defi

tentes presented here
to be work out.
iteness 'amIAL

"heaviness" on linearization
, a. Under this

b. ?Under this
ii.. a. Under this

b. *Under this

possibilities, cf;
slab there is buried Joan of Arc.
slab:there is buried Joan.
slab there is someone buried.
slab there is Joan of Arc buried.

Such issues are beyond the scope of this work and in most cases do
not critically affect the distribution of traces, ,which is our primary'
interest here. Also, it is not immediately clear whether we wish to
maintain-the distinction between existential there sentences, such as
(3.66), and so called "presentational there" sentences, such as 3.67),
suggested in Aissen (1975). These questions will be addressed in future
work.

32. However one defines this class.

33. Again, I refrain from giving a formal rule for .CC. since it has
been argued and will.be.aceed again later that AR and.CC are not and can
not be syntactic rules in a GBP System.

34. . Exactly hoOhese principles will be stated is somewhat .

problematic since Mere are certain restrictions on rightward
.

dependencies that are not shared by leftward dependencies. Jacobs cin ,

(1983 oral presentation, OSU) suggests that the non-unboundedness of

.0. rightward dependencies be captured by treating them as "double slashes"
tether lhan.single slashes, where double slash dependencies hitve the
property of not being able to pass through certain types, c4 nodes: et.

(bounding nodes). _These issues, 'howeversv:are outside:the'scape of this
thesis; the matter that concerpp-us,heie

4
:istheplacementof any .trace
41eeleients, which would presumably.be the s. :.i.n.both ;Approaches.

. , .

35. Alternately; would Allow reduction to 'take piece:here w*th ' '

the result that the 'feature (+to) (or something to.thpt:effect). Is,.
assigned to the' V. This .feattnwiljthen-tridqe,;404In'ontoeach
conjunct by genera' featOrepeetting.Pirfrdiptes,fo.lprodue.senVences sucii ... _.. . , ,-. , ,,. ,..
as (1) with structures ..(1-2):,' ,.,..,... ....,,-, ..,,, ;.

1
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NP ''.. " . VP .-

I ..r.iMary, .
,, .v ..,

;--47----"-------:---..

" VP

.v., I I

doese,t, V' -+ to]. ,VP

I..-;-----.:-..--...'

i[+to] 1/1-14.0; or] V

-.I .?'''''... I'-'

wanna' ' or V [ +Ito] ' go
,

I ,

'.hafts. , 41

. ,144.

where-a' V[ -fto] is r sized as 'its clitieized counterpart. Notice that
the sentence in (.i) ill sible oource

Mar oesn't want to r hav'e to ,go.

Such aanalysis,Oah thus account-for't feelingS,ofoome.speakets that.
the.,setAence in OW requires ".right n de' raising intonation" while tle
reduced,pentence in 0) does not .Since-0) cdn.alsb have the structure
in 00,-,itneed not he-anarYzed.as involving RNR. This is of course all
uite'spetulative ancrdependirupon adopting a Particular view of what
Cliticization rules "look, like ". Whether. this plan. is feasible or not
requires a, great deal more study'.

v..
.41

36. 'This *Ant will be discuiaed further in. the next section.
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_A New Approach to Feature InStantiation in GPSG*

Erhard W. Hinrichs

I. Introduction
p.

It has been known for quite some time that the instantiation of
agreement features on conjoined NPs presents a challenge for any adequate
theory of agreement. Unlike other syntactic categories, for which
agreement features in coordinate structures distribute from the mother
node onto each conjunct, conjoined NPs can require non-identity between
features of the mother and the features of one or more conjuncts. A

notorious case in English concerns the conjunction and _which typically
requires plural agreement on the mother, even if all conjuncts have
singular agreement. Moreover, the instantiation of agreement features
for number is dependent on the following implicit hierarchy of feature
values for number: [1 Person] > [2 Person] > [3 Person]. If two or more
conjuncts differ in their values forperson, the mother node will inherit
the feature of that conjunct whose feature value is highest on the person
hierarchy. These facts about pprson and number agriement concerning and
are illustrated by the coordinate structure in (1).1

N2 [PLURAL]

V3

p2 [PLURAL]
[1 PERSON] [1 PERSON]

N1 [SNGL) [2 PERSON] Ni [SNGL] [I PERSON] V1.[PLURAL] N2 [PLURAL]
[CON] and

N [SNGL]

I [1 PERSON]

'N\CONJ e]

N [SNGL]

[2 PERSON].

e you and I

[1 PERSON]

hate ourselves

That the subject NP is in fact plural and first person can be derived
from the first person plural form of the reflexive pronoun is object
position.

Crosslinguistically, non-identity of features in conjoined NPs is
not restriced to pers2n and number, but can also involve gender as in the
French example in (2)4.

(2), Un savoir et une adresse merveilleux
`a knowledge (MASC) and a skill (FNM) marveklous (MASC PLURAL)'
a marvellous knowledit and 8E11

Intilis paper I do not address the general issue of covariance of
agreement features in conjoined NPs, but rather discuss an interesting
suboase of this more general problem, namely agreement patterns of
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conjoined NPs which depend on the linear order of the cwAncts
involved. In particular, I am concerned with agreement between verbs and
conjuncts nearest to the verb in a following coordinate NP. Although
t4iis Aenomenon has been pointed.out with respect to English--compare the
examples in (3) taken from BIFli (1983)--I will mainly concentrate on
examples from German and Russian. because of the richer morphology and the
greater variability.of word order in these languages.. Moreover, in
Russian the conjunction ti"and' can appear in front'of every conjunct
in a coordinate structure which will prove to be an important detail when
we discuss the ramifications of agreement controlled by the conjunct
nearest to the verb for the process of feature instantiation in 20,
Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG). I will assume familiarity
with the theory of tPSG as characterized in Gazdar/Pullum (1982). The
b is organization of the theory as outlined in that pape 4an be
s arized as in (4).

(3) e. There was a detective and three policemen in the room.
.b. There were three policemen and a detective in the room.

(Bach,1983,83)

t4)

IBASIC ID RULES'

.

Metarules

Nk
IDlitULES CLOSED UNDER
METARULE APPLICATION

,

Feature Instantiation
Principles

FULLY INSTANTIATES ID RULES
WITH SEMANTIC TRANSLATIONS

I

Rules

'LINEARIZED PS RULES]

The schemain (4) shows that in a GPSG as defined in Gazdar/Pullum/(1982)
feature instantiation properly precedes the linearization of syntactic
constituents. My main claim in this paper is that such an ordering
cannot be maintained if one wants to Aaccount for agreement controlled by
the first conjunct of a coordinate structure. In order to account for
such agreement patterns, 'one should rather conceive of feature
instantiation principles as a set of wellformedness constraints on
'linearized and semantically translated PS rules. But before I oan make
this alternative proposal more precise, let me present the relevant data
in German hnd Russian.

'II. The Data

According to Drach's Law the finite verb in German declarative
clauses occupies the second position in the sentence. Usually the first
constituent is the Subject, but it can also be fronted prepositional
phrase as in (6) , an adverbial as in.(6), or the dummy es as. in (7)..
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(5) a. Zu der Sitzung kamen (3PL). die neue Professorin
To the meeting came the new professor

und elle Amihtenten.
and all Aisistants.'

b. Zu der Sitzung kam (3SG) die neue Professorin (3SG)
und alle Assistenten.'

c. *Zu der Sitzung kam (3SG) alle Assistenten (3PL) und
die neue Professorin (350).

(6) a. Nhchste Woche konnt (2PL) Fritz und Du uns besuchen.
'Next week may Fritz and you us visi.'

b. Nochste Woche kann (3SG) Fritz (3SG) and Du uns
besuchen.

C. *Nfichste Woche kann (3SG) Du und Fritz (3SG) uns

besuchen.

(7) a. Es protestierten (3PL) die Traktion der. SPD und die GrOnen.

'It protes the faction of the SPD and the
Green

b. Es protestiette G) die Fraktion der SPD (3SG) und die
Griinen.

c. *Es protestier (3SG) die Griinen (3PL) und die Fraktion

SP

If the subject NP is a conjoined NP as in (5)-( ), finite verb can either
agree with the conjunct nearest to the finite verb, or with the conjoined.
NP as a whole. In the latter case the verb will always be marked as
plural, as in.(5)a7T0a. But if the agreement is controlled by, the first
conjunct and if that conjunct is marked as singular, the finite verb is
singular, as in (5)b-(7)b. Agreement with any one conjunct is restricted
to the nearest conjunct pnly; as the ungramdaticality of (5)c-(7)c shows.

The same phenomenon can be found in Russian. If the verb precedes

a coordinate structure with the conjunction 'i'meaning 'and', the verb

can either agree with the coordinate structure as a'whole, which is
exemplified in sentences (8)a and (9)a, or the verb can agree with the
nearest conjunct, which is the case in sentences (8)b and (9)b.

(8) a. Prepodavalis' (PL) 6er6enie i matematika.

'Was taught graphics and mathematics.'

b. Prepoda0alne. (Neut SO) 6er6enie (Neut SG) i

matematika.

(9) a. Na sobranie priiii (PL) professor i pjatv.studentov.

'To the meeting came the professor and five students.'

b. Na sobranie priiel (Marc SQ) professor (Marc SG) i

pjet' studeptov.
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For the purposes of this papeib I will only analyse coordinate
stuCtures which appear as, subject NPs following the verb. Corbett (982)
claims that in Russian agreement controlled by.the conjunct nearest to
the verb'is also possible.if the subject coordinate structure precedes
the verb. Under certain circuliatances this is also possible in German,
but because of interference by other factors such as semantic sallieOce of
the conjuncts involved, these data have to await further study. U

III. Theoretical Significance of the Data

If one wants to account for the agreement facts in Germ* and
RuSsian in a GPSG as outlined in (4), the following problem arises.
Since agreement features are instantiated on the basis of unordered
constituents, there is a priori no guarantee that the daughter
constituent matching the agreement features on the mother will be the
conjunct nearest to the verb. If one wanted to maintain the 'overall
organization of.GPSG outlined in (4) and thus apply\feature instantiation

,

to unordered constituents, one would.have to distinguish the conjunct
controlling agreement from all others by means of some special syntactic
feature label. Of the categories used in GPSG, the one that comes to
mind, of course, is the head feature, especially since we are dealing
with a case of identity between agreement fetures which are, after all,
head features. And identity between head features IS commonly handled by
the Head Feature Convention. Thus, one might propose a PS rule asjn
(10.) to generate coordination structures like du und deine Freunde in the
German sentence in (11).

0,

(10) N [BAR 2] --> H [CONJ e], N (BAR 2] [CONJ und]+

(11) Natarlich kannst (2SG) Du (2SGA und deine Freunde bleiben.
`Of course can you and your friends stay.'
You and your friends can stay, of course.

The linearization rule in^(12) Would further guarantee that the conjunct
controlling agreement, the head conjunct, will precede the non-head
conjuncts.

'(12) H [BAR 2] [+CONJ] < N [DAR 2] [+ CONJ]

The first problem for this type of approach, which I will refer to
as the "Head Daughter analysier concerns the number of ID rules and
linearization rules that have to be stated separately, if agreement
features are instantiated on unordered constituents for a language such
as German. In addition to'a general coordination schema as in (13),
which is modelled after the_schema proposed by Gazdar /Klein /Pullpm /Sag

posited-(1982) for English, the rule in (10) has-to-be sited-along with the
linearization statement in (12) to account for Coordinate structures
controlled by the first conjunct. Moreover, in order to account for
coordinate structures with the same agreement pattern, but with und
appearing before the last conjunct only, a third PS rule as in (14) would
have to be stated.
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(13) a. CAT' --> CAT'[CONJ (10], CAT'[CONJ al]+

b. a is in {<und,e>, <e,und> <weder,noch>, <oder,e>,.
<e,oder>,<sowohl,als such>)

, (14).N (BAR 2] --> H (BAR 2] [CONJ'e] , N [BAR 2] [CONJ e]f ,

N [BAR 2] [CONJ und] \,-

r

Notice that the number of rules necessary to generate all the
relevant coordinate structures whose first conjuct agrees with a
preceding VP would have to be even greater for a language like
Russian. In additionn to the ID rules in (10) and (14), in which und
'would be replaced by i, we would need a rule as int(15), .since in
Russian all conjucts may be preceded by.j.

(15) N [BAR 2] --> H [BAR 2] [CONJ i] , N [BAR 2] [CONJ 11+

Abe second,,and main objection to the. Head Daughter ,analysis
t loWA from the. one. Because such an analysis forces us in theI
case of German to use three separate rules in addition to a
generalized rule schema for coordinate structures,, the resulting
grammar misses a number of signifiCant generalizations. Unlike the
analysis that I will present below, the head, daughter analysiijeils
to treat coordination as a unified phenomenon by 'means of one.
generalized rule schema as in (13), but has to state three separate',
and partially redundant PS rules. Moreover, even NP conjunction
cannot be treated,as a single phenomenon. because two distinct ID rules
are needed f r the distribution of the lexical it und.

FUrthe e by disassociating the LP rule in (12) from the ID
rules (10) an 14), it treats the linearization of constituents and
the agreement pattern of conjoined NPs as logically independent, when,
in fact they are crucially'related. .Because the rules are .

independent, the analysis suggests that there might' be languages that
do have ID rules like (10) and (14), But instead of (12) an LP rule
requiting the head'to alwyas appear as, say, the-third conjunct. But
to my'knowledge, no such' language, exists and for perceptual reasons is
unlikely to exist. 'N

1
If,-on,the other'hand, we allow feature instantiat* n principles

to operate on linearized and semantically translated con tuents, we..
Illitcalegeneiate all relevant coordinate structures in German y just one

generalized schema.as in (11). To account for agreement controlled by
the first' conjunct, we only hive to,state one additional feature
instantiation constraint, regardless of the distribution of :the
lexical item und in coordinate structures.

Let us briefly outline this(' aliornative approach to feature

instantiation, At the heart:of my "penal is a. One-to-one and onto
mappinf from constituents of PS.rules specifying.immediate dominance .

'relations only to nodes orlocally ordered trees whose nodes consist
of ordered pairs of a syntactic category @ and the semantic
translation if) of the syntactic expression dominated by B.'

.
;

I
A
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(16) 'For each ID Rule

a0 7-> alv ... 9

and ordered tree

=-7619/(P1>

ak

n o>.

ok = <Bk,
(f) k>

there, is a one-to-one and onto mapping

f :(a}i -7> fn}i for o< i <'k

such that f(a0) = no and Vai[f(ai) = <8j (Pj> ==> 8j = EXT(ai)]

Functionf in (16) maps the mother constituent of the ID rule onto the root
of the tree. f haw to be one-to-one so that every constituent of the ID
rule is mapped onto a distinct node of thre tree, and vise versa. f also
has .to be onto so that every node of the tree is liAked with some
constituent, of the corresponding ID rule. Moreover, each syntactic
category 8 has to be an extension of the corresponding constituent of the
ID rule.

Feature instantiation principles, under this approach, can be
.viewed as wellformedness constraints on possible mappings f from
constituents Of.ID rules to nodes of trees. The Head Feature Convention,
for example, can be defined as in'(17).

(17) HFC: Vai [a = H [BAR n] A Vai) = nj => HEAD(8j) =
HEAD (8() ] ior i , j > I .

Likewise, LP rules can be concei'Ied of as constraints on the set of
possible mappings between ID rules and ordered trees.' The LP rule for
English that requires lexical heads of aejor syntactic categorieeto
precede sister constituents can be stated as in (18).

[BARVaDaj [ ai, H [BAR 0] A aj ai => fcao < f(aj)

for i,j > 1.

Presupposing a mapping as in (16), let uk turn to an analysis of
German coordinate structures controlled by the first conjunct following
the'verb. I follow Uszkoreit (1982) and Nerbonne (1983) whose GPSG
aparyses of German account for'Drach's Law by treating the first
constituent in German declarative clauses as the result of
topicalization: Subject NPs' following the verb in second polition can
hence'be Identified by the features [-TOPICALIZED] and by (+ NOMINATIVE]:
as the value for the case feature. In order to generate non -topicalized

coordinate subject NPs whose agreement featurei match that of the
leftmost conjunct we have-fa-1.4,one the constraint (19) on possible
mappings f.from ID rules to ordered PS markers defined in (16).

6 (19) dap, 9, (ao.= EXT(N '[BAR 211.-TOPI (+NOM]) A f(ai) = di
A,Avitaj = EXT([CONJ.und])] => AOR (B1) = AaR(00) 1,
where i,) > I.
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The condiion'in (19) specifies that for any.ID rule in which the

dominating category is' an extension of the feature N" [-TOP] [ +NOM], and

which has at least one daughter with the feature CONJ und, a daughter can

only be mapped onto the leftmost node in such ordered trees where.that

node has the same agreement features as the root of the tree.

IV. .Conclusion'

By treating LP rules and feature instantiation principles as

constraints on possible mappings from ID rules to linearized and

semantictilly translated PS rules we arrive at an organization of GPSG in

which LP rules on tie one hand, and feature instantiation principles and

semantic translatioh principles on' the other hand apply in tandem; rathe

than inseparate componentsof the grammar.. Such an organization of GPSG

has been independently propoSed by Klein ancSag'(1982) to capture

significant generalizations about grammatica relations and word order in

English. While their work concerns the relationship between LP

statements and pemantic translation principles,. the argument presented'in

this. paper rests on the interaction feature instantiation

principles and LP statements.

FOOTNOTES

*I would like to thank. Annie Bissantz, Remo fereschi, and

esi)ecially Ewan Klein and Arnold Zwicky for their helpful comments and

suggestions on earlier drafts. of this paper. I am grateful to Anelya

Rugaleva for the Russian examples.

'The tree structure in (1) is modelled after the account of,

coordination given. in Gazdar/Klein/Pullum/Sag (1982).

2The example in (2) is due to Cdrbett .(1983).
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The Syntax of Conditional Sentences

. MiJChael L. Geis
.

Department of Linguistics
The Ohio State University

Introductory Remarks

Although English has a number of different types. of
adverbial clauses, as is illustrated by such sentences as

(li a. I willleave when you do.

b. I will go where you go.

.,.c... I will leave befOre you do.

d. I will leave if yOU do.

e. I left because you did.

Ileftalthough I.wasn't supposed to.

.conditiohal clauses (see (1Vithlve attracted the most attention
from philosophers and ling . Indeed,. both linguists and
philosophers have : devoted. whole conferences' to their
iensideration. What is interesting about this from a linguistic
perspective is that.conditional clauses are,. not all that mud?
more interesting linguistically than are any of the other types.
The reason for'this speciiil interest is surely that conditional
sentences play a key role in r'easoningS,at least the sort of
reasoning that interests philosophers.

Interestingly, not Only have. those who have studied-
.conditonal sentences usually not discussed them in the context of
other adverbial clauses,' they have focused their attention almost
exclulively on sentences like (id) which employ the . adverb if.
Surely, however, conditional sentences in which if.is modified by
gay and gm, as in (2) and (3) , are.also of interest,

(2) I will .leave only if you

'(3) I will leave even if you do.

Moreover, there arentotally, ignored conditional construction's_
very close in meaning to those just cited, which, like
1f-clauses, are adv ial in characters

4

(4) I Will leave in the event that .y)liu
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.willAvave even .in

thatyou.do.

theevent that your do.
e .

lt:is'irteresti/ng.tb speculatey:onWhy'Sbntences like (4) -(6). havi
been', gnOred.. One'possibiliq*ii: the. stylistic preference P4
logicians for 'thor ..word sii.,:Howrever the main reason is *rely

'that _monomorphomic,irealizationi of a categoi-y are typically
'perceived by native,spsakers.ncluding philosophers) as its most
:basic, representatives.. ,:

In this paper,l,preseni a. syntacti'C. Analysis of a wide
range of conditional sentences;'.'whidh -developis ideas first
published. in Geis (1973), A.companion .semanticving pragmaticIL.
for this analysis hasfieen_provided-by I-yeah (,x;984): Since'this
study has been will. presume familiarity_ with
What I propose to do here is provide the syntactiC-argumentatton.
for this analysiso--as.ell as the details of its 'formalization.

What .one takes to be
. a conditional sentence,411, I think,.

depend on whether or not one takes a. syntactic or' semantic
perspective. Viewed semantically,. a, sentence tike (7a) might be
said to be conditional on 'the grounds'thatii has the' "saMe".
meaning as (7b), which clearly is conditional.

(7) a. Kiss my dog and:you'11 get fleas.

b. If you kiis my dog, you'll get.fleas.

On the other hand, (7a) is not conditional in form, so.. it would
be perfectly reasonable not 'to incIude. this sentence in a study
ofconditional sentences, as opposed to tonditonal-gumaktkong.
Similarly, one might.,. following, Stump (198)., take a Sentence
likej6(8)., to be pertinent to a study of conditionals.

.

(8) For you to do that would be nice.'

Certainly, (8) is conditional, 'in meaning. kowever,.again,..there
is little-linguistic motivation for'inclUdingsuch a sentence in
the analysis ofsconditional.sentences,. though obviously it is
relevant to theanalysis of ."conditional 42Egoositions, i.e.. of
nonlinguistic mental sentences. 8I say this because (9), unlike
(1d) and (2),-(.6) is 'not conditional in form, and it is the
possession of linguistic form that distinguishes real sentences
from mental sentences (i. e. propositions).. The fact that a
sentence Might be conditional' in meaning does not qualtfy
memberShip in the class of sentences containing .Conditional
clauses. The reason is that. we may look 'to extralinguistic

----------------7-----semant-tc-theories for an Account of how it ts that English ,has
several different ways.of expressing conditionSlity. As another
example of this point, we might note that the fact that a pair of
sentences like (9a) and (94) might both

; express causality does
not qualtfy. (9a) as relevant to a.study of 'causal clauses.
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(9) 'Johrs leaving precipitated' Hill' departure.

b. John:left' bocause 8111 departed.

Too. few linguists.and-philosphers seem to recognize that most
Putatively substantive claims about the relationship 'between
syntax and :semantix4 have been largely defAnitional.' in
character. The Once widely heralded claim (Harman. 1972) that
Deep Struture is Logical Ferm, As, perhaps the best example of
this, but there are others., To 'insist that sentences like (7a)
and '(8), ,must 'be brought-into the picture in the attempt to
deScribe the syntax of conditional sentences is,' quite simply, to
beg one:of the most important questions of. isyntaxf. What is the
contributiOn of syntax to the use and understanding of the.
sentences of our languages? The fact .:i:hat native speakers` of
Engli4h "know", that- (7a) and (7b) have the same meaning or "know"
that (.8) is conditional in meaning, taken albnA,. is. not
'necessarily relevant 'to a linguistic,. analysis of conditional
sintences,for. speakers' of English' know more than just English.
They, pregumably, can do some 'elementary reasoning with
sentences.

vic If it is to 'be at ail generalo'a linguistic.description.of
English tonditional.-sentences will 'want to account, at the very
least, for such sentences -AS- (1d) and (2)-(6), for these
sentences an all.conditionaliin form. It should perhaps also
account for how: these sentences are related to other adverbial
clause constructions, such al those.of (1), for these are also
Similar instructure. To my knowledge, the only comprehensive,
generative account of.;4dverbial .clautses-in English' is in-. Geis
.(1970a).:Howeveri Heinamakf. (1974) and Larson (mss) have worked
on- temporal qavies, lnd Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978) on a similar
construction. I":Shall bring each of these studies into the
picture as they become relevant. In Geis (1970a), conditional
clauses were sharply, distinguished from 'adverbial claules
introduced by when, vhile, and vher2 and by tieffme, aftec, maul;
and lince....61auses introduced by'this-latter. array of words were
said to be a speciaiii- of relative clauses. I argued (Geis 1970a)..
in particular, that adverbilal'subordinate clauses introduced by
the above connectiyes are derived transformationally 'from
Underlying syntactic structures in which the clauses introduced
by these words are "explicitly relative in character.. According
to this-yiew,,a sentence like' (10)' was said to be derived from
the stracture underlying'(11) by.a rUlsof Antecedent Deletion.

(10) I will leave at the time when you leave.

111) I. will leave when you leave.

Conditional clauses, 'for rgiiiiidffit-to--56- I-dont:Med .lateF, were .

said not to be relative clauses, but,. instead, to be a specie* of
ndmihal complements. This line was continued in Geis (1973) .

What I shall argue.now. is that if-clauses like dhen-cladsesaret
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. themselves a species of. relative clauses, ai is implied by
Lycan's semantics of conditionals.. Nowever my present analysis,
unlike the earlier transformational account of advei-blal.relative.
clauses, can 'be stated' wholly in terms of English surf ace
.structures. On the analysts to be. presented here, which is
monostratil,' I. shall argue that a sentence like (12) has
essentially the same sort of structure as (11).

(12)* I will leave.if you leave.
. .

The Adverbial Analysis of Conditionals

The Sentence Operator' Version

In the Propositional Calculus,*a sentence having the form. of
(13) is usually-assigned a representation like (14).

(13) If 91, then 92

(14) 91 D g2 ..

4

where (14) is understood to 4e false if Si is true and 92 is
false and is otherwise true. According'to this analysis, the two

. clauses that make up' a conditional sentence. are -coordinated
semantically as 'they 4would be syntactically if if were a "true
conjuncti?B," to borrow a phrase from Jespsrsen (19611
V.4.344). On this view, sentence (1d) would be given- an
analysis ,something li.ke (15): ,

_

(15) -
.4.

`Interestingly en -despite the long tradition associated
with the standard tr functional 'analysis of if, there is no
Solid syntactic avid* ."whatever that supports the division of.
conditionfi sentences two coordinate sentences, as in this
dhalysis. It might Pe argued that is structurally
parallel to and Amtb...god.... The,paralLel is,
however, an illusion. As pairi Tike. (16) and (17) show, tbso
need not occur "for' a'conditional sentence to be grammatical, but
of course, And and QC are.obligatory in compound sentences.

'3(16) If you leave,, then I'll leave.

(17) If you leave, I'll leave,

OneApiringt say,71
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0-0

(18) *Both.John left, Bill

(19). *Either John 1,4, Bill left.

Ittis if, not then that is the
conditional sentences.

SI

more -fundamental ,constituent of

Though logicians normally cite conditional sentences i0the
form of (16) Or (17), a syntacticjiin is likely to take a sentence
like (20), ,to be'the more unataral," for in (20), the' if-clause
is in "normal'" adverbial position. 64:

(20' I will leave if you leave.

Note that the two clauses of (20) are the reverse of what they
are in (13), (16) and (17). In the latter.sentences the Condition
precede* the consequence, but 1p (20), the reverse is true:. As
noted, I takeApst-verbal condititinal Clauses to'be in "normal"
word order fO010$0nditional sentences. TalMy (1976) makes the
universal cla'in cOnnettion with causal constructions that
causes are subordinated to effects in the languages of the world,
as in (le) and (14), repeated here ,as. (21) .and (22),
respectively.'

3 (21) I left because you'didl. .

(22) 1.1eft although yoU did.

This is \to say that languages (other than formal languages, of
course) do not have adverbial clause constructions in which the
conseqUent..is subordinated to the antecedent, from which it would,
appear to follow that t20) is more basic than (13),'(.16), and
(17). Moreover, not all languages even have the capacity to place
conditional clauieS in sentence-Initial position, as in (16) and
(17).

The fact that a sentence like (20) might be more natural
than (13)1; (16), and (17) does not, by itself, upend the binary
sentence operator analysis. 'One need only define .a reverse
horsethoe, with, appropriatiely revised truth-conditions, and
reversiethe two clauses. On this revision, 'the if of (18) would
correspond exactly to the reversed. hor*eshoe. However, the fact
that if-clauses can occur both sentence-initially and
post-verbally ls itself rather.good evidence that if-clauses are
adverbial. .Simple and complex time adverbial both have this
freedom of occurrence, for instance'

(2,3) a. I will leave at noon.

b. At noon, I will leays.

(24) a. I 11 .leave when you leave.
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b. When you leave*, I'll leave.

Data like, (23) and (24) strike it the tulet of the coordinating
conjunction analysis of conditionals,. for patterns like these do
not obtain in the cast of coordinate structuress

(25) a. Joe willleave and Mary will stay.

b. *And Mary will. stay, Joe will leave.

(26):. a. Joe will leave but Mary will lstay.

*But Mary will stay, Joe will leave.
4

We have quite clear evidence that if ;clauses are 'adVerbiaf and
are subordinate to main clauses,.not coordinated with them.

There is solid syntactico-semantic evidence that post-verbal
occurrences of if-clauses (see (20)) are more basic than proposed
if-clauses (see (16) and (17)). Observe at sentences (27)1"(29)
have essentially the same interpretation.

(27) I think that I will leave if you leave.

(28) I think that if youleave, (then) I'll leave.

(29) If you leave, (then) I thinkI'll leave.

It is clear that (29) is not to bebinterpreted aTisstating that
there is a conditonal relationship between the hearer' leaving
and the speaker's thinking about leaving, .contra its surface
form. Instead, the ispeaker,,is saying that he thinks that the
hearer's leaving will lead to his leaving. in the,' Standard
transformational idiom, we would account for this by saying that
t e if-clause of (29) is put there by an extraction rule, namely'

. ,A erb Proposing ' (recall (23) and (24)). Even in monoStratal
th oriels of syntax a sentence like (29) must be treated as the
"marked" form.

w

Observe that when if-clauses .awe proposed, as in (28) and
(29), a second conditional adverbial ,cannot occur in Postverbal
position,

(30) *I think that if you leave, leave in that event.

(31) *If yoU leave, then I think

Thus, wit must have some way to exclu a conditional adverbial
from post-verbal adverbial position, if an if-clause occurs
clause- or sentence-initially. . Within EAT, thii.is achieved, of
tours, via the slash-category notation.^

(32) 8 ---->,ADVE21 'S/ADV123 (9)

leave in that event.

,-
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* Rule (32) stipulates that if an'S begins with an adverb phrase
then the S it is sister to must have an adverb phrase gap. Given
rale (32), we can account for both (30) and (31) , as well as (28)
and (29).

The adverb preposing.data reveals the hop ssness of the
standard analysis of the structure of. conditio sentences in
logic Aexts on syntactic grounds, and, Ims a result of this
failu0e, it is hardly' 4Urprising that the analysis fails
semantically as well. Adverbial constructions normally involve
quantification over something--times, places; events, etc, as is
implici in the relative clause treatment I shall be giving
later. Such a fact ,is quite telling against the truth
functional account of if.

The failure of the standard logical 'treatment of conditonals
is further revealed by the fact that if-clauses can be modified
by 'onlyand gyen. Considers

(33) I will leave only if you do.

b. I will leave even if' you do.

(34) a. John worksonly when his back feels good.

b. John works even when his back hurts.
,1

(35) a. *John works hard only and Bill works hard.

*-

b.* *John works hard even and Bill works hard.

As (34) indicates, only and eygn are quite comfortable modif,Ing
adverbial' wbgn-clauses. Note, though, that they do not modify
nominal when-clausess

(36) a. e asked me yesterday when I would leave.

b. *He asked me yesterday only.when'I would leave.

We have here the clearest possible evidence that if-,,clauses of

the sort we are interested in are adverbial, f yg note that
nominal if-clauses aren't modifiable by go lx withers

(37) ,a. 'He asked me yesterday if I would leave.

b. *He asked me yesterday. only if I would leave.-

Certainly the view that if might be a conjunction is falsified by
(33)-(35).

Very clear evidence that conditional clauses, when'they
occur postverbally, are constituents of verb phrases and are
therefore tOverbials is 0.ovided by data involving',VP Deletion
and4212.5g. Observe that the place-holderi, and do pg of the
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following sentences, are interpreted as referring back
underlined- verb phrases of these sentences; ..

(38) a. I will leave at ngon and Joe will <> too.

b. I will leave at noon and Joe will do so too.

(39) a. I will leave under certain circgmstangeg and

Joe will <>too.

b: L will 1211Y2 MQ02C. utttala QICO4iMtenc2 and

Joe will do so too.

(40) a. I will lean when. ygg gg and Joe will <> too.

b. I will leave when ygg gg and Joe will do so too.

(41) a. I will lemye if you gg and Joe will <> too.

b. V will law/e if ygm dg and Joe will do no too.

The most conservative interpretation of these data is that the
plape-holders in these sentences refer back to goutitmgatl, and
thtis that temporal and conditonal constituents of the lift
conjuncts of these sentences are constituents of verb phrases.
Givin this and the fact that these constituents. are not noun
phrases, all that is left for then to be is adverbials (m
prepositional phrases, adverb clauses, or adverbs.)

The data we have considered so far inyolving proposed
conditional clauses, modification by gniy and .even and verb
phrase ellipsis phenomena provides very strong evidence against
the view that the conditional and main. clauses. of conditional'
sentences are coordinate and for the view that conditonal phrases
and clauses, like temporal phrases and clauses, are adverbial
constructions. These arguments` carry over toqhe other types of
conditional clauses identified earlier. Thus, if-clauses
modified by gnly and eyen propose as do complex prepositional.
phrases like in the emit thgt 15, whether or not they are
modified by gnly and eyen. AT-Deletion and 'Qg gg tests show that
all of these constructions are or can be constituents of
predicates.

, There also exists quite ,direct evidence that conditonal
.cliuses are adverbial, in character, evidence that closelylinks
if-clauses to in thg event INA 5 constructions on the onS hand.
and to adverbial relative clauses on the other. Consider the
following pronominalization data's

(42) a. I will leave if ygg lime, and Joe will leave

tbto t 00.
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b. ',I will leave if igm icily!, and Joe will

leave in tbgt eyeht too.

(43) .a. I will leave vben ygu iegvev and Joe will

leave then too.

b. I will leave when Y2M 1211YE and Joe will

leave ft th#t tips too.

In these sentences, we have clauses whose
and

reflexes are
adverbials, either simple conditional and temporal adverbs or
mare 'complex prepositional. phrases. In this respect, if-clauses
and vbeh-clauses act like explicit prepositonal phrases. Compare
(44) and 45) with (42) and (43), respectively.

(44) a. I will leave in 01 ev2at &last ygm logy! and Joe

will leave twin too.

b. ,I will leave in the gyentthAt you Issym and

Joe will leavir in thgt event 'too.

(45) a. I wileleave et the time thgt ygm lime and

Joe will leave vim too.'

b. I will learile,gt tlmit tbIlt yQU legyg and

Joi will leave et fault tins too.

We would not want to Conclude from these data that if-clausesiand
when- clauses modify explicit prepositonalphrases 'in, underlying
structure, as .I once did in the fabulous days of Generative
Semantics, but we are entitled to conclude from these data that
if-clauses and wheo-clauites are Odverbials,

There is an adverbial analysis Of if-clauses' that has a good
deal of initial plausibility, namely one in which if is treated
as a kind of jontence operator that turns ordinary clauses into

ladverbial clauses. On this virlow, if would be treated as' in

(46) AOVC23 > ADVE+ccind, +oper3

According to this analysis, 'the structure of nonpraposed
conditionals would look something like thksa

fl
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(47)
..0.............8

NC23 V 23

N V 23
1 1 ..,//

(07

I will , V . A VC.3

I

leave ADM]

if

you 1 Stave
A

.This'analysis is appears tsil be consistent with at least some of
the facts we have so far considered,d'and it provides a not at'all
implausible surface structure. However, there are troubling
facts, not the- least of which is the fact that Um pops up in
cases of proposed adverbials. 'Given thf assumptions of (47), - we
would want, I think, to say that a isentince like (48) has a
structure like (49).

(48) If you leave, then I Will leave?

(49)

Cti 8/ADVE23

ADV(23 S ADV 8 i

ilf then

you leave I will leave

Though structure (49) is eminently reasonable, I believe that it
is incorrect. 'There are two features of (49) that are somewhat
problematic. Thire is nothing (explicit or implicit) in such an
analysis that explains why MAD might pop up in conditional
ientenkes.\ So it is potentially deficient On explanatory
grounds. Moreover, there is evidence that it is a constitdiont Of
the clauses it introduces, contra (49).

4The Relative Clause Analysis
4

' The hypothesis that conditional claUses are adverbial' ."in
character is moll-motivated, and .the structures we have assigned
to normal and proposed it-Clauses are credible representations of
the surface prgani;ation of such sentences.' What is missing is a
defense of the particulars of these analyses and some sort of
explanation of the Position of such structures in the grammar Of
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the language as a whole.

Throughout our discussi n cif if-clauses, we have found that
if-clauses and when -claus s.parallel each other exactly: both
prepose; bot accept the i.modifiers only and, typo; both. are
consituents of verb phrases when they .occur postverbakly; . and
both prono nalize the same way, to the point of sharing .the
homophonou adverbial proadverb then..This ratter point is worth
pursuing' further, There are hosts of fanguages, that employ
temporal expressions exclusively to.eXpress conditionality. Even
English, which has a plenitude of conditional expressions, allows

' its speakers to express conditionalityr, using temporal
expressions. The sentence

4

(50). When exposed to the air, many substances

oxidize:

is used primarily to express a conditional, not a temporal
relationship, though, of course, it'is consistent with a temporal
interpretation. The reason that temporal'expressions can be used
to express conditional relationships is that the most important
individuating characteristic of events, the entities quantified

Lk over in conditional' sentences according to Lycan and me, is the
date of those events.

The parallel between if-clauses and $lben-clauses is a very
deep one. As Chomskyl(1957) noted years ago, if two strings of
consituents conjoin they are normally not only syntactic
constituents, but are also constituents of the same type.
Consider:

/.

(51) *John was awakened by John and by accident.

(52) *John knows that I ate an orange and what I know.

If Chomsky is correct, as the preponderance of evidence over the
years would suggest,. then we must _assume that if-clauses and
when-clauses are igonstituents of the same type and that if and
when are as well.

(5i) I will consider leaving if I'm asked to and when'

I'm asked to.

(54) I will consider leaving if. and when I'mlasked to dO.

so.

Greg Stump his suggested to me that,if mod when may be an
cdiom,.and thus. that data such as these may mean very little.
Against this, I would say five'things. .:First, conjunctions of
if-clauses and when -clauses are nift themselves i.dioms, which is
important since. sentences containing if 'mg when merely carry the
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t

conjuctiOn reduction a bit further. Second, tf and when and whgn
and if both occur, which-is to say "that. the stkucture isn't
frozen. Third, Conjunction facts such a these extend to other-

. not dissimilar phenomena (e.g. When and. whece 414 he Legye?)
which are surely not idioms. Fourth, the meaning of if and when
is compositional, whi,ch is uncharacteristic of idioms, which is
to say that each word makes a contribution to the meaning of the
phrase and to the sentence' as a whole. Fifth, other temporal and
conditional adverbs eonjakin. Note, for instance, that
untkl-cltees and unless-clauses conjoin and unti14, and unless
conjoin.

(55) I won't leave unle*s you leave and until you leave.

(56) I won't leave unless and until you leave.

There..is clearly, much too much that is systematic about these
.conji.Stion facts to support Stump's suggestion thatf we are
dealing with idioms.

In light 'oj the above, it is tempting to suggest that
adverbial if -clan es, like adverbial when-clauses, are instances
of the same construction and that IA is in the same lexical class
44i.th when; In Geis (1970a), I argued that adverbial when-clauses
are a spec 145s of relative clauses, and that when is a relative
.13roadverb.4 This argumentation is accepted by Larson (mss), who,
working in a transformMional framework,' provides a somewhat
different formalization.

..Arl .

Of the various observations in grts' (1976a), the most
important- were that when-clauses can be s ucturally ambiguous,
that when classes are islands, and that when is a constituent of
the clauses itintrdduces. As we .shall see, if-clauses and
when-clauses are similar, but:not identical, in regard to these
-three properties.

Let me begin with the worst fact. Compare (57) and (58).

(57) I will leave when you say you'll 00..

(58) I will leave .at the time when you say you'll go.

Sentences. (57) and (58) are ambiguous between a reading in which
the' speaker promises to leave when the hearer performs a speech
act'and one in which the Speaker promises to time his departure
With that of the hearer. In order to account for this
syntactically, we must suppose that (57) and (58) are assigned
two 'syntactic analyses which,. in one (way or another, say that
111h2a partWpates in two dependency relationShips in these
sentences. Larson\ (mss takes the transformational line n4" Geis
(1974a) and claims that vbita iv extracted from the main clause of
ygu gau'll Impv, on one derivation and from th subordinate

Iclause on the other. shall take the 'monostratal line of GPSG
and say that:yhErclauset are special cases of the construction
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(59) S > m Sim (106)

On this view (57) has a structure like (60) on one ifiterpretation
and (61) on the other.

(60)

NE23 VE23

V
1

will V

leave

V[2]

ADVE23

SEbar3

ArE23 S/ADVE23/

ADV Nt2] VE2]LADVC27

when N

you say NC2] VC2] e

N V
1

you'll leave

.V S ADVE23/ADVE23
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(61)

N 2]
I,
N'

,.-f43-

VC2]

V VC-23

,.""'.
will V ADM]

I; .

leave 8Ebar3

ADVE23 8 DVE23

ADV NE21

when N V S /ADVC2]

r

I I

yltA say' NE23 V( 3/ADV(21

N V . ADV(21/ADVE21

i
you'll leave

'Contra the claim that (if)-claus s are structurally similar to
vhen-clauses that is that if-clauses 2re a species of relative
clause, if-clauses are not iMbiguous. 'Consider (62) end (63)1

(61) I will leave if you say you'll leavir.

(62) I.will leave in any circumstance in which you say
you'll leave.

Although (62) is a 'bit long, and complex24l believe that'it is
ambiguous in just the way ttlat '(58) is. But (61) is not
ambiguous in the way that (57) is. Despite the otherwise
overwhelming. evidence supporting the thesis that 4i-clauses and
yhen-clauses ari grammatical sibilings thii failUre of the
relative clause analysis cannot be disregarded. However, it is
possible to attach too much significance to the nonambiguity of
conditional clauses. In Geis (1970a), I presented evidenCe that

. Wale-clauses are themselves covert relative cliuses despite the
fact that they' also are not ambiguous. ,Sentence (63) does not
seem to Mve as reading in which MAL,. links the. two occurrences
04 *tUOY.

(63)

However, I

it follows
possible.

I studied 'while Mary believed I. Should be studying.'

find sentence (64) to be. quite , acceptable, from which
that extraction is". to some . Xalbeit small) degree .

(64)' I studied while I was supposed to.

What we are dialing with here is degr4ds' of 10xtrOctability.

1
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Though most theoreticians resoltutely ignore such messy phenomena,
they exist and may say more about the nature,,gf language than do
neater, theoretically more compliant facts.' Moreover, there
exists overwhelming semantic evidence ,(see Geis 1973 and Lycan
1984) that conditional clauses make covert reference to events,'
which is to say that, sentences like (65) arid (66) haYe
essentially the same interpretations.

(65) I will leave if you leave.

(66) I will leave in any .gircumstance in which you leave.

The most natural syntax for a construction that connects.. clauses
semantically via quantification over events is to say that the
clauses are connected syntactically in the way relativization
connects

A
clauses. Moreover, no only are it-clauses unambiguous

in the desired way, but so. alto are clauses appended to in the
event that, which also need an analysis. Compare (67) with (61)
and (62).

(67) I will leaye in the event that you say (

you'll leave.

In previous work (Geis 1973), I related a sentence like (61)
to (4R-, largely because neither is ambiguous and assumed- that
clans* i subordinated to in the event that are like (nonrelative)
Clauses subordinated to the fact that, i. e. are noun
complements. However, I do not jbelieve that it ispossible
give a coherent semantics for constructions like (67) given this
sort of syntactic analysis. I would argue thit one should adopt
Lycan's semantics for (67), no less thin (611, i. e. take the
line that clauses embedded as adjuncts to in the event that are
themselves relative clauses. But lf.this is the right move, then
the failure of if-clauses to mirror when- clauses in regard to the

-question of'ambiguity is not fatal. Nevertheless, it must be
dealt with, of course, as I shall do shortly.

The second fact supporting the thesis that when-clauses arm
relative clauses is that elements cannot' be extracted out of
when-clauses. Consider

(68) a. *Who did the boy leave town when Mary kissed <>-

b. *Who did the boy leave town at the time when

Mary-kissed <>.

At present, there are a number of ways this sort of fact can bed'
accounted for. I det-ived sentences like (68a) from sentences
like ,(68b) in Geis (1970a) and appealed to Ross' (1967) Complex
Noun Phrase, Constraint to account for (68a)% Though not accepting
the deletion analysis, Larson (mss) gives the more recent' analog
of my treatment by appealing to Chomsky's (1971;) Subjacency
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Constraint. Within. GPSG (see Gazdar (1982) for detail one
would normally invoke the pririciple that no constituent can be
assigned two slashed categories, aso.would be required for (68a),
one for who and another for when. Not surprisingly' nothing can
be extracted from if-clauses, as can be seen from

(69) *Who will the boy kiss Mary if Joe kisses' <>.1

In order to account for this, conditional sente ces must be
assigned a structure like (70) in order to invoke the condition
ruling out dual slashes.

(70) S
.

NE23

A
ADVE2]

SEbar3

AD E23

ADV

if

However, as we shall shortly see, this option is not available to
us.

The third argument in favor of the relative clause treatment
of vh20.-clauses is that whth is a constituent of the clause
introduces, after the manner of a relative proadverb. Compare
(71) and (72).

(7f) Iwill work until Joe leaves and Harry will work

until then /that too.

(72) *I wiil leave when Joe leaves and Harry will

leave.When then/that too4

Manifestly (see Geis 1970a for detail the correct. 'treatment : of

(71) and (72) is to say that temp., but not mato,. ill a. 02nsituent
of the clauses it introduces, as in trees (60) and'IA611: On the,
other hand, the left conjunct of a sentence like (71) should b4W.
assigned a structure like (73).

4

I
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(73)

=146-.

40

N12 VC23

V

will V. ADVC23

---*.7-
work ADV ADV123/ADVE23

. I I
Until S ar, rel(free)]/ADVC23 It

7[23
,

V(2)/ADVE23

N ADVE23/ADV(23
I

Jie
1

leaves

.

<>
1

Clearly, if functions just like when; for '(74) is ungrammatical
on the intended interpretation.

(74) *I leave if Jon leaves and Harry will leave

if then/that too.

This. fact, considered in the light of the fact. that tbio can
replace if-constructions as a whole, represents compelliag
evidence that if is a 'constituent pf the clauses it introduces,
which is to say that it is.a relative proadverb. Given that
mins conjoins with wittily I believe that we would want to
assign a tree like (73). to 'sentences Eontaining malm, where
unless occurs in place of-gtil.

As we have seen, two of the three arguments forw.the relative
clItuse treatment of vben-cleuses carry over to if-clauses.
However.,. the most tompelling argument derives from the fact that

.thitn can occur in initial position in the (grammatically) main
alause jo4 a conditional sentence if 'therm is a 'sentence-initial
/f7c1a4co.'This is, I submit, a fact 'of over-riding syntactic
iiportandop, and when properly interpreted provides an explanatipn !c
kor the donambiguity of donditional clauses. In my speech, this

'4 Is a virtuslly,uoprocedented construction, but it is quite like
the Corielvelve Gonstruction that has largely departed tqr

find'the following,wentences' to be incre ing1.0
Yirammatical as 011ie Moves dOwn the list.

. .

. (75, %a...***Wloo steals my purse,. him I won't like.

b. **Where 4.1, goes, there _I'll, goL,

c. *Whenlielipaves, then I'll leave.
0

d. If:helleavitsg,then leave.
I.1

.1. *
.,

15.0 .
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r.

*

.
(76) a. **Who steals my. purse,

.

I wont. like::
v

b. *Where he goes, I'll.go.

When he leaves, 1'11 leave.

d. If he leaves, I'll leave.

I. suggest .that the correlative construction cs going out of t 0,
language, with (75d) being its remaining trace.

I would argue that senten5Is like (75c) aWd (75d) have the
.oloming syntactic structure:

(77)

AlOiln2]

I

SE arl

p

8/ADVt23

2ADVIC2].

ADy2) . then

if/when

I-

4."

0

Quite'surprisingly, correlative when-r.climsts, uplikR conventional'
(i.,e. post-:verbal) .adverbial wbgn-cloUsesi are unambiguous.
Although dirrelatives are not fully acceptable to me, I feel
reasonably confident in the. judgement 'that the.w0en-Cla6ses of
(78) kid' (79), unlikirthat of.(80), are unambiguous.

,

(78)*.?When you say4ou'll phone, then I'll-leave....."-
.

.

4

(79)*. When you say yOu'll phone, I'll leave.

(80) I'1,1'leave when,yoa'say you'll phone.

Perhaps more persuasive will be (81)-(83), which demonstrate that
%there. is no extraction reading for prepoised Am-clauses of
either sort.

.,

(el) *When you WO you'll phone, then leave.

(82) *When you said you'll phonio, I'll leave4.

(83) I'll leave whin you said you'll phone.

Thus, if we associate conditional sentences -with' sentences A

containing corrolative clauses,' the relative clause analysts of'
conditibnal sentences siscaOhli unscathed from my nemesis

.15140,
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counterexample.
lo

Then nonambiguity of coorelative\thgn-clauses is accounted
for by the above'analysis.. Note that the S which,is immediately
dominated by the SCbar] of (77) is not slashed, which can be
exploited by the semantics to force a' "highest" clause analysis
of modificatidn by wh,gn and if. Neither can "reach" more deeply'
into this S than to the highest verb. I propose that proposed
when-clauses and if-clauses such as those in (76c) and (76d) that
occur with main clauses not preceded by thu will also occur in
structures like (84).

(84)

ADY123

ADVC23 S'

if/when

S/ADV[2]

1

InIlmy view, the% then that fronts 'main clauses when
if-crauses. are proposed, is the same word that occurs in
discourses such as the following:

(85) A: I'll leave at noon.
9

. B: Then I'll leave at th'ree.

An interesting consequence of this is, since thgn clearly has an
interpretation in (85), is that it should also contribute to the
meaning of a sentence like (75d). Interestingly, just as my
analysis predicts, Davis (mss) has pointed out that pairs like
'(86) and (87) do not have the same interpretation.

(86) If you open the refrigerator, it won't explode.

(87) If you open thesrefrigerator, then it won't explode.

As Davis notes, (86) is,true of ordinary refrigerators, while
(87) is true only of refrigerators rigged to explode unless
opened. I see this as especially strong evidence of the semantic
benefits of the present syntactic analysis.

Conclusion

I have provided quite a number of arguments in support of an
adverbial. analysis of conditional clauses in' general and of an
adverbial relative c &im, analysis in particular; In at sense,
ehis colt down to arguing that if is a constituent of the
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clauses it introduces. On the other hand, unless is treated as
constituent of main clauses, like its morphologically similar
temporal cousin until. These may seem to be rather small potatoes
to those 'not versed in monostratal syntax, . but this is an
impression worth correcting. Whatever one's theory of syntax,
one must get the surface structures of sentences right tO get
much of anything else right. Even transformational thspries are
houses of cards built on surface structure piles even though they
may seem to be grander.

Perhaps the malst important feature of the present analysis
is that it brings conditional clauses into line with other types
of adverbial clauses. In this connection, I shbuld, pertfaps,
point out that although-clauses, which I have never had.much to
say about, fall'out rather nicely in terms of this analysis.
What they are. is simply the factive counterpart of if-clauses,
which are modified by eyRn. I propose lb assign them essentially
the same analysis as galess-clauses get. Lycan's semantics can
easily be expanded to include them. Just how decagse-clauses fit
into the program is not as clear, though it would be surprising
if they were not also to involve quantification Over events.

This work was once regarded as quite abstract, for it
involved postulating antecedents for adverbial relative clauses4
introduced by whim, VhilM, and who ,e and antecedents and relative'
adverbs for clauses introduced by tefoce, after, mntil, and
singe. Interestingly, the most essential syntactic features of
this analysis are.accomodated quite easily within the monostratal
framework, GPSG, resulting in a description which is no less
insightfU syntactically than the transformational treatment. As
a result, I believe the analysis must be all the more,persuasive,
since it is syntactically more conservative.

1. Interestingly, traditional grammarians, who do not seem to
have bsen much influenced by logicians, did not single out
conditional' clauses as being of radically greater impoPtance than
other types of adverb clauses.

2. This preference of logicians, who are linguistically naive in
their own way, is itself of interest, as is the ,.fact that they
virtually always cite conditional sentences with the
proposed. Sete the example sentences cited in Harper, Staln er,
and Pearce (1981) for confirmation of these points.

3. See Clark and Clark (1977) for an interesting discussion of
this point.

4. ThoUgh our research its don4quite separately, Lycan and I are
collaborating on the development of a general thipry. of
condi.tio ?al sentences. This effort emerged, out of a course Lycan
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and I once jointly taught at The Ohio State Uni4rsity. We were
examining Geis (1973), a paper in which I provided a syntactic
analysis of sentences like (1q) and (2)-(6) and argued for the
view that a correct semantic analysis of conditional sentences
must employ quantification over events or circumstances, a
semantical point of view that has come to be quite fashionable
(Barwise and Perry 1983). This semantic analysis led Lycan to
give the essentials of his very much more sophisticated semantic
treatment, which in turn inspired me to redo significantly my
syntactic treatment.

5. The reason I say this equation is question begging is that it-
was believed correct at that time to use semantic evidence (e.g.
coocurrence data) in determining the Deep Structure of a
sentence. Obviously, use of semantic data in the study of Deep
Structures of sentences will have as an inevitable result that
Deep Structures be Logical Forms.

6. I am not recanting the views expressed in Geis (1984) and Fox
and Geis (1984) about the limitations of people's logical
capacities. But the view that people do not control the
validity-invalidity distinction does not require us to believe
that people are not able to recognize (at least roughly) some
synonymy relationships,

7. Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978) made no reference to Geis (1970a),
which is perhaps due to the fact that MIT disertations are hard
to come by even for those who teach at MIT.

8. I shall show beloW that the minimalist syntactic theory,
Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG), proposed originally
by Gazdar (1981), and pursued in Gazdar (1982), Gazdar and Pullum
(1982), and other papers provides .sufficient descriptive
apparatus to state this analysis, despite its admirably
restrictive character.

9. This analysis, taken as an analysis of the meaning of English
has very little to recommend it. The connective

if...,thgn... is, of course, not truth functional. This was.
shown in Geis (1973), is argued by Gazdar (1979) in a more
general way, and is further argued by Lycan (1984).

10. Interestingly, Jespersen (1961i V.4.344f), who recognized
that many of the so-called "subordinating conjunctions" (e.g. th-el,
connectives of (1) above Y were morphologically similar to such
things as relative .pronouns and prepositions, called if a
"conjunction proper." Whether or not he meant to be advocating
that if is therefore grammatically just like ang and gr in syntax
is not clear.

11. Though I know of no one who has seriously proposed that the
clauses that make up conditional sentences are coordinate in
character, it, is nevertheless, not a straw man position. In her

)

doctoral thesis, Heinamaki (1974) proposed that the temporal
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PI
connectives, when, before, and until, etc. pre coordinating
conjuncitons, and this is a great deal less plalisible than that
if is a coordindting conjunction. Her arguments against
Geis(1970a) are unimpressive, to say the least.

12. 1 am indebted to Arnold Zwicky for this observation.

13. These very 'important examples are due to Lakoff (1972).

14. Reference to "($n)," where "n" is a numeral, is to a rule
number in the Fragment following the text.

15. Arguments of a linguistic character (i.e. arguments that are
not wholly semantic) that conditional adverbials generally and
if-clauses in particular make covert reference to events are
given in Geis (1973). The Lycan (1984) paper contains a rather
more sophisticated version of this analysis, with additional
motivation.

4

16. The analysis I give of the gyntm of if-clauses can be
extended to nominal occurrences of them. See rules ($5) and
($7). I treat indirect questions as [free] Eint]errogatives
Cint(free)]). The only co?tditional Ccond3 proadverb Cpro3 that'
can occur in free interrogatives is unmodified 11.

17. These names reflect the transformationalist idiom within
which they were first discussed. Abandonment of. this paradigm
does not, of course, require that we abandon all of what can be
learned from data once believed to support it.

18. Arnold Zwicky has pointed out to me that one can also conjoin
when and before despite the fact that the former is a relative
proadverb and the latter is .a preposition:

(i) I will leave when or before you leave.

Because of this. propose to treat prepositions as adverbs. In
the Fragment additional motivation is given.

19. I take thii as evidence that golgss and gntil are in the same
lexical class,. which is the treatment Of.thm Fragment.

2o. To those. who would object to the view that if is a' relative
proadverb on morphophonological grounds, I would say two things.
First, bow' and who differ phonetically from' vbpt, vhffo, cobsEg,
and why, but this does not stop .uis from saying that they, like
the others, are interrogative pronouns. Second, in hosts of
languages, the word used to signal conditionality is homophondus

,.with the word used to signal "simultaneity" (and in English, as
noted above, temporal words are sometimes used to signal
conditional meanings.)

21. Larson's 'work does not include conditional sentences, so I do
not know what his stand on the issues just raised would be.

L55
1
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22. See Stump (1981) for a semantic account of these facts.

23. When lecturing to an introductory class on English syntax
taught by Edward Klima in 1964, I proposed the relative clause
analysis of conditional sentences, noting-this counterexample. I

decided later that this sufficed to wreck the analysis. It was
only on seeing Lycan's impressive reformalization of my sketchy
semantics for conditionals, that I returned to this analysis.
This semantic treatment clearly wants a relative clause syntax.

1414
24. Lycan takes a paraphrase like (62) to be especially
perspicuous in regard to the meanings of conditional sentences.
I agree with him, and we are working toward ( book-length
treatment of conditionals that reconciles his intuitions with the
syntactic analysis presented here.

25. See Stump (1981) and Larson (mss) for alternative
interpretatiqns of these facts.

26. As Sapir (1921) noted, "all grammars leak," and theories. must
be devilled in which leaks are intrinsic features of grammatical
descriptions rather than the embarrassments they -usually are.

27. The slash category on the sister to the mother of thin is not
introduced by the rule that gives us thgn, but by Adverb
Preposing ($9), the rule that positions the when-clause in
initial position.

40,
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A Fragment

In this section, I provide an explicit chracterization of
the syntax of adverbial clauses generally and conditional clauses
in particular. In the process, I more fully develop the
relationship betWeen if-clauses and other types of conditional
clauses, as well as other types of adverbial clauses, providing
in the process a sketch of the motivation for the details of the
analysi4. I assume (a bit loosely) the framework of Gazdar and
Pullum (082), and Gazdar's (1982) treatment.of relative clauses

N and of free relatives of the sort Bresnan and Grimstiaw (1978)
were concerned with.

I. Phrase Structure Rules

($1) ADVE23 ADV NIC23

a. at noon, in the garden, etc.

I am treating prepositions as adverb* because some can stand
alone as apparent adverbs I heyen't done thmt Otforg and can be
thought of as intransitive adverbs. Those that require objects
can be thought of as transitive adverbsi This approach to
prepositions goes back to Je*persen (1961 11.1.15).

($2) NE23 ----> NE2] SEbar, +rel]

a. the place where Joe lives. (with *6)

b. at the time at which Joe left. (with $1 & $6)
4

Ip Gazdar and Pullum (1982) a giVen feature' is sometimes treated
as binary ailed/ sometimes treated, as having other features as
values. I shall exploit this by taking ,Crel(free)3 to entail
C+re13. ThOugh a bit equivocal, thii view of features is clearly
a coherent one. I shall treat Crel(free)] as the marked option
for Cre13. So relatives .with heads are unmarked relatives and
those without heads are marked.

($3) X[21 --- -> ADVE4-quant3 X[2]

a. OnlyiJohn, only onikultsday, even on Tuesday

This rule allows fOr the quantificational adverb* poly and !yen,
which I am treating as adverbial* that can only modify phrasal
categories (XE27). One of the values of C-..q ant) is E4-neg3 and
the other C-neg]. features that play a r le in triggering
inversion, as will be shown below.

($4) ADVE23 ----> ADV ADVC23

a. up at the barnoWEItil.then

15'/ 4,
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b. only until then (with $3)

This rule allows for Adygrtaill objects for certain prepositions,
most of which can also, occur with noun phrase objects. See Geis
(1970a, 1970b) for relevant argumentation and the lexicon below
for lexical details.

($5). XE23 ----> SEbar, free]

COND; E+pre] 6 )([,2] D (-slash] SCbar, free]

a. I will leave vbsn ygu gayer

b. I will go from vb2c2 you erg to whgrg

c. John 14s near vim, pm liyes.

d. This is vnims hlt

0. whgn, ygm lgtgyg, I'll leave.

f. If ygu legyg, leave.

4 g. Ilywonder Kum" Nil mint.

h. I wonder if bit mt.

i. I wonder Wiettagc Q. not ty went.

j- I will leave whtttim or Qgt tit mint.

ti! is-

This ruleallows for clausal noun phrases and adverbial phrases,
'which are either relative or interrogative in character. I am
treating embedded free relatives (a-f) and interrogatives (g-j)
as instances of the class of !'free" noun phrases and
interrogatives. As I am using the feature, [free] is a value of
Crel] and-of [int], the marked value in each case. It is
tempting to treat (j) as a free interrogative adverbial clause
because of its similarity to (i). The condition on this rule is
to insure that proposed free relatives are not slashed, i. e.

are not ambiguous.

($6) Mbar) (ADVE2, +wh]) S/ADVC2]

1

COND, (+free] t SEbar7 D C+pro] c ADVE2]

If the mother node has the feature 1+free], then the daughter
node ADV(23 has the feature (+pro), a feature I use to force a
monolexical pronoun for free relatives. It does not correctly
get ($5h)., for ilOstbilE gE ogt is obviously not' monomorphemic,
though, of course, *Isnot is.

a. John lives where Joe is working. (with $5)
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b. John studied until Joe left. (with $4 & *5)

c. JOhn lives at the place wReve Joe lives.
(with *1 and *2).

d, John dives at the place at which Joe lives.
(with Si and $2)..

e. I left by the time he 'arrived. (with $1 and
$2)'

f. I will leave in any circumstance in which you
leave. (with Si and $2)

As stated this rule gets all sorts of relative clauses, including
ordinary relatives with heads (c, d, e, f) and those without (a,
b), which have, as "complementizers" a monolexical pronoun or
proadverb (a, 01, prepositional phrase (d, f), or nothing at all
(b, e). This rule gets only."true" relative conditional clauses,
like ($6f). To get if -clauses or 0, ,hg itytat nit gi

constructions with this rule would incorrectly predict that they
can be ambiguous. See the .nexti-ule.

($7) SEbar +cond] ----> (ADVE2, +pro]) S

a. I will,leave if you leave.

b. I will leave unless you leave. (with *4 and
*5),

0'

c. I won't leave unless'f ciou ask me to. (with
$4 and *5, see also the lexical information on
unit's) .

d. I will leave in the event that you leave.
(with $1 and
*2)

This rule gets us conditional clauses. Because the S node to the
right d\ the arrow is not slashed, conditional clauses cannot be
ambiguou If the pronoun is E+wh] we get if; if E-wh], we get
tbmt. Thii' distifiction is required in order to get in the myent
the, g conditionals.

($8), 8/ADVE2, +cond, -wh] ----> ADVE2, +pro, -wh3

CONDI E+neg3 m ADVC2] C+inv3 m 8

a. If you leave, then, I'll leave.

b. If you leave, only then will I leave.

This is is the rule that sets pm into the main clauses of
sentences with proposed if-clauses, which is the last remaining
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instance of the correlative construction most dialects. The rule
is therefore ad hoc in the desired way, a synchrOnically
explanatory theory of if being a theoretical pipedream. We must
build into this rule the provision that if then is modified by
gnly, its sister S must be marked as undergoing inversion. As I*

see it, the COND of this rule is a condition on any rule
introducing ADVC23 and S as sisters, inclUding the next rule.

($9) .S ----> ADVE2, +pre] S/ADVE21

a. At noon,.John left.

b. If you le.ave, I'll leave.

c. Only if you leave will I leave.

d. ?Only if you leave then will I leave.
11

This is adverb preposing, of course. It is subject to the
condition on the previous rule. If we wish to block (109d), we
will need to say that if ADVC21 is Camod3 then S/ADV[2] is
E- And], where Cquant] is a value of C+mod3. The feature (+pre3
( +pre) 'preposed') is' there to guarantee that preposed free
r latives are not ambiguous--see Rule ($5):

.1I. Lexical entries

A. at, on,'in, up, until, *unless = +Rule ($1)

B. only, even = +Rule ($3)

C. up, until,. unless, although =,+Rule ($4)

D. near, in front ot = +Rule ($4)

COND: C+ptep] ICW i+rel3 D C+adv, +wh] L+rel3

The stipulation--for place prepositions, but not time
prepositions--is that if Dear and in front gf occur in
construction with (ICW) a relative clause, the clause must have
an overt relative proadverb.. I use the notion "in construction
with" here for perspicuity and do not mean to by making the

claim that this notion is required.

E. until, since, before, after, unfelt,

COND; E+prep) ICW i+rel3 D [-wh3 c C+rell

The condktion--for time ,end conditional. prepositions, but not

place prepositiOns--guaranteps that relative cjauses introducid
by the words will not have an overt re14tive proadverb. For

those who can Say I won't yog 40 my to, as.I can,
gniimg is not in,,this list.. X know of no analysis' tof
conditionals that can cope At all with this datum.

,
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F. if, when, where tBIL Caidv(pro(wh))3

G. then = Cadv(protwhy))]

41
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-German adjective' agreement in GPSG*

; Arnold M.. Zwicky
The Ohio State University

0. ummary.

Determiners and adjectives in German agree with tHeir
head nouns in case, gender, and number. In addition, all
adjectives have three paradigms of inflectional forms, which
are traditiOnally called 'decleInsions': strong, weak, and
mixed. Which declension an adjective occurs in depends on
the determiner it combines with, a phenomenon traditionally
called 'agreement'. Section 1 presents the main facts about
adjective agreement in German, in a fairly theory-neutral
fashion.

In a rich,theory of syntax (like classical
transformational grammar) it would be easy to write rules for
German whi h.have the right effects.* My purpose here is to
explore h" w to describe German Adjective agreement in a
distinct y lean theory of'syntax, namely generalized phrase,
structur grammar .(GPSG). Section 2 enumerates the principal
features of GPSG, paying special attention to those that
might figure in accounts of agreement.

Sections 3 and 4 attack the problem of the three
adlEctive declensions. In section 3, several-functional
acObunts of the distribution of forms are subjected to
scrutiny and found wanting. In sect'ion 4, GPSG descriptions

4

treating the phenomena as sUbcategorization are shown
to be unsuitable,.and those treating them as agreement a/1'e
shown to be unavailable. The appropriate GPSG analysis
involves government rather than agreement, a conclusion that
leads to some general comments on the'description of
government in GPSG.

1. The facts.

I beg n with a. reasonably precise, though unformalized,
account of he relevant German facts.

The language.has three grathmatical genders (mastuline,
uter, and feminine) .and two grammatical numbers (singular

ar5d plural). Only four-of thesix combinations of gender and
number are ever morphologically distinguished: MASt-SG,
NEUT-SG, FEK-SG., PLURAL.

-There are fOur grammatical cases: nominative (NOM),
accusative (ACC);-genitiVe (6EN).*dative.(DAT).. These combine
with the four gender/number possibilities to yield a paradigm
with sixteen potentially distinct NP foi:Ms.in it

,
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how-Jurn to a s-summary °J.-the djectivedeclensi,ons
(section the corresponding Cl 55&S of determiners
(1:2), and the dectensinim to whichrthe'determiners
themelves,bPlong (1.7), with a.sommary of these matters in
sect con 1.4. Declensions of ITOUDS are treated in section 1.5,
where it is pointed out that the `declensions' of nouns and
determiners are lexical categorizations, whereas the
`dec1 f?n5ions* of adiectives in German are imposed'by
constituents with which the adjective is in construttion.-
'Section 1.6 looks briefly again at the grammatical 'categories
of gender, .number, and case, in comparison to .the declensiori.
categories. And section f.7suMmarizeS the whole business.

1.1. The agiective declensions

r German adJectives occur in three paradigms of forms:
4

4 --`strong' forms, which occur with la zero determiner or
with an invariable determiner like zwei

--`weak' forms (with massive levelling of tHe 4111!

distinctions marked in the strong forms), whichoccur
with der `the', dieser `this', lener `that', welcher
`which', and solcher `such':

--'mixed' forms (with some endings from each of the two
other sets), which occur with ein `one, a', kein `no',
and the possessive pronouns (mein `my', unser `our', and
so. on).

The strong forms can be seen in gut-er trinn `good man'
and gut-e Maenn-er `good rioen' (here I have 'indicated morpheme
breaks by a hyphen); the weak forms in dies-er Mann,
`this good man' and dies-e gut-en. MaennLer 'these good men';'
the mixed forms in.kein Mann no good man' and kein-e
gut:len Maenn.Ter no good men'.

The endi.ngs for the three sets are shown in Tables 1-3.
Six of the sixteen case /gender /number combinations have the
same endings in all three sets; these six are UnderlIped in
the tables. Notice that the mixed declension i indeed an
amalgam of endings from the strong and weak .declensions,
though with the weak declension predominating: of the ten
endings that differ in the strong and weak sets, the mixed
set takes seven from the weak and three from the strong.
With some justification, we 0.ght.then consider the mixed
declension as a special subtype of the weak declension. In
what follows, I will call the strong declension 'Declension
S', ttie weal. declension .`Declensiner W', and the mixed
declpt-iiori 'Declension W-MX'.
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'CASE MASC-SG NEUT-SG FEM-SG PLURAL

NOM -er -es -e

ACC -en -es -e -e
A .

GEN -en -en, -er -er

DAT -em - -em -er -en

Table 1. Strong adjective endings.'

CASE MASC-SG NEUT-SG FEM-SG PLURAL
,

NOM -e -e -en

.

ACC -en -e -e -en

GEN -en -en -'er l -en

S
DAT -en -en -en -en

....,...

'Table 2. Weak adjective endings.

CASE MASC-SG 'NEUT-SG FEM-SG PLURAL
OP

NOM -er -es -e -en
.

ACC -en -es -e - -en

GEN -en -en -en 4-en

-en -en -e0 -en

Table 3. Mixed adjective endings.

DAT

1.2. The determine- claasses

Several remarks should be made bout this array of
facts. First; the grouping of factor conditioning strong
vs. weak vs. mixed adjective declension is not terrwttic, at
least not on any account,I can imagine. In particular, the
lieterkiners"conditioning strong declension inclpde4 both
definites (like zwei) and indefinites (like the zero
determiner and the-exclamatoryindeclinable determiner
welch); the determiners conditioning weak declension also
include both definites (like der) and indefinites (like
welcher): and the determiners c nditioning mixed declension
also includv both definites (l. .e Oen) and indefinites (like
ekr1).sTtlat,js, it appears that the division of dgiterminers

Q
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Into three classes is',a grammatical, and not a semantic.
classification. The three classes might as well he named
`Class r-, 'Class II', and 'Class III' -and, indeed, in what,
follows I will use this nomenclature.

1.3. The Determiner declensions

Npxt, two of the three classes of determiners are
declinable, and for each class there is a single declension
type. The endings forClass II determiners are shown in
Table 4, those for Class III determiners in Table 5. Notice
that the endings for Class II determiners are almost
identical to those conditioned by Class I determiners--only
the masculine and neuter genitive singular endings (both
-es)1 differ - -g'nd that the endings for Class III determiners
are closer to the adjedtive declension, conditioned by Class I
determiners than to either of the others (the Class III

. determiners share eleven of their sixteen endings with
adjectives conditioned by glass I determiners, and only four
endings with adjectives conditioned by Class II or Class III
determiArs).

1.4. Summary of the data so far
4

To sharpen, and abbreviate, the observations of the
previous paragraph: Class I determiners are indeclinable;
Class II determiners belong to a subtype, call it 'Declension
S-ES', of Declension S (with a special, ending -e in the
masculine and neuter genitive singular); Class III
determiners belong to a subtype, call it 'Declension S-ES-Z',
of Declension S-ES (with zero endings in the masculine and
neuter nominative singular and the neuter ac Npative

ctINsingular, as well as the special ending -es i the masculine
and neuter genitive singular). In other words, though
determiners of Classes II and III condition adjectives of
Declensions W and W-MX, respectively, the determiners
themselyes belong to (subtypes of) Declension S.

CASE. MOSC-SG NEUT-SG FEM7SG PLURAL

NOM -er -es -e -e

ACC -en -es -e -e

J:(

piEN -es -es -er -er

DAT Hem -em -er- -ten

Table 4. Declensidn of Class II determiners.
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CASE MASC-SG NEUT-SG FEM=SG PLURAL

NOM zero zero . -e . -e

ACC -en zero -e -e

GEN -es -est -er -er

DAT -em -em -er -en
;

Table 5. Declension of Class III determiners.

1.5. The noun declensions

A final complexity is that nouns also have several
declensional patterns, also traditionally described in terms
o#0*strong', 'weak', and 'mixed' types (as in Curme 1960':
7d-94). The strong noun declension is summarized in Table 6,
the weak in Table 7, and the mixed in Table B.

The strong declension has one of three plural markers,
indicated by PL in Table 6: -e, with a zero allomorph, as in
Arm-e `arms' .and Engel 'angels'; -e, also with a zero
allomorph, accompanied by umlaut in the base, as in Soehgze
-lsons' and Brueder 'brothers'; and -er accompanied by 71aut
in the base, as in Eitmech.wwF

The weak declension (which c ntains no neuter nouns) has
-en throughout the plural.

The mixed noun declension can be seen 'simply as a type
of strong declension with -en as the plural marker, and I

will do so here. One further type of noun decleftion, used
especially for forign borrowings like der Dom'
`domino'--with -s in the genitive singular of masculine and
neuter nouns and throughout the plural, and Fero endings
othermise--is also clearly a subtype of the ktrong .

declension. Consequently, I opt for an analysis with only
two declension classes for nouns, Declension S (.strong) and

Declension W (weak).
.4

What is important here is that nouns, like determiners
but unlike adjectives, are individually (and essentially
arbitrarily) assigned to particular declensioneclasses. M6nn
`man' belongs to the strong declension (of the subtype with
umlauted'-er plurals), but Knabe 'boy' belongs to the weak
declension. Declension class is a lexical property of
particular noulp,and determiners; adjectives, however, belong
to no declensi011 class lexically, but are assigned to a class
by virtue of the type of Oetereiner with which they.are in
construction. The declension class of the noun with which an
odJective is in construction plays almost no role (but see
Durrell 1979: 71) in determining the declension class of an
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dies=_ELL got t-e Mann: good man' has a weak
iti)e(ti%:11 form occurring with.a noun belonging to the strNIng

lenion; gutl:pr Mann 'good man' has a strong adjectival
form with the ,,ame noun; dietjer 1..nabe 'this good boy'

a weal adiectival form occurring with a noun belonging to
the weiik.leclension; and gut:_er Knabe 'good boy' has a strong
adjectival form occur r i rig with the same noun.

1.6. ()t her grammatic_al: categories

Gender, lite declension class, is a lexical property of
Particular nouns; nothing predicts that Arm 'arm' is
masculine and Hand 'hand' feminine. The gender
classification of both adjectives and determiners is
determined by the gender 04 the noun with which they are. in
construction: dies=er Arm 'this arm' and 'gut-er Arm 'good
orm', dies:es Duch 'this book' and gut-es Buch 'gbod book',
dies-e Hand 'this hand' and gutTe Hand 'good hand'.

The remaiNing grammatical categories that play a role in
German adjective inflection, number and case, are in" general
not lexical properties of any .word class. However, a
determiner, adjective, and noun in construction with one
another must agree in both number and case. Case is, of
course, a property of whole noun phrases, determined by the
syntoctic context in which they occur. I Will assume that
number is also a property of whole noun phrases, one that is
'freely chosen' rather than determined by context.

1.7. Summary of the facts

--Declensiod is a lexical .property of nouns and
determiners, but not adjectives; nouns are essentially
either Declension S (strong) or Declensiop W (weak), and
determiners either belong to a subtype of Declension S or
orre indeclinable;

-Determiners are lexically (arid arbitrarily) assigned to
Class I, Class II, or Class III;

-The declension of an adjective is determined by the
class of the determiner with which it is in construction
(Declension S for a determiner of Class I, .Declension W
for a determiner of .Class II, and D clension W-MX for a
determiner of Class 1\4_1) :,

Gender is a jexical property of
determiners or Adjectives;

but not of

The 'gender (a a determiner or adjective is determid040
hy the gender of the not with which it i s in

ruL.t i int;
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--Cae and number are assigned to noun phrases as wholes;

--And the case and number of an NP must be duplicated as
.properties of the determiner, adjective, and noun within
that NP.

CASE MASCSG NEUT-SG FEM-60 PLURAL

NOM 'zero zero zero -PL
S

ACC zero zero zero -PC

GEN -(e)s -(e)s zero -PL

DAT -(e) -(e) zero
.

-PL-'n

Table A Strong noun declension.

CASE MASC:-_SG- FEM- 0 PLURAL

NOM zero zero' -en

ACC -en -en
---

GEN -en zero -en

.,

DAT . -en zero -en

Table 7. Weak noun declension.

JP

CASE MASC-SG NEU.T-SG

NOM

ACC

.GEN

DAT

zero

zero

Ce)s

zero

zero

-(e)s

-(e) 4

PLURAL

-en

-en

-en

-en

able 8. Mixed noun declension.

2. Generalized phrase structure grammar

Given the above.facts about the occurrence of certain
inflected forms in German, my task is now to turn this
relatively theory-neutral atcount into at least a sketch of a
precise description. There are a number of theoretical

A
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frameworks in which suctIF a descmiption could be couched.
Transformational grammar in its many varieties, for instance,
easily permits rules to be stated wAdch will require one node
in a syntactic Structure to bear certain features on the
basis, of the features borne by other nodes.

However, for my exposqtion I have chosen the theoretical
framework of generalized phrase structure grammar (GPSG),
especially a$ developed by Gazdar and Pullum (1982; hereafter
GP), because the framework is highly constrained, both in an
exact technical sense and also in a looser sense. The
describable sets of strings in GPSG (as defined by GP) are
all context-free languages; that is the technical sense in
which qrsG is a restricted framework. Bridependently of its
restriction to context-free languages, a'SG attempts to place
universal restrictions on the sorts of syntactic rules
languages can have, and consequently on the set of possible
languages; that is the loose sense in Mich GPSG is a
restricted framework. (What makes it loose is that
restricting the set of grammars does not necessarily restrict
the set of languages generated, as Wasow (1978) has
emphasized.)

In the remainder of this section, r describe the central
features of GPSG: Some of these are shared With other current
syntactic theories, others are especially characteristic of
GPSG. Most have some bearing on the description of German
adjective agreement.

2.1. Context-tree rules

GPSG requires that all syntactic rules be context-free.
That is, every syntactic rule in a language describes a
possible branching, of a 'mother' category into a set of
`daughter' categories, in constituent structures iR that
language. i fup constituent structure is consistent with
the grammar if X11 the branchings in it are described. by
rules for that language. To say that

S
Plural
Past

NP
Plural
Count

N
Plural
Count'
Pro

they

VP
Plural
Past

V
Plural
Past

"-
expired
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15 a constituent structure of Eng1,1sh is to say that ei-Ac h of

the three.branchinqs in this consfituent structure--Flural
Past S branching into a-Plural Count NP and a Pl'ural Past VP,
Plural Count NP branching into a.Plural Count Pro N, and
Plural Past MVP branching into Plural Past V -are licensed by
the syntactfic rules o* English, and that the le;:lcon of
Engli includes they as a Plural Count Pro N and expired as
a plural Past V.

Decomposition of categories

In common with virtually all current syntactic theories
derived from, or framed in response to, classical
transformaional grammar, GPSG decomposes categories into
sets of properties. Thus, a category lils.NP is decomposed
into two components, one indicating that it is a noun-type,
or nominal, Category, the other indicating that it is a
`two-bar'-, or phrasal, category; this decomposition can be
represented by the following notation, which has the spirit
of.GP's pe-oposals,.while differing from it in details:

CCAT:N, BAR:21.
In the same vein a Plural Count NP would get a representation
like

( CAT:N, BAR:2, NUM:+, CNT:+1.

In such representations, a property like CAT:N is
actually a pairing of an attribute, here'CAT, and a value,
here N.

The version of GPSG given by GP treats categories as
complexes of properties, with internal structure. In

particular, there are significant subtypes of properties
within a category. GP distinguish (a) 'head' properties
(they nil them 'head features'), (b) 'foot' properties (they
call them 'foot features',), and (c) properties that are
neither heed nor foOt properties; within the set of head
properties; they distinguish (al) 'agreement' head properties
from (a2) alkiother head pf-operties; within the set of foot
properties, they in effect distinguish between (bl) foot
proRerties (like reflexivity and wh-ness) that occur in
lex*Cal entries and (b2)0the special 'slash' foot property,
which is used in GPSG analyses of constructions with gaps in
theM, These distinctions in nomenclature correspond to
different sorts of conditions on the occurrence of properties
in branchings, but for the moment let me simply stipulate
that it is necessary/to refer to two subsets of thOr
properties within a category, and also ,to refef- irtturn to a
subset. of one of these.

To represent category al substruGture, I will follow
in treating WAD., FOOT, AGR, and SLASH themselves as
ributes, taking sets of properties- -that is, ..

catfooritgas value An example will clarify the
. proriosal. I will suppose that number and case are he c1

C7a
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rrcerf-itl'! whose attributes are NUM/and CASE, respectively;
that plimber and 'case are agrealment-fcroperties; that reflexive
constituents belong to a category having ,a foot property with
The attribute REFL; and that CAT and BAR are attributes of
prOperties that are neither head nor foot properties. Given
all of these assumptions, the representation of an accusative
plural reflexive NP would be
CCAT:N, BAR: 2, HEAD:CAGR:CNUM:+, CASE:ACCII, FOOT:CREEL:4-3-1.

Similarly, a plural clause with'an NP 'hole' in it would have
1 representation life
CCAT:V,BAR:,'3,HEAD:CAGR:CNUM:+33,FOOT:CSLASH:CCAT:N,BAR:233).

.3. Metagrammars

An obvious stumbling-block lies in the path of anyone
who maintains that a grammar for a language is nothing but a
set of context-free rifles describing pbssible branchings in
that language: The number of such rules, in any language, is
huge; and in any case merely enumerating this gigantic list
utterly fails to express any generalizations aboUt
constituent structures.

e '

GPSG's response to this objection is to generate rather
than, list the rules. ,Since each context free rule is a
description of an elementary piece of constituent structure,

....

-\
eneralkzations about constituent structures can be stated' as.

v

generalizati6ns about the set of rules, in a 'metagrammai-.' , %. ,

that describes the content of the grammar itself. The 1i.

principles in this metagramplar might be of many types--some
universal, some language-particular; soma summarizing,sets of :.
rules in a single formula, some deriving sets of rules from 'a

.

rule prototype, some predicting the existence Of sets .0f
rules on the basis of. the existence of other sets-Lbutmpst ,,c-
of these details need not concern us here. What ds.ptiporrtant'
is that the general program, of describing.a lamiga set of.' A.

context-free rules in terms of general principLeS; is at
least plausible.

Certain features of this program are imporbaht to
however. These are treated in the next two subsection.

Free instantiations implications,. and:defaults.

One important. issue for us is how to describe Conditions
on the co-occurrence of propertiekwithin catesgoqes.
Consider, as an example, how to describe the fact that in
German it is generally the case that the number.of'an NP can.
be 'freely Chosen'--that is,' does not depend, ..on the number. of
neighboring constituents. The apparent diffi661ty is that
essentially every time we want to state a rule introducing
NF', we must state two rules, one to ,,introduce fiingular NP and
one to introduce-Plural NP. A generalization is beiAg .

missed.
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. One solution to the problem is to state a prototype rule
)_hat does not-mention number but. merely introdqces NP, and to

ik
1 0- the 'v 'be t'values of the NUM property e 'freely insantiat d'..
Every such;prototype rule then' acts as an abbreviation or
two iq,tles, one mentioning the property NUM:- and one
mentioning the property NUM:+. In general, we can suppose
that

Property values are freely instantiated, except where
this would be contradicted by some other principle of the
metagrammar_

The very opposite sort of situation also occurs,. of
course. In such Lases, the range of values fOrsome property.
is completely determined by Aolther, prOperty values within' the
same category. For instance, in-secti,on 1.5 above we
remared in passing that there are no neuter hours with the
weak 'declension; that is, a 'noun with the' weak declension is
'either Masculine or feminine. 'The sort of general principle
we need'to state here happens to be language-particular,. but 4.

what 4s. important is that it is 'implicational in form: if N
has the property DECL:W, then Waist) has.the property GEND:M
or GEM: F, Thvs,

e c

The metagrammar ihcludesiprinciples predicting the range
of values `for one property oh the basis ::of the values of
other pruperties within the same category.

In some cases, the relationship between properties within
.,a category is not implicational (in the sense:that..one set of
properties regUires another), 'but 'nearly implicatibnal' (in
the sehselthat one set df propertieS it usg41lytassociated
with another).

An instance of this'latter relationship in 'German
concerns the graMmati,tal case of the direct object of a verb:
There are verbs that req&lre their.direct objects to have
'dative 'case (aehneln .'Kesemble', for instance), ancrverbs
that require their direct objects to have .genit4ve.cas
(genesen be delivered.of,,give birth to',ifor instanc ) but
nearly all verbs req0ire (br permit) ,thelr direct 'objects to
h4ve adcusative case. wr cannot say, that if' an NP is:the
direct object of a verblithen it is accutative7-6ut we :can

say teat if an NP is the direct object of a verb; then in the
absence of further'infor'mation we expect it tp have. -

accusative case. Accusative case isthe default assignment
of case to direct objects in BerMan. In general, then,. we
want to be able to say 'that

1 ' .

The metagramma includes principles that assign.a.certain
value to scime Property within a category in the absence
of some other principle assigning a value to that ,

property.in.thacategory.

v
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My example happens to be specific to German, ,k?,ut

universal defaul t assignments are also poisible. F'ttar

instance, I.will t assume that the default valUe for any foot
prOperty,is -; the German'lexicon must provide-the
information that the determiner welcher has the foot. property
WH : +, and the English lexicon must do the same for the
determiner which, but neither lexicon has to specdfy that
dieser,or unser (in German) or this or our (in English) has
the foot property WH:-.

Principles govtrning grogerty agreement

The reason we want to distinguish head properties from
foot properties, and agreement head properties from other
head properties, is that principles can be formulated that
govern the way in which each type of property can occur in
branchings. A significant claim made by GP is that much of
the content of these principles is universal rather than.
language- particular; I will comment on this aspect of
feature=agreement in the next section.

given the GPSG proposal that rules describe nothing more
than a mother category and its daughter categories, there can
be only two types of conditions on the co-occurrence of
properties between constituents: those relating the
properties in the mother category and the properties in Cone
or more) daughter categories; and those relating the
properties in two (or more) daughter categories under the
same mother. GP suggest conditions of both types.

Conditions on the co-occurrence of properties could take
many forms, of course. As it happens, the three conditions
proposed by GP are all positive, rather than negative, and
(in combination with assumptions about free instantiation.,
implications, and defaults) they all have the effect of
requiring that Certain properties agre#, that is, have the
same values. Two of.the conditions, the Head Feature
'Convention and the Foot Feature Principle, govern.-
mother-daughter property agreemeAt; the remaining condition,
-the Control Agreement Principle, governs property agreement
between 'certain pairs 4:of sisters. "4 /

The Head Feature Convention (HFC) ensures that the head
properties in a mother category And the head properties in
they, daughter category.that is the head- of the construction
are identical. Assuming that the !internal structure of a
German,(or, for that matter, English) NP invakves the
branching of NP into Det' and Nom, Nom into AP and N, AP into
A'; and A' into A, then the HFC ensures,that the head
properties in.the following pairs of categories are
identical: NP and Nom, Nom and N, AP and A', A' and A. Rather
more precisely, given a rule prototype that licenses the
branching of b

(CAT: N BAR: 21
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into the daughters
CCAT:Det,BAR:OI. CCAT:N, 13AR:11, 1.

the. HFC permits the branching of A
CCAT:N, BAR:2, HEAD:CAGR:CNUM:+, GEND:F111'

into the daughters
CCAT:Det, BAR: c)} CCAT:N, BAR:1, HEAD:.CAGR:CNUM:+.1 GEND:F111

but does not permit the branching of
CCAT:N,.BAR:2, HEAD:CAGR:CNUM:+, GEND:FlIl

into the daughters
CCAT:Det, BAR: O} CCAT:N, BAR: 1, HEAD:CAGR:CNUM:7,

Here, the HFC requires identity of the head properties in NP'
and Nom; similar statements can be made for Nom and N, AP and
A', and A' and A.

The Control Agreement Principle (CAP) interacts with the
HFC to describe grammatical.agreement in languages. Given a
list of I will call agreement pairs, certain pairs of
sister categories, the CAP has the effect. of ensuring that
the two skSter categories in a pair have the, same. agreement
head properties. The list of: agreement paird-Tfor the Inoment

t we db not have to be concerned here with where this list
comes from--includes NP and VP, De and Nom, AP ,and N. Then,
given the branching (just atkove).Z.f

{CAT:" BAR: 2, HEAD: CAGR: CNUM: +, GEND:FII}.,
into
CCAT:Det, BAR: O} CCAT:N, BAR:1, HEAD:CAGR:CNUM.:+, GEND:FIII,

the CAP,requires that the properties in Det
CCAT: Det, BAR: 0, HEAD:{AGR:CNUM:+, GEND:F} lY.

.

In German, the HFC anA CAP together' ensure that.
determiners, adjectiVesand nouns in construction with one
another have the same valuegifor the properties of number,
case, and gendee. Speaking' ery loosely; gender markings
`originate with' the lexical'item N, while number and.case.
markings 'originate with'the'NP node dominating. the'whole,
business. The HFC'requires thal the gender wiarlangonj4 be \,
duplicated on Nom and then, on NP; the CAP requires that the
gender marking on Nom be duplicated on Ditt.,;:the CAP also
requires that the gender m;arcki,pg.;on':N-be:duplated-OriAP;
and the HFC ultimately,requi:r0sL-thAtthe:g*nder. mArkihtiO, AP
be duplicated on A.-Afor caseand::pumber, the 411FC.requireS
that their markings-OONP-6eAupliCated on Noot6st&then
and the CAP and-WC, :As'before,.:.require'that.thesemarkingS
be reproduced ul.ti'mately'onDet. and A.

,

The thircr,igreement principle, the 'FObt'reatUrP
Principle' (FFP), requires.,th4t'l.a.mothercategori! posse
every foot prOperty appearingitt'ahy'one.-of'it'sdalughte0('-
categoei eS-In,GP'.s treatment,the'FFP-acts'a%" a Constraint
on the free ihstantiation-pf:footpropertios,candi'on/Y:AS
`such: a:cOnstraint; it.doeS not './propagaW:progertie's:.:

categori,es by vi r to crfrure or.inetarule.
Ar

.4
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:1.6. Universal aspecti,i of property-agreement principles

GP assume that alt the content of the HFC, FFP, and CAP
is universal. What is potentially particular to a given
lariguage,- on this view, is the list of head properties; the
specification of which daughter constituent is the head of a
construction; the list of foot properties; the List-of
agreement he'ad properties; and the list of agreementicpairs.

In fact, GP entertain two further restrictions on
language-particular variation. First, they observe that
,X --bar SyntaX-generally assumes some universal principle
(referring to category membership and bar level) that picks
out the head constituent (if there is one). Their own
prulposal takes a somewhat different tack, marking heads
itexplicitlit but, then using the HFC to predict their .category
Membership., In any event, it seems clear that selecting the
head and assigning it category membership are not independent
operations.

Second GP propose that the list of agreement pairs be
iiniversally determined. Indeed, they propose (building on
ideas in Keenan 1974) that the.list can be derived from the
semantic -principles associated with syntactic branchings;
their statement of the CAP requires that two :syntactic
constituents standing semantically in. a
`coniroller':-'controllee' (roughly, argument-functor)
relationship have the,same agreement head properties. I will
not explore this proposal'here. It is sufficient to observe
that on any reasonable, interpretation, the CAP will require
that German nouns. and their accompanying adjectives and
determiners all have the samotagreement head properties.

If universal versions of the HFC and the CAP'are-to
`provide the basis-for a highly efftttive theory of
agreement' (GP, 31) ., then the interat.tion of these two
principle rrOs.ttie.the only source of systematic agreement in
head properties between two. categories neithqr-of which
dominates the other; in particular, ,the CAP must be the only .

source' of systematic agreement in head properties between two
sister. categories. The GP proposal ,for,,,agreement would be
completely undercut if there could be language-particular
(meWrules requiring identity of properties between sister
categories. The.re is already genuine variation from language,
to language as to which properties are agreement properties,
inclyding the possibility that the set. of agreement
properties'is empty. If langLages with an empty set of
agreement properties could nevertheless. have idiosyncratic
agreement rules, then there would be no pattern of property
agreement or disagreement that could not be given a
description; the CAP would not constrain (jrammatical theory
at all. We appear to need something like the following
Property Agreement Restriction :(PAR):

,
1 7..7
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No 1 an9uage-particular (meta)r..ule requires-agreeMent in
,une or more properties between two sister constituents.

One further aspect of GP's treatment of agreement needs
amendment here. GP do not constrain the set of head*(or'
foot)'properties in any way, but it was surely not their
intention to suggest that each language could select its own
set-of head properties to function in the.HFC and CAP and its
own set of foot properties to function in the FFP. Rather,
universal'6rammar should permit only a finitd number of such
-properties; indeed, uh,iversal grammar should provide finite
lists of the properties available,fpr service in any
particular grammar, a Universal Head Property List (UHPL Y and
a Universal Foot Property List (UFPL), The attributes on the
UHPL correspond to the familiar grammatical categories of
person, number, gender, definiteness, case,tense, aspect,
voice, mood, negation, and +he like. The attributes on the
UFPL include at least WH, REFL,'and SLASH.

In referring to like NUM:+, GEND:F and WH:-,
I am insisting that the properties on'the-UHPL and UFPL are
not mere formal counters (hot just the names 'NUM:+'.
!GEND:F', and so on), that they have some substance. In

particular, I require that every property on the lists have
semantic concomitants.. I am not maintaining here that these .

properties are to be identified with semantic features;
'grammatical categories are virtually always arbitrarily -

distributed in the lexicon to some extent. I airs maintaining
that head and foot properties are never fully arbitrary and
language-particular categorizations of words'and phrases; if
they Could be, then there would be no point inhaving a UHPL
and UFPL: Fully arbitrary and language-particular
categorizations of words are indeed possible--declension
classes of nouns and conjugation classes,,of verbs are clearly
IiVe this in some languages--but, assumit6g the UHPL and UFPL,
lexical properties. of this sort cannot be either head or foot°
properties and so cannot be subject to the HFC, CAP, or.FFP; '

and, assuming the PAR, they cannot be subject to
-language-particular agreement (meta)rules either. These
parochial properties are not subject to any sort of agreement
principles.

fo summarize: Parochial properties play no role in any
sort of agreement relationships, and are not drawn.from'a
substantive universal list. In contrast, agreement
propert4s are distributed via the HFC and, CAP, and sincd
they arelrhead properties, they must be chosen" from a.
universal list and cannot be invented afr4sh for each
language.
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2.7. 'two distinct types of 'agreement'
I.

.
.

The CAP is designed td Cover' only phenomena of
grammatical agreeffient., in 'a rrow sense. It provides no %1

r-;account of'agreement between naphoric elements and their; \
antecedents, as' when it is'said that the pronoun er agrees
with its antecedent der Mann in the sentence Der Mann sliqt.l.
Bass er krank ist 'The man says that he is sick'.
Anaphor-antecedent agreement in-GPSG.needs a d4fferent sort
of account from the one the theory makes available for
describing (for instance), the agreement in gender and number
between the article 'dec. and the noun Mann in this example.
The analysis of'anaphocantecedent agreement will be closely'
tied tb rules of'semantic interpretation, perhaps via a
general principle dike Lapointe's (1983 125) Well-fdrmedness
Condition on q-structures, which says that 'If two word-level
categories in'a S-ttructure are 1,agical1 onnecte , en
they must-agree on whatever non-semanticimorphological
features they share' .° .

a

.1'

2.8. Lexical subcategorization by rule index

Just as they refrain from attempting a uniform semantic°
account of agreement osing instead to describe some facts

-entirely via syntact lel,s and others in part by reference
to semantic interpretation, so OP rejliFt.thoroughly semantic-
accounts for thetubcategorization of lexical items with
respect tb the set clf, sister.categorie4 they can combiner
with. Instead, they argue that at jeast some
subcategorization facts require syntactic treatment:I

4 They propose assigning each phrase structure rule an
index and letting this index be represented as a property in
any lexical categorys'intr'oduced by the rule. ''If, for
instatice, rule 6 expands NP as Det Notrthen the Det
intrOduced by the rule will have the index 6 represented as
one of its properties,. And any determiner that can combine
with a Nom will have the index 61 represented Avone,of its
properties in the lexiCon.

2.9. , Other fegtures of GPSG

The remaining characteristic :Features of- GPSG do not,
play A central role in my discussion of German, adjective
agreement. I mention them here f'or completeness.

.),

JWfirst of'theqie "(already mntioned above)- is the use
of a foot property with the attribute SLASH to describe

depeOdencies, for instance he dependepcy between
a gap within a relativeclaitse and the relative pron t

wrves as Its filler.
.
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Next is the 'IDLP format', which aIlOws grammars tote
framed W-a way that separates principles describing-
constituency (immediate dominance) from those detcribing the
1 ine4r ordering of coconstituents.

Finally, there is the rule-to-rule semantics of GPSG,
the assution that a rule comprises both,.a syntactic part '

(sPecifyi7g a permissible branching into constituents) and a
semantic part (a.fuhction specifying a semantic
interpretation for the whole construct, given as arguments
the semantic' interpretations of those.constitueqs). On this
assumption, two'rules are aistihct, and go'get distinct
indices, if either their .syntactic parts or their4?,semantic

.$

parts are distinct.

3. Analy2ing thE9,declensions: functional proposals

The GPSG fil'amework of section 2 permits a satisfactory
description ,b14 many,details about-the forms that German
prenominar adjectives take. In particular, agreement with
respect tocase gender, andnumber.(CGa) has already been
sketche within this framework. What remains is an account
of the strong, weak, and mixed adjective (5,00. and W-MX)
declensions as they relate to subtyp6s mf,drerminers (I,
and III).

1
Sections 3.2 thr ugh 3.5 examine'a series of A!

"IpTiCtional' pro9psals all versions of to4e idea ,(presented
,

in section 3.1) that th relationship between determiher
stibtypqs and adjective eclensions fpillows from a general
principle requiring characteristicwnambi uo s and,
nonredundaPft-,--exponents of: the morphosyntact.ic categoribs ,.

CGN. I aT unable to concoct any adequate formulatioh of this
proposal. - for- *

.-
'4'

$
,

Section 3.6 points out that-subc6 a
If

conttraint wbuld be
both tr4nsderivatiohal aqd (in..part)4honologitaiYtherefore
not available fn GPSG rulesin any'caser iiowever,,it would.
but expressible in. a surface filter, rather than in a rule.of'
sitax, assuming that surfate filters appl-y to IP.

morphophonological representatiCios. Even this last
(GPSG-acceptable) treatment; Iargue, is inadequate.
Syntactic rules must relate determiner subtypes and'adjective
declensions, and rules oT allomorphy, that are adequate for
German (ketched in section 3.7) do not refer

OP
to functional

notion like ambiguity and redundancy aid dodnot even have (o
. _

refer to the phonothgical,form of endipbs.
y

ti
3;0. Property values and &onventional references to-them

In. the interests _of making it possible to flar'mulat6Eat,
lelst a few rules ekplicitry, I digress hPe on formaj .

We

i

ff.
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.,,t plattrs. Some readers might 'want .to skip to the main body of.
. the,:expositti,on ip section 3.1.

jf, /4"

In the reMailldei: of'this paper, for the sake of brevity
and clarity.I will use )NOM'', `GIN' , and 'DAT' to
refer to theffnur,,casOs of German;," `FEM', `MA'sU, and `NEUT'

* to..refetbr.to. the Vtiree genders; 'SG' and 'PL' to ruder to the
e two numbersj 'I', 'II', and .tb refer to the Three

determiner classes;*.an0 `W'f and
`W-MX' to 1.-.64r to 'thL daclensibri classes of adjectives and
determiners. These .ares411,to be understood as standing for
properti.valdes,,sipme* of which were presented as simple in

' sectinH!..2but'are fri fact best treated as fomple?.
4

'For instance, I.atsume (following Bierwisch. 1967) that
the attribute EASE takb4 as its value a set of two
properties, with bivalent attributes OBL lfor,the oblique,
cases, genitive and dative, versus the direct,cases,
'nominative and accuSaWe) and GOV (fbr-the necessiirOy
goverriJd1 or object, 'uses, accusative and dative, versus the

.

ungo;:ler,Hed,.or.sub.tect, cases, nominative and genitive). A
reference ttr`DIIT' is then a'reference to.COBC:+, GOV:+) as a
value for CASE: I^ also assume iagain following BierWisch)
that the attribute GgND takes as lts value a set of two
properties,, with bivalent attributes F (for the feminine

' ; gensier. 'as against the masculine and neuter) and M (forthe
.,
.masculine gender aseagainst the, feminine and neuter). A
reference to,..`FkM' is .then a 'referenCe to CF:+,J.1:-1 as

for,GENM. And of-course, `SG' and `PL' are references
to and 10' respectively, as values for NUM.

%
.

-

41.-r
decompbsitions ar0.neAded for the properties of

determiner class and ,edjective/determiner declension.
4 Without defending these choices, I enumerate the properties I

win bereferring to below... The bi'Valent attribute INDC
Separates,.iridecrinables (in paiticular,'Class I dete miners)
"from declinablemodifiers (Class II and III determin rs,.and

dAertiVes)". The Eivalent attribute EIN separat s the
14ciel.worOs'-1the class' III determiners) from the 'der words'
l'tileICLass determi.nerS). The attribute DECL takes, as its

'valde40itet:of 4two.properties, with bivwdent attributes WK
'(for thg weak and m,i.ed declenslons versus the strong

40% decl. eAsion) and MX.(for' the mixed Versus the ,weak
Oftcleniciri):. As a resblt of these decisions, ar'reference to
`W-MX' is"ta rtfOirepc0%.to tWIC:+, M :+) as a value for DECL,

.
and 'a Yeferehce tbr,11.1'.- is a ref r'ente to - as a vajibUe for

.

INDCin comblrition'with * as a value.for EIN.
...

..

4 a.

... . .. . .
4

. IC

3.1. .The\charaCteristCc-exponent pr4bpaptl,L. -
.,,.

te

.
a ,f. i , - ..

1 AA,

Faced withthl complex.detaillS of 'agreemnt
aria

German ; .:4

prenomioaladjectives, some linguistsand language ,

teachers--have sought a functional ,account of the%:tacts. In

particular, i..t has repeatedly been stiggeUted that what lies

I

s

4,

4

J
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behind the principle4, of adjective declension is the ,general
condition that, each CGN combination shoqld have its own
characteristic exeonent at some piknt within an NP. Or this
proposal, the function of inflection (Jhether of -a noun, .a
determiner, or an adjective) - is to convey information about
the morphosyntactiC categories of th4 NP (cf. Durre11.1979:'
71f.), and in the ideal case this information isionveye0
both unambiguously and -nonredTdantly.

The characteristic-exponent proposal is sometimes
presented to language 1.earneria useful hints about how to
remembers the details of the adjective declensions, as in the
following passages from an mit ine grammar of German, Eltzner
and Radenhausen (1930):

Weak Declension of Adjective .--When an a0ective is
preceded by a der word, the ase endings of the g& word
shows the gender; number, an \case.of the noun modified.
The adjective, t:lereforg, doe notrepeat these endings;
it takes only the endings o -eh. (p. 22)

[Mixed Declension of Adjectives] When an adjective follows
an ein word which lacksa case ending, the adjective-
supplies.the ending...When the ein word has the
'characteristic case ending, the adjective has the weak
ending... (p. 23)

The key word i,ji the first quotation is therefbre;
aqjectimes, it is implititly claimed, have distinctive
endings only when these are not redundant expressions of CGN.
Thus, klein 'little' in der kleine Mann the little .man.'

takes the nondescript form kleine because the determiner der
already indicates the CGN values NOM SG MASC. The key word in
the second quotation is sbeRlies; NPs, it is implicitly. fi

claimed, mi,ApA have Unambiguous indicatibnt of their CGN, and
if these ar ta. not supplied by the determiner, .they must be
supplied by the adjective. Thus, klein i n in kleiner Mann
`allittle man' has the strong form kleiner because this
indicates the NOM (vs. ACC) and MASC 7vs. NEUT) values not
unambiguously suppliers by the determiner ein.

.44'

Tne unadorned eroposal

There are aNnuMbe exities in turnin thes'

useful hints into a" putbt ive Kulein the grammar f German.
One was introduced in section 1.5 above: Head nou s bear
(some) marks of case and number, and so can contri Lite

sbmethinq to .the- pool of CON marks -within an NP. Durrell
0910: 83) points out that noun forms can `resolve0,A.
ambiguities in the paradigm of the definite article', in
cases like der Deamte the official' (NOM SG)_vs. der Beamien
the bffitials! (GEN PL) and die. Fremde the (fomale)

stranger' (NOM/ACC SG): vs. Oke Frpmden 'the le:rangers'
(NOM/APC PL). We mast decide Whether a functrbnally based

6

4
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?rule treats the entire NP 'as a morphological prime' (Durrell
1979: 82) or whether tit takes only det4rminers and adjectives
into account.(as seems to be suggested in the Eltzner and
Radenhausen quotations above).

Putting"this issue aside for a moment, I observe that
the ,simplest` formulation of the characteristic-exponent
proplsal, (I) below, is obviously wrong.

(I) (a) A German NP A with CGN value Imust contain
inflectional material M' making A unambiguously an
exponehtof I; that is, MI must be phonologically

4 distinct from the inflectional material in any NP
with CGU'values different from I.

(b) In addition, M must be atnonredundant exponent of I; .

that is, removing any of the inflected words in A
must yield an A' that is phonologically identical to
an4 NP with CGN values different from I.

A great many German NPs are ambiguous in the sense of (Ia)`,

and sothe unambiguous NPs are redundant in the sense of (Ib).
The. NP Frauen 'women', 'for instance, is completely ambiguous
as to its case, being either NOM, ACC, GEN, or DATP),And the
NP den Buechern 'the books' (DAT) is unambiguous but
redundant, siqke removing the determiner den yields an NP,
Buechgrn, that is unambiguously DAT PL (its plurality
indicated by umlaut and the suffix -er, its dative case
indicated by the final suffix.-6).

3.3. First restriction

Perhaps the conditions affect not all NPs, but only-
those with prenominal adjectives:

6.,.

(II) (a) A German NP A h ving CGN values I and containing a"
prenominal adje tive must contain inflectional
material M maki g 8 unambiguously an exponent of I.

(b) In addition, M must be a nonredundant exponent of I.
1

But (II) will not do either. NPs like das grosse Ruch 'the
large book: (NOM or ACM', die kluge Frau 'the wise woman'
(NOM or ACC), and einer klucker Frau 'a wise woman' (G or
DAT) are all ambiguous as to case, and no inflectional alifix
carries the information that grossen Duch(e)s 'the large
book' (GEN) kis NEUT ratherthan MASC, or that einem grosseg
Tisc0r 'a large table' (DAT) is MASC rather than NEUT.

, Moreover, the NPs grosseg uechern 'large books' and den
grossen Ouechern 'the large books7 are redundant, since
removing either the determiner den or t'he adjective grgssen
yields the unambiguous Dugherg again.

1.83
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3.4. Two f.urther restrictions eo

Two amendments now suggest themselves, one for (IIa),
the other for (IIb). The counterexamples I advanced to (IIa)

involved CGN distinctions that are never indicated by
inflectional material within an NP: NOM.and ACC are always
identical in form in the NEUT and FEM SG and throughout the
PL; GEN and DAT are always identical in the FEM SG; and MASC
and NEUT are always identical in the GEN'and DAT SG.
Consequently, orte might revise (IIa) along the following
lines:

(III) (a) A German NP A having CGN values I and containing a

prenominal adjective must contain inflectional
material M sufficient to make A phonologicaljy
distinct from any NP hiving CGN values I', Where
and I',are different CGN values that receive
phonologically distinct exponents for at least one k
form class of German.

For (Ib) and .(IIb), my counterexamples involved CGN
values that were, unambiguously indicated by noun inflection:
Buechern can only be DAT PL. Consequently, one might revise
(Mb) so as to focus on prenominal material only, along the
following (somewhat hazy) lines:

(III) (b) In addition, inflectional affixes on a prenominal
adjective must not supply information about I

already supplied by those on a determiner.

One might have thought that ty making the
characteristic exponent conditions so astoundingly
particular--by now, they are generalizations over very small
finite collections of relevant data--I would have succeeded
in protecting them from counterexamples. But no. The NP den
grossen Flicken 'the large patch(es)', which is either, ACC SG
or DAT ,PL (the MASC nounpFlicken 'patch' being phonologically
unaffected by shifts in case and number), serves as a
counterexample to (IIIa). And the NP eine kluge Frau 'a wise
woman' (NOM/ACC, SG FEM) serves as a counterexample to (IIIb),
because both the d terminer eine and the mixed declension
adjectivlAluge di tinguish the NOM/ACC ¶G FEM from all otter
CGN values: the i definite article eine has no PL forms, and
it haS the ending -e in the SG only in the NOM/ACC FE1 (see
Table 4 in. section 1.3); and the mixed ,declension of .

adjectives has -e only in the NOM/ACC FEM SG (see Table 3 in

section 1.1). 7

A final round/of restrictions

I believe that the characteristic-exponent proposal
cannot be made to cover the facts for all three declensions'

of rman. We might, however, lower our sights still further
and try to describe only the mixed declen,sion, taking the
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0
.

ther two declen ons as given. This restriction won't help
(Mb), however, ince the counterexample to it in the'

.

previous paragraph nvolved the mixed declension. So we
abandon the fight'against redundancy and'copstrict the field
of 'battle against ambiguity by two-thirds:.

(V) A German NP A with CGN values I, a determiner of Cass
III, and a pronominal adjectivemust contain
infleCtional material M sufficient to make A
phonologically distinct from any NP having CGN values
I', where I and I' are different CON-values that
receive phonologically distinct exponents for at least
one form class of German.

Incredibly enough, even though (iV) hqs a tiny domain,
there is at least one type of counterexample illustrated by'

'the 4IISC NP meinen grossen Flicken 'my large patchjes)',
which is ambiguous between ACC SG and DAT PL. I conclude that
further contention is pointless, and declare the
characteristic-exponent proposal vanquished.

4(Undoubtedly, the language exhibits some tendency tow ds
characteristic exponents, and it is utterly reasonabte-tha
it should do io (otherwise, there would be no function for
the inflectional apparatus,,of adjectives to perform and it
should wither away over the generations--as, in fact, in some
dialectt of German it has). But there is no rule enforcing
characteristic exponents.

7).6. The status of these proposals

What if.one f theseproposals had turned out actually
*44141/4,to destribe the facts of German? They are all generalizations % .

about the surface forms of NPs in German. And powerful
geheralizations at that, for they are transderivational in
char(acter (they require. that Opferent paradigms be compared,
rather than thalvone strueture,! or even one: derivation for
that structure, be examined) AndAilso refer to phonology,

it el

morphology, and syntax; all a...nrce'(they are seAitive to the
phonological ides tity of infledilonal affixeS within a '

particular zntacpc coristitAlipt type/.'
,,.,

'

,

.

,

. On both grounds, they. could notpossiltly,be'encded in
GPSG (meta) rules:' clearly, neither deOivational nor
-transderivAional reference is poSsibte in the ramework j
sketched Ln section, and, as Pullum,artd iwick4P (1984) point.c.;..

.out, refirence to ph* .-agy is al op the rangt of a
GPSG syntax. 'Even in a transformation0 ramework. they would
be exfopordinary: trinsderivAtional cofistrOnts have not.

.

found wide acceptance in Such feameworksi and it was proposed

prohibited. That is,
as long ago as Zwicky (1969) that.reference to phonologin '

transformaltonal rules ohould be. ere
' are .good reasons forsupposing that even .j.f a principle like

. 40

SI),-(IV) had ,turned out to be.Cprrecti it would not function

0 .41°Y
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condition theelbapplication of a syntactic rule.
;Ws

If Lich'a principle' is to be any, sort of grammatical
generalization, it must be a surface filtgr, a condition on
the surface form of NPs-in German.- Such an analysis wou be

4ipossible in a te Maasforational framework', but'A first nce
it would appear to be inconisteniNwith4PSG. Certainly, the
GPSG program doe not cog ',Ilancei4legative....conditions, that
is to say -filteraddi kon:to-les pasieive conditions,
that is to say its phrase structure rules; the only negative
statement about syntactic strqIcture in °PSG is the
(universal) final clause: of a recursive defihition: nothing
is a phrase structure rule except b-W.'virfue of this
definition. In any case,,the transderivational and .

phonological nature of (III) would eliminate it as a
candidate for a filter even in An extension of GPSG that
embraced negative conditioos,..., -'!"'''

However, there are arguments .(alluded. to in Zwicky
(1907)- developed in Zwicky AndPulluM.,1(for-thcoming)) that
surface. filters apply not to syntactic surface structure, but
rather to a level of morphoptionolngicalrepresentatioh,
namely the output of rules of allomorphy:,..; As a theoi'y
syntax, GPS8 says nothing directly 4iclut4phonology, 'although
it has some indirect ci3neque n.aeg-167phonol ogi cal. theory
(see Pullumand Zwicky (t994)' on the Principle of .Superficial.
Constraints in Phonology). Surface filiairS referring to
phonologyand morphology, even with tranderivational power,
2arb not ruled out.n 'principle. A general, .zation like
(I)-(IV) might then have a natural place. as a surface
filter.

But 6-VM-this is net. to be*---Gnfts4der-whie-surace
filters are posited in the first place. I Perlmutter"
original presentation (1971), a,surface f ter eliminates a'
configuration arising from the operation of several different
rules (either -separately or in-interaction with one .

another). The rules are then permitted to apply without
restriction, and We filter applies to the outputs remelting
from the full' set of rules.

Tut the German case we have-been examining, the rules in
question would include those distributing the values of
adjective declension (S, L, and W-MX), .those distributing the
values, of determiner class (I, 4,, and III),. and allomorphy
rules speping out combinations of CGN values with declension
class as or,ticular endings. ('In a filter analysis, Ali&
declension class values would be freely distributed wit&
respect to the determiner class values; endings, would tA
freely distributed'as exponents of the CbN/declension values;
and(finally).principles like .(I)-(IV) would act to eliminate
distrihutions,of endings which were, either ambiguous or
redundant.
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Unfortunately; such principles just can't do enough,/
work.. There are .many ways of achieving an unambiguous,
nonredUndant distribution of endings, given the avail5ble
stock of them., A principle like (I)-(IV) cannot predi"tt the
particula'distribution of endings German exhibits; these
must, at least in part, be listed as the exponents of
jaartfcular CGN/delension values.

4+1

3.7. An a4eguate description of the mixed declension

Although (IV) is*I nadequate as a-general4zation about
. .

...

German NPs and poUld rhit predict the actual endings of German
NPs even if it had happened to be adequate, it can serve as
the germ for an analysis of the allomorphy side of the
phenbmenon.

1.
/

1.

The key is. to.treat the weak and stro declensign is. as

iktruly 'given' when the mixed declension al orphs are being
realized. I will assume that allomorphy rues say (a) for'
adjectives, what the phonological,realization is for any
,CGN/declension combination if.tha,value of DECL is S or W;
and '(b) for 'determiners, what the phonological realization is.
for any CGN/declensOn combination. Some pf these allomrphy
rules ai-e generalizatiOns, not- mere spellings-out. One says
that the ACC SG. MASC (S or W) is -en, and another that the

-default for the ACC SG is to be identical to the NOM SG. One
.says that the NOM SG W. ending is -e, and another that the'.
default for W,is -en. And so on. .

What remains is, to accpuntforAh,e mixed-declenSion
endings on'the-basi's ofthel.endi,ngS:ktie,,other two
decI8nsion'The.mied'-decl.en%ion.:Of,adietet*ves,(Table .3)
differs from the ,we4k declension (Table---24::.irtf.:Nply-ttip- 7.

respects, NOM SG MSC and'NOM/ACC SG.NEUT, whi*101!ve the
endings ,-er and -es, respectively, both drawfv.fr-p*piit' strong
declension (Table1). These are ,all the 'arid` te ohly
places, where Class III determiners (whichcondfitbe:-.,
mixed declension) have zero endings: The 401.1wnl:,n4

t'generalization., which mentions neither :ambiguit*,.nor:
redundancy, is then true fOr German: :

, :- <1.

'(V) `The endingliof an adjective inthe mixed
, ,

chosen .from the strong paradigm if the #e.ectimq..' ',,-

determiner'has a zero ending., other*I4Wfe4046
paradigM. I

'1
. , .

. ,

Principle (V) actually predicts whatA
V i-
;..-,.-

T

'mixed -deciension endings' are,, and it,doest.
, , ,

,,redtlyr. bt.t.
it is sti T not a trouble-free 'allOmorphyr 'tt:,

the makeup of .''a 'word adJacelA to the;one Alh'
0. !iFV4=i0f.''':

zero., 11m, reference. to the internal c0000101 i

41.014# igfil)..'-appSratus is being described; avid ft refers
`r,

words is, I belieVe, unparalleled in.a.r40i #.,

,
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44;74.r, We can take a clue' from the descriptiOn above of
wt -ere the weak ending -e occurs, and reforaiulate entirely,./

in terms of word-internal morphological proporrtie

(VI)' The ending of an ,adjective in the ,mixed de ension.is.
chdsen from the strong paradigm in the n -FEM4*'NOMHSG,.
otherwise from the week paradigm.

Rule (V) covers the NOM SG' MASC and NP SG NEUT
occurrences of -e directly, It covers the CC SG NEUT by
virtue of the assumption (above) that the efault fdr the ACC
,SG ending is to beoidentical kci the NOM'S and.this
instruction is not countermanded by .any other, statement. It

does not cover the ACC SG MASC, becar this ending is
explicitly specified (above, again), A ren.

The allomorphy rule (VI) accobifts correctly for the
forms of the mixed paradigm on the basis of-tho e in the
strong and weak paradigms, apd it does to witho

;;
t extravagant

theoretiCal moves, Thbre are many details to be worked out;

1
41- particular, the mechanisms of default setti 9need
attention,: as do those that haVe the effect 'of Setting one
ending identical to another. 'But so long as the declension
,values .S, 44 and W-MX &re distributed correct yin phrase
structures, allomorphy rules along the lines of (11) can
describe the morphological exponents of CGN values.

4 .
4 4

A final note: .A reasonably explicit formulation of(VI)
can ffq constructed, given the assumptiOns of .section 3.0.

.'What (VI) says is that something with a category C not
>0.distinctfrom CCAT:A, BAR': 0; HEAD:{AGR:CCASE:COBL:-, GOV:-} ,
GEND:CF:-I, NUM:-)1, DECL:CWK:+, MX:+II takes endings
identical to th(34e for category C?,,where C' is derived from
C' by Oanging the value of DECL to {WK: -, MX:-). The rule
does not have to stay that the weakvaradigm is the.default
cake; this is an automatic consequence of treating 'the mixed
declension as a subtypepf.the weak declension., a decisi
.madeback in section 1.1.and formalized via the property
in section 3.0.

4. Analyzing.the German.adlect'ive declensions in GPSG

n

Two potential mechanisms for describing.the eelationship
between determiner subtypes and adjective declensions were
presented in section 2: subcategprization,of adjectives with

. respect to determiners (which I,consider in section 4,.1) and
prOperty agreement via the CAP and HFC (which I consider in
section.4.2)-The first is unsuitable fbr the case in hand,
and the second turns out not to be available:..

.

In seCt4on 4.3'1 present an .analysis in which this
aspect of German adjective 'agreement' is in fact treated as
g.overnmgnt. The analysis is:built around two principles- in
the metagr4pMar far German, Declension Oovernment and

4
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Declension Inheritance, though a number of other. prinaiplfios
and default settings must be made explicit if the workings of
thete two are to be understood. The analysis also giyes rise
to some .general questionsabout the desckiptiOn of goVernment
An'GPS,G, briefly surveyed in Section 4.4.

to.

4.1. Subcategorization

I turn now'to the question of how to describe the
implicational relationship between the determiner Class
values'I, II,,and III and the adjective Declension values S,
W, and W--MX. In line with the discussion of the preceding
section, I take describing this relationship to be the only
aspect of adjective declension in German thaV syntactic rules
are responsible for; .everything else is a matter of..
morphology and rules of allomorphy.

One mechanism GPSG provides for describing relationships
between properties of nodes is subrategerilation (by rule
index; see section 2.8). A lexical category introduced in a
rule is subcategorized frith respect tobthe other constituents
Introduced by the same rule. The rule NP ---> Det Nom
introduces the lexical category Det. Accordingly, determiners
.can be lexically marked as to whether they occur with Nom as
their only sister under NP (there might be other rules
introducing Det as a daughter of NP).

For our purposes, the subcategorization mechanism
determines things in the wrong direction: the categOry Det is
subcategorized by No41, rather than the other way around. The
property, determined by the subcategorization mechanism is the
wrong one: occurrence with Nom in general, rather than

. occurrenc.e with Nom of the subtype S, W, or W-7MX. And the
riode subrategprizing.Det is the wrong one: 'Nom rather: than
its daughter. A. Even if we wanted to have Det subcategorized
by ,A, rather than the other way around, we would have .to deal
with the fact that Det and A are not sister nodes, hence
tannot'affect one anoillpr directly in GPSG.

The only subcategoriration analysis that I can construct'
has Declension S, Declension W, and Declension W-MX as
properties of A which must be dupliCated as properties of the
Nom node above A; then these properttes subcategorize pet.

- Three things are peculiar about this anaLysis. First, it
must treat the strong /weak /mixed distinction as le)eically
'associ4edwith adjectives; but the. distinction is not
lexical at all.. Second, some parochial rule must insure that
these properties df A are duplicated. as properties of Nom;
neither the HFC nor the FFP can be called on, since the
prdperttesin question surely are not on the UPL or, the
.UFPL. Thirds the rule introducipgNoM and Det as sisters .must
explicitly mention these properties iof Nom, if
subcategorization is-to be invoked. This analysis can be
made to work; but it is eminenflyunsuitable.

89
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4.2. Agreement

Another, mechanism that-might be appealed to is the one
provided by.the:,CAP and. the HFC working together. However;
this is completely unavailable, because the CAP and HFC can

Happly. only to properties on the UHPL,.and.such
.pr'bperties'as:yass'II and Declensdon-S are certainly not on
that list:,'!given that they. sewn, to have nb,semantic
correlateSat'll'.

r

fact, .'the PAR of section '2.6 p ohibits even
language particular (meta)ruIes requiring property agreement,'
.50 that we are not. free to-constrUct.an agreement account
specifically for German.

(The use. of the HFC'would be odd even if the properties'
in question were on. the 111-m7.. The Head Feature Convention
would function to distribute withirl,phraSes properties that
were .not realized-morphologi'cally on the heads ..of those:'
phrases; a head noun doesn't show any sort of morphological
ind.ication of the class of its determiner. Cooper (to,:
appear) argues that the HFC-'stipuld not 'be perMitted to apply
to such 'silent feattiies'.) *?:

,

Suppose, we'abanddr!ed tWrequiement that properties
figuring in the'CAP be on the"UHPL.2We would still be unable
to use the CAP. to ensure that..ethe declension properties are
correctly distributed in German NPs. If the CAP -i5 to say'

, that the form of a functor depends. on properties of its
argument expression' (pach19133e 70), as GP clearly intend it
to, 7" then the deteminatcion of decrension.class runs in the
wrong directionDet is, tert'ainly the functor, Nom the
argument ekpressi on, but the- form of Nom depends-on
properties of Det--and the-CAP is knapQ4cabie.

. , . Things are no better if, not that the peterminer
class 4roperties are associated with'specific lexical items,
.we attempt.to treat properties like Class II as .

properties rather than hpad properties, and so' appeal to the
rFp. Class II is'jlo more li,kely to be On'the'UFPL than On the
L'HPL, and even if- we :gavP up, the UFPL, the FFP-would only
require that Class II.o6,Det be duplicated as Class II on NP;
it would not ensure that Class rI, or some of
appeared on A.

r.

GdVernment

The analysis I opt -(or .here is.budlt on an .observation
made in. pection 1..4: Determiners of:Classes I, II, and Itt
req6dre ,decleAsion ?, declension lfl; and declension W-MX,
c.spectikely, in,their-associated adjectives, but, belong
themselves 1:0 an Indeclinable set; declension S-ES, apd.

1
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f

dec-Jenion S-ES-Z, respectively.

This is no sort of ag ement.E' Rather, a lexical class

cleavage in the determiners is projected onto the adjectives
as dI4ferencet in inflection. The form of an argument
depends, on Properties of the functor', as Bach (1903: 70) has
it delineation of government. To put it yet _another
wa,-0Trn adreemept the head of a construction determines the
form of a modifier, .while in government a modifier determines
the form ofthe,head (see Zwicky 1984: sec. 2 for- further
discussion). fhe part of German adjective agreement that
involves the determination of declension class is not
agreeMent at all, but rather gov6tament.

What the' syntax of German must say is that determiners
of Clast I_imp se the S declension on a following adjective,

. that determirr s-Of Class II impose the W declension, and
.that determin rs of Cli-Ss III impose the W-MX declension. In
a GPSG frameWork, this cannot be done in one step, since Det
and A are not-coconAstituentsis, Oetall the discussion in
section 2.5: Det and Nom areInconstituents under NP, Nom
branches into AP and N, AP.branches into A', and A' branches
into A. Two different principles are called for. one imposing
pro ties on No by virtue of properties belonging to Det,

. the other propagating these properties 'down' from Nom,
eventually to A. I will call these principles Declension
Government (DG) and Declension Inheritance (DI),
,rirspectively.

Both f these principles belong to the metagraMmar. DG
acts .34'a rider on the branching of NP into Det plus Nom, DI
as a rider on any branching of a category X into some set of
categories, one of which is AP, A', or Althat is, one of
which has the property CAT:A. Formulating the latter is
straightforw4rd:

Declension Inheritance: If category X has a daughter
Category Y with the property CATiA, then X and Y must
have identical valuet for the attribute DECL. ,

DI is reminiscent of the HFC; both require identity of
certain properties between AP and A', and betWeen A'ind A.

. .

iBut it could not be collapsqd with the HFC even if properties
with the attribute DEC.were on the UHPL, .for the HFC does
not require property identity between Nom:and its modifier
daughter AP, and the DI does.

Formulating DG is a trickier business, and requires some
use of the formalism diveloped in section 3,0, because the
xact shape DG takes will depend on how' the default values
or WK and MX in DECL areitchospn; DG need mention only

`!properties of Nom that have nondePault values, all remaining
,

properties being filled in by .default. For WK; at lealt,
'.there is fairly cler evidence about the default. Recall
from section 1.1 that the strong declension of adjectives is

191
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, used both with invariable determiners like zwei 'two' and

also with a zero dbterminer, as in the mass NP braunes Bier

'brown beer' (NOM/ACC) and the plural NP brauner Buecher of

brown books' (GEN). The natural analysis for such NPs is that

they have,no Det, not that they have determiners those
phonblogical realizations are null; certainly the
null-determiner analysis would require justification. If

there is a branching of NP .into only one daughter, Nom, then
there is no Det to govern an adjpctive declension in this
construction, and the adjective declension that appears there

must be the default. It follows that WK has the default
value -. As for MX, I will assume that it too has a
default:

Defaults for DECL: In any category, with the property
CAT: A, the default value for. WK and MX in DECL is -.

The task of DG is then to say when Nom has the
properties WK:+ and MX:+. The.first property'is predictable

from the fact that Def.is declinable, the second from the
fact that Det is an ein word:

Declension-Government: In a branching of NP into pet and

Nom, if Det has the4property INDC:- then Nom has the
property WK:+'in its value for DECL; and if Det has the -
property EIN:+ then Nom has the property MX:+ in its
Ki'aue for DECL.

With'these 'formulations of DG arid DI, the main part of

my description of the German adjective declensions is
finished. There are still some details worth discussin9,'

having to do with the fact that German adjectivee
sometimes declined, sometimes indeclinable.

41'

The large generalization about this phenoMenon is that
adjectives ar'e declined only when they are prenominal; I will

disregard.furttier details here. We need to describe the
Contrast between'Die Frau ist klug 'The, woman is wise', with

the undeclined adjective form klug, and. die kluge Frau the
~'wise woman', wi'fh a declined foe r., The attribute in question . ,

is INDC, ;which I will say' has the default yalue +
q'indeclinable'Y.for adjectives.; This defatilt is overridden ,,

within a prerlominal AP, that is, within an AP that is the
daughter of Ao .

w

tht

An additional wrinkle omes. in the, fact that there are

some reasons' (riot the teas being their..inflectional
paradigms) for grouping- open'classes of adjectives and
nouns together with the clogred classes of personal,pronourm
and determiners, at Least in German; and fbe defult value of
INDC for all of these classes except the adjectives is
certainly -. The natural property for these' -four grouqs of

lexical items to hare is the property N:+,,in the. system
that'GP provide for he analysis of the Wajpr word-class
properties.N (= (N:+, V:-/),'A (= CN:+,. V,:+).), V .(--.---.{11:-,

a,

19
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an0 P (- V:-3). Putting all Npi these
ob,3ervatians about deELjnabilityJtogether, we have the two
follNoing principles:

v .*
Pronomi nal Adiectives:
property INDC:-.

P as a daughter of .Nom has the

Defaults for INDC: The default.valiie for INDC. is +
categories with the property CAT:A. The default value for
INDC is for categories with the property CAT:CN:+1.

The valike settings run througWhree levels here: INDC
for an AP daughter of Nom ha5 the variie -, ,overriding the .

default + value for categories with the property CAT:A, which
in -turn overrides the default value' for categories with the
property

.

Two important issues having to. do with the attrOute
INDL remain: The first isithat varues of INDC and DECL are
-distributed independealygof one another by the Principles
above, but they are of course not indePenden. Indeed,-as
things stand free instantiation would allow both the
appearance of DECL in a predicate adjective, where it would
get a default value of {WK: -, and.a default assignment
of INDC:+- to the same predicate adjective; the latter ought
to prevent the -former. The second, closely related,' problem
is that the Prenomi,nal:Adjectives principle above assigns
INDC a value only at the AP level, but the place where INDC
does its real wo'rk is at the revel, where it determines
whether or not re' es of alto rphy realize properties of
words as inflecti al affix - free instJntiation of INDC
should be prevented from as igning INDC:+ to an A dominated
13; an AP'with.the property. INDC:-. Another inheritance
principle could be stated, but it would solve, only the second
problem. Both problems can be solved by preventing free
instantiation--in the first case,. of DECL (with any value) in
a_predica'te adjective having the propprty INDC:+; in -the
second, of INDC (with the value +) in a prenominal adjective
having any value for DECL. The following principle doet the
trick':

DeclinabilityrY category has the property INDC:+ if and
only if ,q has no property with the attribute DECL.

This principle connects a property" determining the
applicability, of some set of morphological rules with a
property that (in effect) pi0<s out the "Spplicable rule. The
connection is obviously not a Matter of German grammar, but a
universal generalization about sytems of properties.

ti]

This completes the sketch of the syntactic side of
adjective agreement irr GerMan. Two univet-sal metagr'ammattcal
principles, the HFC and cqp, require that the cate,A0nder,
and nuMber4properties of N NP be duOlicated on.a
prenOminalliadjective. Two pr'incipl'es of the metagrammar for
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flermin, DO and DI, in concert with default settings and two
principles involvi'nq INDRQ (one parochial, one universal),
ensure that the'adJecti4e has the,declension property
,Appr.opriate to its co4e:tt.

4

A synt,...ic an ysis along these lines ought to be
constructible regar less of the sort of morphological
analysis it t,_F, destiV ed to be combined with. The details
will vary with the mo phological framework, of course, and
there is no depyingi,that my analysisois tailored to a
specific view of inflectional morphology. In fhis view,
inflectional morphology describes the way in #eriich (bundles
of) morphosyntactic properties of words are.realized as
affixes (or morphologic p1 processes, which I have not dealt
with here). The primarY descriptive tool .is the rule of
allomorphyl which either assigns phonological content to the
properties or refersithe assignment to another combination of
properties (asswhen the assignment for:the ACC SG is referred
to that; for the NOM SG, or.when the assignment for the mixed
declension is.referred to that for the strong declension
under certain conditions). Like my syntactic analysis, this
approach to inflectional morphology relies heavily on
principles (some of them rather complex;) giving default 0
assignments, witp competition between- Orinciples resolved in
fav6r of the morespecifiC Qrinciple (as when the assignment
for the .ACC SG MASC overrides the assignment for the Acc.
sm.s,

On the analysis of government. GPSG

I move now to wider issues concerning government and its
analfsis in a GPSG framework, which I will approaci by
'Observin4 some differences in the phenomena to be analyzed.

GPSG permits the description of two different sorts of

phenomena falling.unider.the traditional heading' of
governmept: what I will call 'vertical government' and
'horizontal government'.. In vertical, government a category
has a property,hy virtue of appearing as a daughter of sqme
specified category. In horiZontal government, the familOar
type, a category has a property "by virtue of .appearing as a
sister of 'some specified category. ,

Vertical government can be illustrated by English
prenothinal -pbssessives like thit evening's in this evening's .1,
events.- These cran be analyzed as .NPdetermingrs, with the ,.'

CASE:GEN property supplied in the rule licensing the
branching of Dqt into a lone NP. Thus,00the NP has this

operty by virtue of appearing as a daughter of Det, rather
than S, VP. or PP. A similar analysis might, be entertainedthan

nominative NPs in English, if it is assumed that CASE:ACC
is the default assignment for CASE, so that 4t is the task of
some syntactic rule(s) of English to say where CASE:NOM
occurs. On these assumptions, the CASE:NOM property WoLild.be
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suppliQd in the rule lic.ensing the hranOling of 9 into NP and
'VP,. The NP would have this property by virtue of appearing as
the daughter cif S, rather than Det, VP, or PP.

A horizontal-government treatment of the nominative case
is also available, of.course, and it is ind'istingwishable
from the vertical-governmertt treatment unless eitiowr (a) NP
and VP can be sisters under some category other than S, "or

. (b) NP and some category other than.VP can be sisters under S
(or. NP can appear as the sole daughter' of 9). Failing that,
both analyses .si'mply say that S ctIn branch irigto a VP and an
NP with the property CASE:NOM. Ifl (a) or (b) holds, then the
possibility'arises that vertical and horizontal government
can .be distinguished, and also/that an instance of government
should be described not in a rule but in the metagrammar, as
a generalization across all rules of a certain type. That
is, it might be that NP has the property CASE:NOM in any
licensing it as a daughter cif S:-Or that NP has this property
in.any rule licensing it' as a sister of VP.

Note, furthee-more, that in standard examples of
horizontal government the governing category is a lexical
c tegory. Verbs and'prepositions, For instahceagovern
p ticular cases of their object NPs. If the relationship
be een a complemehtizer and the S it combines with is viewed
as government of the aby the complementizer (so that that
governs a finite. S, for an i'oniti've S, wh-words. slashed
finite S, etc.), then this too is hor.izcntal governMent with
a 15xical category. serving as the governor. So there is'some
question as to whether a horizontal-government analysis of
nominative case should be available, since the governingk
category would be.the phrasal category VP.

In some instances of horitontal government, the
'governing category is not only lexical, but also at .least in
part arbitrary. In languages in which verbs-lor prepositions
can govern' several different cases, for instance, it is

-typical that one cannot predict, on the basis of their
syntactit or semantic properties, ex4Ftly which items govern
a nondefault case; the class of ,governors is partly
arbitrary. This is certainly true or the German verbs and
prepositions governing the DAT or GEN rather than the default
ACC.'And it is true for the German determiners governing
declension properties, as I observed injsection 1.2.

An important difference between case government and
411 eclension government in German is\that in the former the

etermined properties (with the attribute CASE) are on the
UMPL, but in the latter the determined properties (with the
attribute DECL) are parochial. As one result of this
difference, the determined properties°in the former example
(but not the latter), participatd in agreement via the HFC and

i CAP.

A
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Another result of this difUernce i s that the former
qienomena, but not the lvtter,shave,an alterilat arLil'ysis

tlhat is not, speat.ing inflaitively at least, government. A

-horizontal-government analysis of DAT and GEN case-mar ting in
GerMan spys: In N branching of VP into V and NP. (and poss-:ibly
other categories), if V has, the property SUBCrASS:X then NP
ha ,T. the -property CASW:DAT, and V has the property
-SURCLASS.:Y then ,NP has the property CASE:GEN. In the
alternative, a rule scheMaopermits the NP in such a branching
to occur wirth'Vny.one of the properties CASE: ACC, CASE:DAT,
.or CASE: GEN, and V is then subcategorizpd according to they -fie

Oroperties. The alternative makes the analysis of
case-marking in German entirely parallel to the
subcategorization of English verbs according to whether they
occur with various types of objects (one NP, two NPs, one NP
plus a ET, in toone NP plus a FT in for, etc.).

Let me now pull some of these analytic threads
together. What liesipehind the ,preceding disciission is a
concern that the theory of .gr .&mmar should constrain
government in much the same way that it constrains,.
agreement: Can horizontal government be restricted to
instances with a lexical category as governor? (If so, then
nominative case- marking in English must be vertical
government.) Or to instances with parochial, governed
categories? (If so, then the subrategorization analysis is
the only one available for object case-marking in German, in
'which case the phenomenon is not treated by the grammar as
government in a strict sense.) Canimetarules for vertiCal
governrnEnt be prohibites6. (If so, then vertical government
disappears.as a substantrve notion'in GPSG, since it is then
merely the appearance of some property, on a daughter category
specified by a rule and is indistinguishable from a simple
instance of horizontal government.)

I do not know what the answers to these questions are.
thoUgh I am 'inclined to suppose that they are all positive-
Certainly the questions are worth further investigation.;-'

Notes

*Grateful thanks to the Center for the Study of Language
and Information, Stanford University, whose financial support
enabled me to complete this paper. And to Geoffrey K. Pullum
for hiscomments on earlier drafts of section 2.

I. There arts) principles governing which endings are
identical to which others. For instance: for all
gender/number combinations except masculine singular, the
accusative is identical to the nominative. See section 3.7
for further development of this idea.

ti
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Thcidefetite artit!!le has idiosyncratic allomorphy in
ri7 fit=,t cusative forms:' wherever des would be

::!frit,ctff in these fOrmc-,, da=ii occurs instead, and wherever de
wcruld he e:pectecl in these forms,.die occurs'instead. (As it
hIppereg, des cities occur where e::pected in the genitive.)
These fcActs about allomorphy do not affect the qyntactic
qenerali:dtions to he made.

The variation between -es and -s in the genitive
Singular of masculine and neuter nouns in Tables 6 and 8 is '
phonological y conditioned, and will not corkern,us here.
fimilarly, t e variation between -e' and Zero in the dative

.

singular of masculine and neuter nouns is phonologically and
Stylistically conditioned, andk will not concern us here.

t

.4, Li-sting the HFC,. CAP, and FFP.does not preclude the
eistence of other general principles governing the.
distribution of features in constituent structures. Indeed,
Gdzdar, -Klein, Say; and Pullum (1982) entertain an analysis
of ceunction 0 which the feature CONJ,.neither a head nor
a foot feature, obeys its own (universal) 4rinciples of
occurrence.

Sr.. -In Lapointe's scheme, there are no syntactic rules of
agreement, hence no 'grammatical agreement' 'in the usual
sense. Instead, agreement facts are'supOosed tp fall out
from a well-formednes condii.on on Logical Form plus the
well-formeduless condition on S-'.structures.

Nate that in the system of property values adopted in
section 3.0, the non-FEM gendels constitute a natural class,
namely fhe clas of categories with the property GEND:CF:-1.

The vecsion of.the CAP that GP give is compltely
symmetrical and does not in itself reflect any logical
directionality ;n the relatioAship between the determinans
and determinatum in grammatical agreement.

0. Nor any sort Of disagreement rule, which'is what
Lapointe suggests on the 'basis of a simplified set of
paradigms.

9. This exploitatiOn of 'a generalized Proper Inclusion
PrecedenCe, or 'elsewhere', condition on morphological-rules
it shares with,lel:ical, or levelordered, Morphology (see
riparsFy 1982 and references tberein), with which it is
not in principle inconsistept.
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